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Executive Summary
Goals. This report provides results from the Transparent Reporting Project, which examined how seven agencies
in the federal statistical system assess the quality of integrated data used in one of the agency’s statistical products
and how they report data quality to users of the product. The project was designed to serve the information needs
of the project’s participating agencies, the members of the Interagency Council on Statistical Policy (ICSP), and
agencies throughout the federal statistical system. In this report, the terms “statistical agency” or “federal statistical
agency” can refer to any agency or unit in the federal statistical system, not necessarily one of the 13 principal
statistical agencies.

Transparent reporting is achieved when an agency provides clear and detailed documentation so that users can
assess for themselves the quality of the data. As seen from a user’s perspective, data quality refers to the data’s
“fitness for use” for a user’s own needs. A statistical agency has a responsibility to convey information to users
about data quality. In addition, transparent reporting can be a step or stage in a process of continuous improvement
by which the statistical agency enhances the quality of the data.

Integrated data are also known as multiple-source, blended, hybrid, or mixed data. Examples of integrated data
include the country’s national accounts or a dataset that results from linking survey and administrative data. As
new data sources and methodologies develop, federal statistical agencies are using integrated data more extensively
than in the past. Less is known about the quality of integrated data, and their non-survey sources of data (such as
administrative data or proprietary data), than about the quality of survey data.

The Transparent Reporting Project had four specific goals:
Goal 1. examine current practices (among the agencies participating in the project) for transparent reporting about
statistical products based on integrated data;
Goal 2. assemble available estimates, in dollars or staff time, for costs associated with reporting on integrated data
quality;
Goal 3. solicit user evaluations of the quality of integrated data quality reporting; and
Goal 4. identify possible improvements to existing practices that could result in more transparent reporting to
better inform users about integrated data quality.

The scope of the Transparent Reporting Project was limited to statistical products of the seven participating
agencies. An examination of these products and their documentation can provide examples of current practices and
potential improvements for other statistical agencies.
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The project was conducted by a cross-agency team under the auspices of the Federal Committee on Statistical
Methodology (FCSM) Working Group on Transparent Quality Reporting in the Integration of Multiple Data
Sources.

Seven statistical products. For its case studies, the Transparent Reporting Project examined seven statistical
products, classified using four domains of interest. The first domain was national accounts statistics, for which the
project team examined the Personal Consumption Expenditures component of Gross Domestic Product (Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA)). The second domain was integrating administrative and survey data, which included
three statistics products: the National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES)); linkage between the National Hospital Care Survey and the National Death Index (National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS)); and the 2016 Veteran Population Model (National Center for Veterans Analysis and
Statistics (NCVAS)). The third domain was the use of proprietary data, possibly in combination with other data,
for which the project examined the telecommunications component of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) (Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS)) and the National Household Food Acquisition and Purchase Study (FoodAPS) and other
uses of proprietary data (Economic Research Service (ERS)). The fourth domain was integration of data from
multiple surveys, for which the project team examined the Scientists and Engineers Statistical Data System
(National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES)).

Methodology. The Transparent Reporting Project drew upon three sources of information. First, the project team
reviewed documentation by which agencies assess data quality and report on it to users (Goal 1). Second, the team
developed a web-based customer survey that solicited user appraisals of the quality of the data, user satisfaction
with the transparency of the agency reporting on data quality, and user suggestions for improving data quality and
documentation (Goal 1, 3, and 4). Third, agency staff were queried for rough estimates of the costs in terms of
dollars or staff time to prepare and disseminate agency documentation on data quality (Goal 2).

To examine how documentation describes data quality, the project used a data quality framework that has been
used at the BEA and elsewhere. The framework consists of eight dimensions of data quality: relevance, accuracy,
reliability, timeliness, punctuality, consistency, comparability, and access. This set of dimensions reflects the
influence of various data quality frameworks, including those laid out by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, which in turn drew from the quality assurance framework of the European
Statistical System. While these eight dimensions of data quality originated in the context of survey data, they have
been extended by U.S. federal statistical agencies to administrative data and integrated data. These dimensions
have been discussed in the 2017 report Federal Statistics, Multiple Data Sources, and Privacy Protection: Next
Steps written by an expert panel convened by the Committee on National Statistics of the National Academies of
Science, Engineering, and Medicine.
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The Transparent Reporting Project’s customer survey represents a pioneering effort—the first known survey
designed to collect assessments of transparent reporting on integrated data using common items across users of
several statistical products produced by different agencies. The survey was based on a purposive sample of
selected users rather than a probability-based sample of all users of the agencies’ statistical products. In total across
the project agencies, 105 selected users were contacted to participate in the survey.

A second feature of the project’s customer survey is that it developed two instruments for the customer survey,
tailoring an instrument for each of two types of users. The project used the term “informed consumers” for those
who use results based on the integrated data product and need information on how the product was developed to
interpret the information it provides. The term “researchers” was used for those who either directly use raw data in
the integrated data product or need detailed technical information about the product for their research activities.
The project’s two instruments shared many items in common, while other items appeared on only one of the two
instruments. Altogether, there were 68 distinct items: 47 common items that appeared on both instruments, 6 items
posed only to informed consumers, 12 items posed only to researchers, and 3 items (that appeared on one or both
instruments) that were posed only for certain agencies’ users.

The survey was designed to provide a rich array of information on many aspects of documentation and, to a lesser
extent, on data quality. Some items can be grouped into four clusters that did not address documentation:
Preliminary (2 items); Dimensions of Data Quality (8 items); Overall Assessment of confidence in the data or
statistical product (1 item); and Improve Data Quality (1 item). Six clusters that focused on documentation were:
Quality of Documentation (8 items); Source Data (8 items); Agency Evaluation of Quality (5 items); Data
Integration (10 items); How to Use the Product (14 items); Agency Contacts (8 items). The final cluster—Agency
Contacts—shows that the project conceived of “documentation” broadly, including both materials written for users
and user communication with agency staff through telephone, e-mail, etc. The customer survey posed questions
about “agency contacts” because some users contact agency staff for information similar to what may be provided
in written documentation, and staff may themselves turn to that documentation for addressing questions.

Users rated some items based on a familiar Likert scale (Very dissatisfied (=1); Somewhat dissatisfied (=2); Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied (=3); Somewhat satisfied (=4); and Very satisfied (=5)). Most other items were
dichotomous or allowed for unstructured, free-text responses.

Key Findings. The eight dimensions of data quality adopted for the Transparent Reporting Project (relevance,
accuracy, reliability, timeliness, punctuality, consistency, comparability, and access) are compatible with, and
implications of, a set of core concepts (quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity) in information quality guidelines
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established by the Office of Management and Budget and departments across federal government. The project
found that agency documentation provides information on these dimensions. At the same time, the statistical
products under study were quite diverse, combining data from multiple sources using various methodologies. As a
result, agencies can be providing to users the type of information to be expected, based on information quality
guidelines, but reporting it in different ways. The project’s data quality framework and the documentation practices
reviewed by the project can serve as illustrations of how to convey information on integrated data quality to their
users.

Findings from the customer survey are based on (unweighted) responses from users who choose to participate, with
no adjustment made for non-response. Of the 105 users who were asked to participate in the survey, 46 participated
for an overall response rate of 43.8 percent (46/105).

There was a notable difference in response rates between the two subgroups of users. Only 8 of the 31 informed
consumers contacted for the survey chose to participate, representing a response rate of about 25.8 percent.
Researchers participated at a rate of 51.3 percent, with 38 researchers participating out of 74 contacted. The
difference between the subgroups’ response rates was just over 25 percentage points; alternatively, the response
rate of the researchers was about double the rate of the informed consumers.

Because the sample was small and purposive, results cannot be generalized to all users of the agencies’ statistical
products. Instead, results from the customer survey are interpreted as direct measures of the responses of the
participating users and as illustrative or suggestive of how other, non-sampled users may assess data quality and
documentation.

The customer survey provided results that identify, from a user perspective, both areas of strength and components
of data and data quality documentation that are not rated as highly by users. While results indicate that in general
users are satisfied with both the quality of data and the quality of documentation, there is still room for
improvements.

For each of the eight dimensions of data quality, figure 1 shows the percentage of respondents who provided a
positive rating of either Somewhat Satisfied or Very Satisfied (4 or 5 on the Lickert scale). A single item was used
to assess each dimension.
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Figure 1. User Assessments for Dimensions of Data Quality and User Overall Confidence in the Data
Percentage of Users
Responding with a
Positive Rating
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Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a Likert scale assessing each dimension
of data quality and “Somewhat confident” or “Very confident” when describing overall confidence in the data. A percentage
of positive ratings is displayed above each box.
Source: Transparent Reporting Project Customer Survey.

A cluster of four dimensions that were assessed relatively highly, with over 90 percent of users providing a positive
rating, were relevance (93 percent), accuracy (91 percent), reliability (91 percent) and consistency (91 percent).
Dimensions for which the percentage of positive ratings was relatively low were timeliness (64 percent),
punctuality (63 percent), comparability (75 percent), and access (67 percent).

A bottom-line assessment of data quality is captured by a user assessment of confidence in the data. The item asked
“Overall, how confident are you in the data or the statistics that you obtain from {Product}?” on a Likert scale
ranging from “Very unconfident” up to positive ratings at “Somewhat confident” and “Very confident.” The figure
shows the percentage of positive ratings for overall confidence to be relatively high at 89 percent. The arithmetic
mean for the item on overall assessment of confidence and for the cluster of eight items on Data Quality is about 80
percent; as an unweighted mean, that figure does not take consider that different numbers of users responded to the
nine items.

In general, users were satisfied with documentation about data as shown in figure 2. For the 35 Likert items in the
six clusters of related items on documentation, the items were averaged separately, by cluster, to obtain intra-cluster
(arithmetic) means.
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Figure 2. User Assessments of Agency Documentation, by Cluster of Related Items
Percentage of Users
Responding with a
Positive Rating
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Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale. A mean
percentage of positive ratings for a cluster of related items is displayed above each box. The mean percentages of “Somewhat
satisfied” and “Very satisfied” may not sum exactly to the mean percentage of positive ratings for a cluster.
Source: Transparent Reporting Project Customer Survey

From a user’s perspective, areas of relative strength in the transparent reporting on data quality were Agency
Contacts (obtaining information from agency staff) and general-level Quality of Documentation, each of which had
means of about 85 percent. The means for Agency Evaluation of Quality and for Source Data were 84 and 79
percent, respectively. Two clusters for which the percentages of users with positive ratings were relatively low
were Data Integration and How to Use the Product, each with means of 77 and 76 percent. Averaging across the 35
items on documentation, mean of the percentages of users with positive ratings was 80 percent.

Aggregating results from 35 individual items to obtain intra-cluster means provided useful summary statistics for
figure 2. However, the process of averaging also blends together relatively high or low item assessments into the
composite averages. Examining user assessments at the item level rather than the cluster level provides additional
detail on strengths and areas for potential improvement.
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At the level of individual items, relatively high percentages of users expressed positive ratings of satisfaction for
such items as: “How representative information from {Product} is of the population or concept you are using it to
study (item #47)”—100 percent; “The information provided [by agency staff] effectively addressed questions about
{Product} (#58)”—97 percent; “Detail with which the {Agency} explained the purpose for which the source
information was collected initially (#24)—89 percent; and “Detail [from agency staff] about how the sources of
information were integrated into {Product} (#62)”—86 percent; item numbers refer to a master listing of customer
survey items provided in Appendices 4 and 5.

Items with relatively low percentages include: “[Details on] [r]eferences to find out more about the source data
beyond what was included in the {Agency}’s documentation (#25)”—67 percent; “How the product was adjusted
to prevent disclosure of respondent or subject identity (#55)”—64 percent; and “How errors from each data source
affect the overall error for the product (#53)”—58 percent.

In the areas where users express relatively less satisfaction, the difficulty or ease with which to improve
documentation varies across items and across statistical products for a given item. For example, documentation
could potentially provide more references about the source data (#25). Adding additional references may be
straightforward for some statistical products. However, in some instances such references may not be available,
perhaps especially when data are proprietary. Perhaps more detail can be added to documentation to explain steps
the agency took to prevent disclosure of confidential data (#55). At the same time, a public explanation of such
methods can be incomplete because revealing too much information defeats the purpose of the methods; a short
note explaining the need to limit public information may satisfy users who otherwise might expect more detail. It is
inherently difficult with multiple-source data to identify how errors in data sources affect the overall error for the
product (#53). Moreover, error in multiple-source data needs to be evaluated in relation to the use of the data. This
topic is on the frontier of research in integrated data, representing an extension of classic questions concerning
Total Survey Error and how various types of sampling and non-sampling errors affect overall error in survey-based
data or statistical product. Even before additional research is completed, though, agencies can strive to be
transparent in discussing source data, errors in the source data, and methods by which data were integrated for the
statistical product.

User assessments are not the only information an agency might use to plan for improvements in documentation.
Various opportunities for improvement have cost implications for agency resources. The Transparent Reporting
Project found that cost estimates for providing current levels of documentation varied widely across the agencies
and their statistical products and programs. The one-time costs to prepare materials for users for one of the
statistical products may be in the range of about $15,000 to $90,000, while the cost of documentation of all BEA
programs is about $2 million annually. In addition, the project found that such costs estimates are difficult to
xii

develop—agencies do not structure budgets to include documentation as a line item. The project also found that the
resulting cost estimates are difficult to compare across statistical products because the estimates can include some
costs besides the documentation costs of the statistical product under study.

An agency can use its budget to improve documentation or to improve the quantity or quality of data.
Improvements in documentation entail costs that need to be weighed against how users would value other
applications of an agency budget.

Finally, to reiterate, we recognize that the small non-probability sample and number of responses limit the strength
of any inferences. However, we believe that the results can serve as useful indicators for agencies to examine their
current practices.
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Transparent Reporting for Integrated Data Quality:
Practices of Seven Federal Statistical Agencies
1. Introduction.
Background. In 2017, the Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology (FCSM) established its Working Group
on Transparent Quality Reporting in the Integration of Multiple Data Sources (hereafter, FCSM Working Group).
The charge of the FCSM Working Group is “to identify best practices for reporting on quality dimensions of
integrated data products created and produced by federal statistical agencies” (Federal Committee on Statistical
Methodology Working Group, 2018, p. 3); in this report, the terms “statistical agency” or “federal statistical
agency” can refer to any agency or unit in the federal statistical system, not necessarily one of the 13 principal
statistical agencies. This report, Transparent Reporting for Integrated Data Quality: Practices of Seven Federal
Statistical Agencies, contributes to that goal and is the FCSM Working Group’s second report. The FCSM
Working Group’s first report, Transparent Quality Reporting in the Integration of Multiple Data Sources: A
Progress Report, 2017-2018, summarizes the activities and findings of the Working Group during its inaugural
year.

FCSM established the FCSM Working Group in response to a request by the Interagency Council on Statistical
Policy (ICSP) for detailed analysis on the statistical quality of integrated data. At the time of the request, the ICSP
included the heads of the principal federal statistics agencies, representatives of other statistical agencies under
rotating membership (the National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics), and the Chief Statistician of the
United States from the Office of Management and Budget.

Motivation and Structure for the Transparent Reporting Project. In May 2018, the ICSP requested that the
FCSM conduct a study on practices used by ICSP agencies to report in a clear and transparent fashion on the
quality of integrated data. Transparent reporting of data quality is achieved when an agency provides clear and
detailed documentation so that users can assess data quality—that is, the data’s “fitness for use”—for themselves.
It can be a natural process for quality improvement to begin with assessing, measuring (where possible), and
reporting on current features of data quality. Transparent reporting can be a first step in continuous improvement
by which the statistical agency enhances the quality of the data.

The Transparent Reporting Project had four goals:
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•

examine current practices (among the agencies participating in the project) for transparent reporting about
statistical products based on integrated data; integrated data is also known as blended, hybrid, or mixed
data such as a dataset that results from linking survey and administrative data

•

assemble available estimates, in dollars or staff time, for costs associated with reporting on integrated data
quality;

•

solicit user evaluations of the quality of integrated data quality reporting; and

•

identify possible improvements to existing practices that could result in more transparent reporting to better
inform users about integrated data quality.

The broader vision behind these goals was that the project’s agencies, the members of the ICSP, and agencies
throughout the federal statistical system could learn about transparent reporting on integrated data products, and
ways to improve it, from the practices of the project’s seven agencies. In addition, transparent reporting can be a
critical step in the process by which a statistical agency enhances the quality of the data. That is, in preparation for
improving data quality, an agency can begin by assessing and (where possible) measuring its current level of
quality across different dimensions and by providing documentation in sufficient detail so that the user can
determine fitness-for-use of currently available data.

In the time since the ICSP asked FCSM to conduct the study, the ICSP issued its Principles for Modernizing
Production of Federal Statistics (Interagency Council on Statistical Policy, 2018). The ICSP considers integrated
data to be a key element of initiatives to strengthen the Federal Statistical System. One of the principles is that, as
they serve their missions, agencies should use sources of information that are both the “highest quality” and
“reasonably attainable,” including “non-statistical data sets and derivative information” (Interagency Council on
Statistical Policy, 2018, p. 3). Another principle is that “Agencies should report transparently on the quality of
information they disseminate.” The work of the ICSP and the FCSM on integrated data fits under the Federal Data
Strategy for leveraging data as a strategic asset, which is part of the 2018 President’s Management Agenda
(Interagency Council on Statistical Policy, 2018, p. 2).

In response to the ICSP request, the FCSM solicited agency participation for the study. Beginning in June 2018,
seven statistical agencies on the ICSP began collaboration on the Transparent Reporting Project. The agencies
selected statistical products, each based on integrated data, for review and assessment in seven case studies.

For the case studies, members of the project team examined how documentation of each agency’s statistical product
described data quality for its integrated data product. In addition, the agencies conducted a customer survey that
used common, cross-agency items on transparent reporting on integrated data. Using newly developed instruments,
the survey solicited from the agencies’ users their assessments of how transparently—that is, how clearly and
2

completely—the agency reports on the data quality of integrated data products so that users can determine if the
product can be used for their purposes. The survey also identified, from user perspective, what gaps there may be
in documentation and what improvements may be desired in data quality of the statistical product itself. The
customer survey was intended to be exploratory and illustrative—a first attempt at soliciting user responses on this
complex subject.

The structure of the Transparent Reporting Project was designed to examine each of four broad categories of
integrated data identified by the ICSP. The four categories, together with the agencies’ seven case studies for the
project, depicted in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Seven Statistical Products in the Transparent Reporting Project’s Case Studies
Statistical Products, by categories of data
I. National accounts statistics
(1) Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) component
of Gross Domestic Product
II. Integration of administrative and survey data
(2) National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS)

Agency
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA),
U.S. Department of Commerce

National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES), U.S. Department of Education
(3) Linkage between the National Hospital Care Survey
National Center for Health Statistics
and the National Death Index (NHCS-NDI Linkage)
(NCHS), U.S. Department of Health
and Human
(4) Veteran Population Project Model 2016 (VetPop 2016) National Center for Veterans Analysis
and Statistics (NCVAS), U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs.
III. Proprietary data, possibly in combination with other
data
(5) Telecommunications component of Consumer Price
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), U.S.
Index (CPI);
Department of Labor
(6) National Household Food Acquisition and Purchase
Economic Research Service (ERS),
Survey (FoodAPS) and other uses of proprietary data
U.S. Department of Agriculture
IV. Integration of data from multiple surveys
(7) Scientists and Engineers Statistical Data System
National Center for Science and
(SESTAT)
Engineering Statistics (NCSES),
National Science Foundation
The project also assembled information from each of the seven agencies about the cost, in terms of staff time or
dollars, for producing the agency’s reports on its integrated data product. This information helps place their
documentation efforts in context and provides some basis for assessing the costs associated with different scales
and types of reporting efforts. Cost estimates were difficult to obtain because agency budgets and accounting
frameworks are not structured to distinguish the cost of reporting as a line item separate from other costs.
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The project found that estimated costs of reporting on data quality vary widely. In part, that variation reflects
differences in the purpose, size and scope of the products and their associated documentation, which is the variation
the project sought to measure. In addition, the variation reflected other costs that were mixed in, including costs of
reporting on other statistical products (besides the one in question) or costs of preparation of the statistical product
(which can be difficult to separate from documentation). Costs estimates are provided in the separate chapters as
each product is discussed. Costs estimates should all be considered highly approximate.

OMB memo M-19-15, Improving Implementation of the Information Quality Act, provides an update to the
Information Quality Act to “reinforce, clarify, and interpret agency responsibilities” (Office of Management and
Budget, 2019, p. 1). While M-19-15 was issued after the Transparency Reporting Project was designed and its
customer survey fielded, the findings and agency practices described in this report can help agencies as they
implement the Information Quality Act in light of M-19-15. For example, the memo’s Implementation Update 2.2
states, in part, that “Agencies should provide the public with sufficient documentation about each dataset released
to allow data users to determine the fitness of the data for the purpose for which third parties may consider using it”
(Office of Management and Budget, 2019, p. 5). Statistical agencies are different in terms of how they produce a
variety of statistical products based on integrated data. They are similar in that they need to document and
communicate to users the types of data and the data’s quality characteristics so that users can determine fitness for
use.

Types of Data. Federal statistical agencies and programs provide data to inform decisions of the public, businesses
and government (Office of Management and Budget, 2018, pp. 3-6). The highly decentralized federal statistical
system comprises over 100 agencies (the formal names of which may use the terms center, institute, bureau, etc.).
The agencies of the federal statistical system develop and disseminate many types of statistical products including
datasets containing micro-level observations, estimates (single-number statistics such as totals, means, or regression
coefficients) and statistical reports. For evidence-based decision-making, these statistical products need to be
relevant, accurate and timely.

Currently, most federal statistical products are based on censuses and probability surveys (Jarmin, 2019, pp. 165167; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2017a, pp. 21-29); a probability survey is based
on each element of a population or universe having a known probability of selection into the sample, in contrast to a
convenience sample or a purposive survey. However, several factors are making reliance on traditional, surveybased methods of federal data collection problematic. Response rates to federal surveys are declining. Relatedly,
the costs of survey-based data collection are increasing. The budgetary environment for many statistical agencies is
tight. At the same time, traditional surveys may face limitations in capturing emerging features of the economy,
4

such as the growing prevalence of self-employment in the so-called “gig economy.” In addition, users of statistical
products have increasing demands for information to be more granular—that is, providing more detailed for
geographic areas or subgroups of interest—and timelier.

In response to these challenges, statistical agencies are making increased use of alternative data sources to
supplement or to substitute for survey data. This report focuses on two key examples of these alternative, nonsurvey data—administrative data and proprietary data. Other forms of non-survey data, such as image data, sensor
data, and certain forms of unstructured “big data” were not components of the products considered here and are
beyond the scope of this report.

Government program agencies create administrative data as part of their daily operations. Program agencies at the
federal, state and local level collect information on individuals, households, businesses, hospitals, schools, etc. as
they administer a government program that involves these entities. A taxonomy by Brackstone (1987) categorizes
administrative data based on whether they pertain to: cross-border flows of goods and people; legal registration of
certain events (births and deaths, marriage and divorce, business incorporations); administering benefits or
obligations (unemployment and health insurance, social assistance programs, taxation); regulation of industry
(telecommunications, banking, transportation); and provision of utilities. To support greater evidence to be
developed for policymaking, the Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking developed recommendations for
improving researcher access to administrative data while also improving data security and privacy protection
(Commission on Evidence-Based Policy, 2017, p. 1).

Private-sector organizations create proprietary data on a wide range of topics. As defined here, proprietary data are
defined based on ownership: they belong to the private-sector organization that creates them (subject to the rights
of those whom the data describe). The use of the data requires a statistical agency to reach an agreement with that
organization or meet some type of requirement. Proprietary data may be available to a statistical agency for free or
for a fee or other conditions.

As discussed in Chapter 4 on proprietary data, the BLS collects data on prices and expenditures to construct the
Consumer Price Index (CPI). Historically, the BLS has focused on collecting such data through surveys and uses
the term alternative data to refer collectively to non-survey data (Konny et al., 2019, p. 3). BLS has developed a
taxonomy of three main types of alternative data. Corporate data are “datasets obtained directly from corporate
headquarters.” Secondary source data, also known as third-party datasets, are “compiled by a third party, contain
prices for goods or services from multiple establishments”; these third-party datasets differ from corporate data
because they contain data from more than one organization. Web scraping data are “data collected by BLS staff
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automatically [using software]” or by Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) provided by the firms. Price data
collected from a website manually, rather than automatically, are not web scraping data but instead are considered
to be “survey” data, like price data collected in-person at a physical outlet.

The strengths and limitations of data vary across types of data sources. One strength of survey data is that a survey
can be designed to be nationally representative (or representative of some chosen universe). Another strength is
that surveys can collect information on items not available in administrative data (Jarmin, 2019, p. 173). For
example, surveys can collect data on socio-economic variables and on program outcomes that can be used for
assessing program efficiency and effectiveness. These outcomes and other variables may not be collected in
administrative data, which typical include only the information needed to operate the program. A limitation of
survey data is that survey responses can contain measurement errors, such as when a person who receives benefits
from a government program does not accurately report such receipt to the survey (Meyer et al., 2009). A
corresponding strength of a program’s administrative data is that, in principle, the data are complete, containing
records of the full universe of people who received a program benefit. The administrative data are not typically
based on self-reports but on the administration of the program. Administrative data also provide accurate
information on duration and amount of benefits each month. It should be noted that administrative data can also be
subject to measurement error depending on the data entry method or other errors in accounting. Lastly, a potential
limitation of administrative data is that they contain information only on those who participate in the program. A
comparison between participants and non-participants would require data besides administrative data.

Administrative data and proprietary data have certain strengths in common. Because these non-survey data are
already collected, a statistical agency may be able to acquire them at a cost that is lower than the cost of fielding a
new survey to collect equivalent data. In addition, re-using non-survey data for statistical purposes can reduce
burden on the American public compared to fielding a new survey (Office of Management and Budget, 2014, p. 7).
Depending on what data sources are considered, non-survey data can be more detailed than survey data with respect
to program receipt and benefit utilization.

Countering those strengths of non-survey data, however, are other issues of data quality. A major example of such
an issue is coverage—the extent to which the data are drawn from, and thereby represent, a target population or
universe of interest to the statistical agency (which can have different populations of interest than those of the
program agency or business that created the non-survey data). Non-survey data may be available for only a portion
of the universe of interest. For example, administrative data cover only program participants, excluding nonparticipants for whom information may be needed for comparative statistical analysis. Similarly, proprietary data
for, say, retail prices of various foods may cover only some portion of retailers—prices from large supermarket
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chains may be included while prices from some smaller, independent groceries are not. (Muth, 2016 p. 41) In
contrast, a survey’s sample frame can, in principle, contain program participants and non-participants alike. It can
include all types of retailers, or hospitals, or schools, etc. Because survey data are designed specifically for
statistical purposes, survey data can be designed to cover the universe of interest to support estimation of nationally
representative statistics in a way that non-survey data can find challenging.

When a statistical agency combines data from multiple sources into a single dataset, the result is integrated data,
which may also be known as blended, hybrid or mixed data. Precisely because there are strengths and limitations
from using any single source of data—whether it is survey or non-survey data—there is a unique advantage when
statistical analysis integrates multiple sources of data. As explained in OMB guidance in the context of
administrative data, “The ability to combine administrative datasets with each other or with survey data offers
significant potential to answer important questions that neither type of data can answer alone—questions whose
answers may be particularly applicable to program agencies seeking to increase program efficiency and efficacy”
(Office of Management and Budget, 2014, p. 7). For example, variables in one data source may not be available in
another. The strengths of the different sources can be leveraged by combining them; equivalently, it can be said
that different data sources can have different limitations or types of errors that can potentially compensate for one
another by combining them. At the same time, there is no guarantee that quality always improves when using
multiple sources of data—errors can compound one another rather than compensate.

On a case-by-case basis, statistical agencies make decisions on whether and how to integrate data. When
disseminating a statistical product based on integrated data, agencies inform users about the sources of data, how
the sources were integrated, and the possible implications for data quality. The content and details of such
reporting can influence a users’ understanding of data quality and how to best use and interpret the results for their
own applications.

Dimensions of Data Quality. High-quality information and appropriate reporting by federal agencies, including
statistical agencies, is a priority for the U.S. Congress, the Office of Management and Budget and the agencies
themselves. In response to the Treasury and General Government Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2001, OMB
issued guidelines that, in part, direct each Federal agency to issue its own implementing guidelines ensuring and
maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of information disseminated by the agency (67 Federal
8452-8460). The OMB guidelines are sufficiently general to apply across the highly diverse types of information
disseminated by federal agencies. The need for agencies to tailor the broad OMB guidelines to their own
circumstances was recognized by the OMB guidelines, which state that, “while agencies’ implementation of the
guidelines may differ, the essence of the guidelines will apply” (67 Federal Register, p. 8453). Each agency
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considers how best to meet the OMB guidelines to ensure and maximize the quality, objectivity, utility, and
integrity of information. A discussion of OMB guidelines that are related to transparent reporting is in National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (2019, pp. 8-12).

The discussion of utility in the OMB guideline embodies a user’s perspective: “In assessing the usefulness of
information that the agency disseminates to the public, the agency needs to consider the uses of the information not
only from the perspective of the agency but also from the perspective of the public.” (67 Federal Register, p. 8459,
emphasis added). Similarly, the most general and widely quoted definition of data quality in the statistical literature
may be “fitness-for-use” (Biemer and Lyberg, 2003, p. 13). Thus, if some feature of the data matters to users,
affecting the fitness-for-use, then that same feature is tantamount to a feature of data quality.

Transparent reporting on a broad range of features of data quality enables users to make an informed, user-specific
assessment of quality. The data quality framework used in the Transparent Reporting Project was based largely on
a framework adopted internally at BEA, one of the seven agencies participating in the project. This framework
consists of eight dimensions: relevance, accuracy, reliability, timeliness, punctuality, consistency, comparability,
and access. This set of eight dimensions reflects the influence of various data quality frameworks used in the
United States and elsewhere, including those laid out by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2015, p. 20), which in turn drew from
the quality assurance framework of the European Statistical System (ESS).

The comprehensive FCSM report Measuring and Reporting Sources of Error in Surveys (Federal Committee on
Statistical Methodology, 2001) discussed in detail the meaning of several dimensions of data quality, and provided
brief definitions of other dimensions drawn from the literature, as shown in table 1.2.

[Table follows on next page]
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Table 1.2. Dimensions of Data Quality
Relevance refers to the idea that the data collection program measures concepts that are meaningful and useful to
data users. Does the concept implemented in the data collection program fit the intended use? For example,
concepts first measured in a continuous sample survey program 20 years ago may be inapplicable in current
society; that is, it may no longer be relevant to data users. Determining the relevance of concepts and definitions
is a difficult and time-consuming process requiring the expertise of data collectors, data providers, data users,
agency researchers, and expert panels.
Accuracy is an important and visible aspect of quality that has been of concern to statisticians and survey
methodologists for many years. It relates to the closeness between estimated and true (unknown) values. For
many, accuracy means the measurement and reporting of estimates of sampling error for sample survey
programs, but, in fact, the concept is much broader, taking in nonsampling error as well. Nonsampling error
includes coverage error, measurement error, nonresponse error, and processing error … [I]t is important to
recognize that the accuracy of any estimate is affected by both sampling and nonsampling error.
Timeliness can refer to several concepts. First, it refers to the length of the data collection’s production time—
the time from data collection until the first availability of a product. Fast release times are without exception
looked upon favorably by end users. Second, timeliness can also refer to the frequency of the data collection.
Timely data are current data. Timeliness can be difficult to characterize since the characteristics of the data
collection can affect the availability of data. For example, a new sample survey may require more time prior to
implementation than the revision of an existing survey. Data from continuous recurring surveys should be
available sooner than periodic or one-time surveys, but ultimately timeliness is assessed by user needs and
expectations.
Accessibility, as a characteristic of data quality, refers to the ability of data users to obtain the products of the
data collection program. Data products have their most value—are most accessible—when they are easily
available to end-users and in the forms and formats desired. Data products are of several types—individual
microdata in user-friendly formats on different media, statistical tabulations on key survey variables, and analytic
and descriptive analysis reports. Accessibility also implies the data products include adequate documentation and
discussion to allow proper interpretation of the survey results. Accessibility can also be described in terms of the
efforts data producers make to provide “hands-on” technical assistance in using and interpreting the data
products through consultation, training classes, etc.
Comparability of statistics refers to the ability to make reliable comparisons over time.
Coherence refers to the ability of the statistical data program to maintain common definitions, classifications,
and methodological standards when data originate from several sources.
Completeness is the ability of the statistical data collection to provide statistics for all domains identified by the
user community.
Source: Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology (2001, pp. 1-2 – 1-3)

These quality dimensions are interrelated and may to some extent overlap one another. Some dimensions may be
quantitative and lend themselves to metrics and measurement. Others are qualitative—they can be described and
discussed but metrics are lacking. While FCSM (2001) introduced various dimensions of quality, as conveyed in
the table above, the report focused on accuracy and five sources of error that affect accuracy (Federal Committee of
Statistical Methodology, 2001, pp. 1-3, 1-5).
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While these dimensions originated in the context of survey data quality, they have been extended to apply to
administrative data and integrated data. For example, a previous ad hoc subcommittee of the FCSM adopted many
of these dimensions when it developed a Data Quality Assessment Tool for statistical agencies to use as they
consider acquisition of administrative data (Iwig et al., 2013). These dimensions have been discussed in the report
Federal Statistics, Multiple Data Sources, and Privacy Protection: Next Steps written by an expert panel convened
by the Committee on National Statistics (CNSTAT) of the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and
Medicine (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2017b, pp. 114-115). For these
dimensions, Appendix 1 provides the CNSTAT report’s definitions and complementary definitions from by the
ESS’s Handbook on Data Quality Assessment Methods and Tools (Ehling and Körner, 2007). Definitions in these
sources are proximate with those given in FCSM (2001).
In two ways, this report considers issues of reporting on data quality that go beyond the eight core dimensions.
First, the report’s third chapter reviews how data quality is assessed at the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), of
which the National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics (NCVAS) is a part. It is helpful to convey how an
agency that concentrates largely on administrative data addresses issues of data quality.

Second, the report goes beyond the eight core dimensions by giving some attention to granularity— the level of
detail available for statistics on geographic areas or subgroups. The CNSTAT report emphasized that granularity
and timeliness are two dimensions that may be undervalued (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine, 2017b, pp., 116-117). A strength of using non-survey data sources as part of an integrated data strategy
is the potential improvement in granularity, an aspect of data quality that can be given more prominence by making
it an additional dimension in a data quality framework.

On the other hand, granularity can be considered to be an integral aspect of relevance. Another expert panel,
convened by CNSTAT to examine the Census Bureau’s annual economic surveys, stated in its report that
“Relevance may reflect a variety of dimensions, including the availability of data that are sufficiently detailed to
monitor changes in the economy and meet policy needs, and the availability of data to address the full range of
topics important for public and private understanding and decision making.” (National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine, 2005, p. 22, emphasis added) Whether granularity is treated as a stand-alone
dimension or subsumed within relevance or another dimension, transparent reporting calls for granularity and other
salient aspects of quality to be addressed in agency documentation. The ICSP has developed a set of Principles for
Modernizing Production of Federal Statistics, which state, “While fully complying with confidentiality and privacy
requirements, agencies should continue to make statistical information created in support of mission activities as
granular and timely as practicable and widely accessible” (Interagency Council on Statistical Policy, 2018, p. 3).
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The eight dimensions in the quality framework used by the Transparent Reporting Project cover many key
components of quality. The project incorporated these dimensions into its customer survey, which was developed
in mid-2018. The ICSP principles, which were issued after the customer survey was developed, identify additional
components of transparent public reporting that were not explicitly included in the survey. For example, the ICSP
principles include integrity (as do the OMB guidelines), but the customer survey did not ask users specifically
about it. The examination of quality conducted by the Transparent Reporting Project is detailed but not exhaustive.

Methodology of the Customer Survey. The customer survey was designed to enable users who participated in the
survey to distinguish between data quality—whether the quality of the data is high or low (by a given dimension)—
and the thoroughness of the explanation provided by the statistical agency about that quality. An agency provides
transparent reporting by describing the product’s data quality with detail that is enough for the user to make an
informed assessment about fitness for use. Agency reporting can be transparent by discussing threats to data
quality, which can impede fitness for use. Such threats may be discussed in terms of “sources of errors” or
“limitations of the data.” The ICSP principles state “[S]imilar to reporting on statistical information produced from
traditional sources, if there are known deficiencies or limitations in products produced from a non-statistical or
integrated data source, these should be clearly articulated.” (Interagency Council on Statistical Policy, 2018, p. 3).

Over the years, the agencies in the Transparent Reporting Project have each been in touch with stakeholders of their
statistical products. The project is far from the first occasion at which the agencies learn about their stakeholders’
assessment of the product and its documentation. Even so, the project provided new opportunities for the agencies.
First, the agencies could learn about user assessments that focused heavily on documentation. Second, the agencies
could obtain a more current snapshot of user assessments (as of late 2018) than provided by more dated feedback.
Third, perhaps most importantly, agencies could obtain user assessments using a common, cross-agency customer
survey.

The cross-agency nature of the project was an important feature of the customer survey: it is the first known survey
to collect user assessments of transparent reporting across integrated-data statistical products produced by multiple
agencies, all of which were assessed using common items in a common framework. For such a survey, the project
developed questions that transcended products, topics or documents. As a result, the project’s cross-agency
approach provides a broader perspective on the agency’s products and documentation than what might be
achievable in an environment that focused on a single product only. That feature of the project is useful for the
participating agencies. In addition, by moving beyond items that have terms of reference tied to one agency, the
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survey can serve as an example for many agencies who can draw upon the survey for their own inquires with their
stakeholders.

This effort builds on previous cross-agency collaboration and research and examining reporting practices. For
example, the FCSM report Measuring and Reporting the Quality of Survey Data conducted studies that examined
how various publications of 12 statistical agencies reported sources of error in survey data (Federal Committee on
Statistical Methodology, 2001, p. 2-2). The work of the Transparent Reporting Project differs from the previous
FCSM work in scope, because we consider integrated statistical products rather than focus on survey-based
products. The project’s work also differs in methodology due to the inclusion of the customer survey.

The project faced three challenges in developing the customer survey. First, a cross-agency environment is a
challenge because items must be written in a sufficiently general way that they can be answered by users of a
variety of products. Cross-agency work is inherently complex. Ultimately, depending on level of specificity, not
all of a survey’s items may be applicable for each integrated data product. For example, items about linkage
procedures may not be salient for national accounts.

Second, the project had to develop items from first principles. There was no pre-existing standard instrument for
asking detailed items about users’ assessments of agency documentation of statistical products. The survey covered
several topics, including: general assessment; the product’s data sources; evaluation of the quality of the product;
how to use the product; users contacting agency staff for information about the product; and suggestions for
improving data quality for the product.

Third, users of statistical products have diverse needs. This key point has been recognized previously. For
example, a CNSTAT review of SESTAT conducted for NCSES stated “users of the data tables may be very
different from users who typically download the microdata.” (National Academies of Science, Engineering, and
Medicine, 2018, p. 40) At one of the workshops hosted in 2018 by the FCSM Working Group and the Washington
Statistical Society, three categories of transparency were identified that correspond to different types of users:
“High Transparency for academics, agency specialists, subject-matter experts; Moderate Transparency for policy
makers, professional journalists, students; Low Transparency for the general public” (Federal Committee on
Statistical Methodology Working Group, 2018, p. 9). Influenced by the FCSM Working Group’s identification that
a user typology can be helpful, the Transparent Reporting Project built that approach into its customer survey.

A second feature of the project’s customer survey is that it contained two instruments, tailoring each instrument for
the two types of users who were contacted to participate in the survey. The agencies in the project gave the name
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“informed consumers” to one of the groups of users. Informed consumers use results based on the integrated data
product and need information on how the product was developed to interpret the information it provides. The other
group was named “researchers”—those who either directly use raw data in the integrated data product or need
detailed technical information about the product for their research activities. The project’s two instruments shared
many items in common. Other items appeared on only one of the two instruments. There was opportunity for
agencies in the project to add a few, highly targeted agency-specific items that would be administered only to users
of their product.

The informed consumer instrument contained 56 items, of which 2 were agency-specific items that were
administered to a subset of informed consumers; see Appendix 2. The researcher instrument contained 62 items, of
which 3 were agency-specific items (2 of which were also on the informed consumer instrument); see Appendix 3.
Apart from the 3 agency-specific items, the two instruments had 48 items in common. Altogether, there were 68
distinct items: 48 common items, 6 additional items that appeared only on the informed consumer instrument, 11
items that appeared only on the researcher instrument, and 3 agency-specific items (that appeared on one or both
instruments). For any one user, there were either 56 or 62 items.

To garner some kinds of information, statistical agencies solicit detailed feedback from key stakeholders who are
known to the agency. The Transparency Reporting Project followed that practice in its administration of the
customer survey. Specifically, the project used purposive (or purposeful) sampling rather than a probability
sample; a probability survey would have been infeasible, even if desired, because the project lacked a sampling
frame of the full population of all users of a statistical product. Instead, the people contacted to participate in the
survey were chosen by the agencies as groups of users who have a familiarity with the product and a stake in the
product and its documentation. Such users may be especially able to provide detailed responses and they may be
more willing to participate in a survey than a user selected completely at random. In general, purposive sampling
“is a technique widely used in qualitative research for the identification and selection of information-rich cases”
which involves “identifying and selecting individuals or groups of individuals that are especially knowledgeable
about or experienced with a phenomenon of interest” (Palinkas et al., 2015, p. 2). That is, a purposive sample is
formed when an organization itself selects known stakeholders, rather than using a probability sample, to provide
qualitative or quantitative information.

The substantial limitation of purposive sampling is that the sample is not representative in a statistical sense.
Therefore, results from the project’s customer survey cannot be generalized to make inferences about the
population of all users. Nevertheless, the results can be valuable and informative about how certain (selected) users
assess how well an agency reports on its data quality. These results can be suggestive of what the broader
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population of users may be thinking. The survey and its responses represent the most current information available
on user assessments of agency products and documentation and the best information available on a cross-agency
basis.

Agencies on the project selected possible survey participants based their knowledge of customers who may be
especially familiar with the statistical product or who use it in their work. The agencies developed two lists of
selected users, distinguished by type of customer, who were contacted to participate in the survey through their
work e-mails. The difference between informed consumers and researchers reflects the extent to which the user
interacts with the statistical product—not the user’s place of work or occupational title. There was overlap in the
types of organizations that employ the two types of customers. Informed consumers contacted for the survey
included university academics, experts working at private companies, and government specialists at program
agencies that make use of the statistical product. Contacted researchers included university academics, staff at the
Congressional Budget Office and the Congressional Research Service, government staff at program agencies, and
researchers at non-profit organizations. Some of the users contacted for the customer survey could arguably be in
either of the two groups.

Survey participants each rated only one of the statistical products and its documentation. Because the BLS reports
on proprietary data on telecommunications prices were available internally to BLS staff and not the general public,
there were no external users to contact to assess the BLS documentation; despite that difference with other
agencies’ products, the BLS product was included in the Transparent Reporting Project because it was anticipated
that a review of BLS documentation by the project would strengthen the project and be helpful for readers of the
project report.

The survey was administered through Grant Thornton (GT), a private consulting firm that was engaged in the
project through the General Services Administration (GSA). To develop and administer the survey, the agencies on
the project worked in tandem with staff from GT and GSA, who were helpful in rewording certain items and in
developing web-based instruments. A web-based data collection enabled the survey to record user responses
automatically. User responses were made by either radio buttons or typewritten text, depending on the item. NCES
represented the Transparent Reporting Project in the agency coordination of OMB review and clearance of the
proposed items. Via e-mail, agencies themselves notified users in advance that the users would receive a survey
from GSA and encouraged users to participate. Users later received e-mails with a link to the survey and e-mail
reminders to complete the survey as needed. The survey was open to users from November 1 through December
10, 2018.
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Response rates for the customer survey. This section examines responses rates for the Transparent Reporting
Project’s customer survey. Not all products were reviewed by both informed consumers and researchers, largely
reflecting agency discretion on whether to invite one or both types of customers to participate. For example, some
statistical products tend to be used most intensively by researchers, making informed consumers difficult to
identify.

As shown in Table 1.3, the project sent in total 105 surveys to users who were asked to participate in the survey.
Of these, 46 participated in the survey for a response rate of about 44 percent (46/105).

Table 1.3. Responses to Transparent Reporting Project Customer Survey, by Type of Customer and by
Product
Number of Number of Response
Type of
surveys
surveys
rate
Customer
Product
Agency
completed
sent
(percent)
Informed Consumer
PCE
IRI Data
SESTAT
VetPop2016

BEA
ERS
NCSES
NCVAS
Subtotal

1
0
1
6
8

6
2
6
17
31

16.7
0.0
16.7
35.3
25.8

ERS
ERS
NCES
NCHS
NCSES
NCVAS
Subtotal

5
5
14
7
3
4
38
46

18
7
21
8
11
9
74
105

27.8
71.4
66.7
87.5
27.3
44.4
51.4
43.8

Researcher
FoodAPS
IRI Data
NPSAS
NCHS
SESTAT
VetPop2016
Total
Source: Transparent Reporting Project Customer Survey

The customer survey’s overall response rate is lower than on some major federal surveys. For example, in October
2018 the Current Population Survey had a response rate of 84.8 percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019a). In
2013-15, seven health surveys conducted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) each had
response rates above 70 percent (Czajka and Beyler, 2016). However, in fiscal 2012, when hospitals conducted the
customer satisfaction survey known as the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems
(HCAHPS, a standardized 27-item survey designed by two agencies in HHS), the response rates averaged 32
percent—less than half the response rate for the seven HHS health surveys (Siegrist, 2013, p. 983). Moreover, that
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response rate of 32 percent for the HCAHPS was “substantially higher” compared to response rates to customer
satisfaction surveys in most industries, perhaps due to the “relative importance of the health care experience.”
Thus, the 44-percent response rate of the Transparency Reporting Project’s customer survey exceeds the typical
response rates for most customer surveys.

There was a notable difference in response rate between the two subgroups of users. Only 8 of the 31 informed
consumers contacted for the survey chose to participate, representing a response rate of about 25.8 percent.
Researchers participated at a rate of 51.3 percent, with 38 researchers participating out of 74 contacted. The
difference between the subgroups’ response rates was just over 25 percentage points; alternatively, the response
rate of the researchers was about double the rate of the informed consumers.

It may be speculated that researchers have relatively higher response rates because they have an especially close
connection with the statistical product. However, informed consumers can rely heavily on the estimates or tables
an agency produces. For at least some informed consumers, there can be a strong interest in helping an agency
improve its documentation. In the end, it is unknown why the response rates for the two groups differed.

The relatively low response rate of informed consumers affected the pattern of responses across the agencies
differently. For example, BEA used the project’s customer survey as an opportunity to reach out to informed
consumers, soliciting participation from six such users of whom only one chose to participate; prior to the survey, it
was not known what the response rates of informed consumers or researchers would be. Given the low response
rate of informed consumers and that BEA focused on that subgroup, the agency sample size for BEA becomes
understandable. Like BEA, NCSES contacted six informed consumers and had only one who participated. The
ERS experience resembledthat of the other two agencies, with ERS contacting two informed consumers to
participate and neither doing so. NCVAS had an exceptionally good experience with informed consumers: of the
17 who were contacted, 6 chose to participate.

It is important to bear in mind that the Transparent Reporting Project’s customer survey was meant to be
exploratory and illustrative—a first attempt at soliciting user responses on this complex subject. It was determined
that it was important to get an initial set of user responses so that the responses could be evaluated and the reporting
process improved. A more refined data collection could have taken substantially more time.

Data Quality and Confidence in the Data. The focus of the survey was on assessing agency documentation.
Even so, the customer survey was an opportunity for the agencies to learn about user appraisals of the data quality
of their statistical products and of users “overall confidence” in the data. The customer survey opened with these
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items so that users could then turn their attention to discussing agency documentation about the data. Not all
survey respondents provided a response to every item that was available to them.

The 8 questions on data quality and confidence in the data are provided below in table 1.4; appendix 2 for informed
consumers and appendix 3 for researchers provide the full wording for all items on the customer survey.

Table 1.4. Items on Data Quality and Confidence in the Data on the Customer Survey
These next questions refer to various dimensions of quality of {Product}. Please rate your satisfaction using a
5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the
answer or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with {Product} in terms of:
A3. Relevance to your research or reporting needs
A4. Accuracy of information. That is, does it effectively measure the issue for which you need data
A5. Whether the information is reliable in terms of being based on scientific criteria used to selected data
sources and statistical methods
A6. Time between when information in {Product} was collected and when it was available to you
A7. Time between when the information was scheduled to be available to you (target date) and the time it
actually became available
A8. Consistency with other information that you know about the topic you needed {Product} to study
A9. Comparability, or whether information about a topic from one source of information in {Product} was
comparable to information about that topic from another source of data used in {Product} (e.g., pricing
data from different sources were for comparable units of a product). This includes comparability to
previous releases of {Product}.
A10. Ease of accessing {Product}
A11. Overall, how confident are you in the data or the statistics that you obtain from {Product}? (1=Very
unconfident/2=Somewhat unconfident/3=Neither unconfident nor confident/4=Somewhat
confident/5=Very confident)
Source: Transparent Reporting Project Customer Survey

Appendix 4 shows, by item, the number of users who responded (col. 5), the number of users with a positive rating
of either 4 or 5 (col. 7), and the percentage of users with a positive rating (col. 8); the appendix also reports
numerical means by user type, for informed consumers and researchers (columns 11 and 12). Appendix 5 reports
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numerical means further disaggregated by user type and by statistical product. In this section we consider the
aggregate results.

Among the 44 users who responded to the item about relevance, 41 of them answered with either a 4 (Somewhat
satisfied) or a 5 (Very Satisfied) on the 5-point Likert scale, that is, 93 percent of users (who responded to the item)
had a positive rating, reflecting that 20 percent had a rating of Somewhat Satisfied (or Confident) and 73 had a
rating of Very Satisfied (or Confident). The percentages of users who had a positive rating for the various
dimensions of data quality are shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure. 1.1. User Assessments for Dimensions of Data Quality and User Overall Confidence in the Data
Percentage of Users
Responding with a
Positive Rating
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

93

73

20

91

91
51

76

40
15

91

63

28

89

75
45

30

Somewhat Satisfied (or Confident)(perc.)

67

64

44

33

22

31

63

Mean of
nine items
= 80

65

41

22

24

Very Satisfied (or Confident) (perc.)

Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a Likert scale assessing each dimension
of data quality and “Somewhat confident” or “Very confident” when describing overall confidence in the data. A percentage
of positive ratings is displayed above each box.
Source: Transparent Reporting Project Customer Survey.

Besides the result for relevance, the figure shows that the dimensions of accuracy, reliability, and consistency also
had relatively high percentages of positive ratings, with 91 percent of users responding with a 4 or a 5.

In contrast, another group of dimensions had positive ratings that were relatively lower. The data quality
dimensions with the lowest percentages of positive ratings were timeliness and punctuality, with 64 and 63 percent
of users, respectively, responding with a 4 or 5; it is noted that only 32 users responded to the punctuality item,
which may indicate users that some did not consider this dimension to be applicable to their statistical product.
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Access was slightly better than timeliness and punctuality, with 67 percent of users rating it positively. Higher still
was comparability, at 75 percent. Nevertheless, this group of four dimension have their highest percentage of
positive ratings at 75 percent, while the percentages exhibited by relevance, accuracy, reliability, and consistency
are all over 90 percent.

A bottom-line assessment of data quality is captured by a user assessment of confidence in the data or statistics.
The percentage of positive ratings was relatively high at 89 percent.

The mean for the item on overall assessment of confidence and the eight items on data quality is about 80 percent;
as an unweighted mean, that figure does not consider that different numbers of users responded to the nine items.

While the origins of the Likert scale make it an ordinal measure, sometimes Likert responses are interpreted
numerically. Proceeding with that interpretation allows for a mean response to be numerically calculated for an
item. Historically, different agencies that solicit user assessments with some type of Likert scale have used either a
percentage of users or a mean as an indicator of user satisfaction. For example, NCES has examined the percent of
surveyed customers that “agree that the NCES data (publications and data files) are timely, relevant, and
comprehensive” (Lemke et al., 2001, p. 4). In contrast, the BEA has used a “customer satisfaction rating” as an
indicator, which use an item’s mean response. Thus, the percentage of positive ratings and the numerical mean
have each been used as indicators.

Proceeding with a numerical interpretation of Likert responses, the distribution of numerical responses for
relevance (one 2; two 3’s; nine 4’s; and thirty-two 5’s) results in a numerical average of about 4.6. The numerical
means of Likert items and of dichotomous items are provided in Appendix 4 (col. 9), along with the standard
deviation of an item’s responses (col. 9). As was true with the percentages of users with high ratings, the values of
the overall means for the quality dimensions fall into two clusters. Relevance, accuracy, reliability and consistency
have relatively high means, in the range of 4.4 to 4.6 on a 5-point scale. The numerical mean for confidence is also
relatively high at 4.5. In contrast, timeliness, punctuality, comparability and access have relatively low means,
ranging from 3.8 to 3.9.

For these nine items, the numerical values of the two indicators—the percentage of positive ratings and the mean—
have a high correlation coefficient of 0.98. Thus, in this case, the information content of the two measures are
essentially the same: what either measure tells about user assessments is mirrored by the other.
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Appendix 4 reports numerical means by user type, for informed consumers and researchers (columns 11 and 12).
Appendix 5 reports numerical means further disaggregated by user type and by statistical product. At that level of
granularity, agency sample sizes are small, and the results may not be robust. Of course, user responses are most
numerous when considering all the respondents together as a single group. That approach is adopted in the body of
the report, with discussion of differences by type of user reserved for Appendix 6.

Finally, to reiterate, we recognize that the small non-probability sample and number of responses limit the strength
of any inferences. However, we believe that the results can serve as useful indicators for agencies to examine their
current practices.

Remainder of the report. The remainder of the report turns from issues of data quality per se to the core of the
report—issues of transparent reporting about data quality. The next four chapters each consider a type of integrated
data in detail. These chapters introduce the case studies for several statistical products, explain the products’ use of
integrated data, analyze how the documentation communicates data quality to users, provide a rough estimate of the
associated cost for the agencies, and highlight user product-specific assessments. Chapter 6 analyzes user
assessments of documentation for all the products under study as a group. Chapter 7 draws upon findings in
previous chapters to identify challenges to transparent reporting, and Chapter 8 provides general conclusions.
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2. National Accounts
— Personal Consumption Expenditures component of Gross Domestic Product —
Bureau of Economic Analysis

The National Income and Product Accounts (NIPAs) produced by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) provide
a picture of the U.S. economy that is timely, comprehensive and accurate (Fixler et al., 2018, p. 1). A key measure
of economic activity featured in the NIPAs is Gross Domestic Product (GDP)—the dollar value of expenditures on
final goods and services. The NIPAs and GDP estimates are used by government policymakers, business decisionmakers, academic researchers, and the public for many purposes (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017a, pp. 1-6 –
1-7). They provide indicators of current economic conditions and inputs into forecasts of future conditions. They
are used by the White House and Congress in developing federal budgets and fiscal policy and by the Federal
Reserve Board in developing monetary policy. They support examination of relationships between sectors of the
U.S. economy and comparisons between the U.S. economy and other economies. In 2000, a BEA review of GDP
measurement in the 20th century noted that “The national accounts, in combination with better informed policies
and institutions, have contributed to a reduction in the severity of business cycles and a post-war era [following
World War II] of strong economic growth (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2000, p. 8). The review quoted Paul
Samuelson and William Nordhaus, two winners of the Nobel prize in economics, who wrote, “While the GDP and
the rest of the national income accounts may seem to be arcane concepts, they are truly among the great inventions
of the twentieth century” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2000, p. 6).

Over the span of decades, BEA and extramural researchers have contributed to a large literature on the NIPAs and
GDP, each of which are complex, large-scale statistical products; there are about 300 tables that support the NIPAs
(Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017a, p. 1-2) The Transparent Reporting Project could not undertake an
assessment of how well BEA documentation describes the NIPAs or GDP as a key statistic, nor ask users in a
customer survey to assess them because of the scope and complexity of the GDP measure. To manage the report’s
scope, the project team choose to focus attention where possible on measurement of the Personal Consumption
Expenditures (PCE) component in GDP.

Total expenditures in GDP are categorized into four broad components: PCE, gross private domestic investment,
government purchases, and net exports. The expenditure measure of GDP equals the sum of the four components.
The project team choose PCE as a focus because PCE is the largest component of GDP, representing about twothirds (69.4 percent) of the U.S. economy according to preliminary figures for 2018 (Council of Economic
Advisers, 2019, p. 634). Questions that can be addressed using PCE estimates include: “How strong was consumer
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spending compared with the month before? What types of goods or services saw a rise in spending? How did a
sharp increase in food or energy prices affect consumers spending?” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2018).

The Statistical Product and its Data Sources. The NIPAs and GDP represent integrated data products that

combine multiple sources. The PCE component of GDP, conceived of as a stand-alone product for the
Transparent Reporting Project, is an integrated data product as well. To estimate PCE, BEA receives data
from many government and non-government sources that are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Main Source data used in PCE (annual updates)
Item
Goods and Food Services (except as
separately specified below)
Exceptions:
New motor vehicles

Data Source
Category
Census

Monthly Retail Trade Survey (MRTS)
Annual Retail Trade Survey (ARTS)
Economic Census

Food produced and
consumed on farms
Standard clothing issued
military
Nondiesel gasoline

Government or admin

Ward’s Automotive Reports (unit sales)
J.D. Power and Associates (registrations)
R.L. Polk (average prices)
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Government or admin

Federal budget data

Government or admin;
Census

Prescription drugs

Private/trade;
Census
Government or admin;
Census

Energy Information Administration (quantities)
Bureau of Labor Statistics (average prices)
Economic Census
Intercontinental Medical Statistics Health, Inc. (sales)
Economic Census
U.S. Department of Treasury (consumption)
Bureau of Labor Statistics (Consumer Price Index
data)
Economic Census
Services Annual Survey
Economic Census

Tobacco

Services (except as separately specified
below)
Exceptions:
Housing services (except rental value
of farm dwellings)
Rental value of farm dwellings
Electricity and natural gas
Government hospitals
Motor vehicle leasing
Parking fees and tolls
Railway transportation services
Intracity mass transit transportation
services
Taxicab transportation services

Private/trade

Data Source

Census

Census
Government or admin
Government or admin
Government or admin;
Census
Private/trade;
Government or admin
Government or admin
Private/trade
Private/trade

Housing Vacancy Survey Supplement to the Current
Population Survey
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Energy Information Administration
Federal agency data
Census of Governments
R.L. Polk & Co.
Bureau of Labor Statistics (consumer expenditures)
Federal Highway Administration
Amtrak
American Public Transit Association

Census;
Government or admin

Services Annual Survey
Bureau of Labor Statistics (consumer expenditures)
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Air transportation services
Food furnished to military
Housing accommodation at schools
Financial services furnished without
payment
Life, net household insurance, and net
motor vehicles insurances services and
workers compensation
Medical care and hospitalization
insurance
U.S. postal services
Higher education

Government or admin
Government or admin
Government or admin
Government or admin

Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Federal budget data
National Center for Education Statistics
Federal agency data

Private/trade

A.M. Best

Government or admin;
private/trade
Government or admin
Census;
Government or admin

Elementary and secondary schools
Labor organization dues

Government or admin
Government or admin

National Center for Health Statistics
A.M. Best
U.S. Postal Services
Census of Governments
Annual Survey of State and Local Government
Finances
National Center for Education Statistics
National Center for Education Statistics
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Internal Revenue Service
Giving USA

Religious organizations’ services to
Private/trade
households
Net foreign travel
Government or admin
Bureau of Economic Analysis
Note: Data sources used for a given item can depend on whether an estimate is made for a benchmark year or a nonbenchmark year.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis (2017b), Tables 5A and 5B

BEA documentation explains that PCE estimates “are based on statistical reports, primarily from the U.S. Census
Bureau, but also from other government agencies; on administrative and regulatory agency reports; and on reports
from private organizations, such as trade associations.” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017b, pp. 5-7). In Table
2.1, the three broad categories for data source are “Census,” which includes data received from the U.S. Census
Bureau, “Government or admin” which includes both survey and non-survey data received from other government
agencies, and “Private/trade.” In addition, in some cases an individual component in PCE may use multiple sources
of information to derive an estimate. BEA uses estimating methods that adjust source data to the required NIPA
concepts and that fill gaps in coverage and timing.

For the private sources, BEA undertakes efforts to ensure that the data are high quality by considering their
accuracy, reliability, and relevance for the estimates. For example, BEA conducts computer edit checks for gross
errors, identifies and analyzes outliers, and examines period-to-period changes. BEA also evaluates how
representative the data are and how closely they fit with NIPA concepts. Federal sources of data can be expected to
adhere to Information Quality Guidelines, which were described in this report’s Introduction.

Documentation that Communicates Data Quality to Users. BEA clearly communicates the methodology and
source data used in constructing the estimates of PCE as part of a comprehensive documentation of the NIPAs. The
Transparent Reporting Project contacted selected users of BEA statistics to assess BEA documentation of PCE
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based on review of two documents: the chapter on PCE in BEA’s comprehensive Concepts and Methods of the
U.S. National Income and Product Accounts (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017b) and the 2017 article “Updated
Summary of NIPA Methodologies” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017c).

Assessing and Describing Data Quality. The BEA documentation states that PCE “provides a comprehensive
measure of types of goods and services that are purchased by households. For example, it shows the portion of
spending that is accounted for by discretionary items, such as motor vehicles, or the adjustments that consumers
make to changes in prices, such as a sharp run-up in gasoline prices” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017b, p. 51). Thus, the relevance of PCE goes beyond its contribution to measuring GDP, as important as that is. There can
be interest in PCE or its own components that can be relevant for a government agency, a business, or a researcher.
BEA documentation on NIPA begins by noting that, in part, “relevance refers to the ability of the accounts to
provide summary and detailed estimates in analytical frameworks that help answer the questions being asked about
the economy” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017a, p. 1-8, emphasis added).

Disaggregating PCE beyond the broad distinction between goods (which are often subdivided between durable and
nondurable) and services, PCE provides a “functional” classification composed of 13 more detailed categories such
as “Clothing, footwear, and related services,” “Transportation” and “Financial services and insurance” (Bureau of
Economic Analysis, 2017b, p. 5-5). Statistics for the functional classification, along with major types of products,
is available on-line (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019a). At an even finer level of product detail, detailed PCE
information is available on-line for hundreds of types of products (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019b)

BEA integrates data from multiple sources to provide the granularity of product detail that users value. For
example, in estimating the new motor vehicles component in PCE, BEA begins by acquiring detailed and
comprehensive coverage on unit sales of autos and light trucks from Ward’s Automotive Reports (Bureau of
Economic Analysis, 2017b, p. 5-36). BEA then estimates the share of these sales that are purchased by persons
using monthly data on new registrations from R.L. Polk & Co. Then these data are combined with average
expenditure per transaction derived from monthly retail transaction prices by make, model, and trim level from J.D.
Power and Associates to obtain an estimate of PCE for new motor vehicles. This approach allows BEA to produce
timely estimates at a highly granular level of product detail.

BEA promotes access to statistical products, with documentation noting that users can access data on the BEA
website (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017b, p. 5-7, footnote 7). Data can also be downloaded in various
formats.
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The dimension of punctuality refers to the time between a scheduled data release and when information became
available. While not discussed in its methodology documentation, GDP is designated as a principal federal
economic indicator. Statistical Policy Directive No. 3 emphasizes the importance of prompt release of such
indicators and assigns responsibilities to publish a release schedule (50 Federal Register 38932-38934). Like other
agencies responsible for principal federal economic indicators, BEA can be considered highly punctual in its
development and release of GDP estimates.

To construct estimates of the NIPAs, GDP, and PCE, BEA adopts the conceptual framework laid out in the System
of National Accounts (SNA), an international standard maintained and intermittently revised by the United Nations
and others (European Commission et al., 2008). The SNA is the guiding framework that statistical agencies around
the world follow, resulting in statistics that are coherent by being based on transparent and agreed-upon concepts,
principles and approaches to combine and report information. In addition, GDP estimates from different countries
achieve comparability when they are produced using the same framework. Following the revision to SNA in 2008,
BEA developed a comprehensive update of the NIPAs, which included changes to PCE measurement, thus
“improving consistency with international standards.” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017b, p. 5-4).

BEA documentation states that, “Accuracy may be described in terms of how close the estimates come to
measuring the concepts that are designed to measure. In the case of GDP, the estimate is accurate when it captures
all production for final use but does not include production for intermediate use” (Bureau of Economic Analysis,
2017a, p. 1-7, emphasis added). The distinction between intermediate and final expenditures is foundational for
estimation of PCE and GDP to avoid double-counting economic activity. Because BEA estimates are a
combination of survey-based, administrative and private data that are not collected within a common probabilitybased framework, BEA does not focus on accuracy in a statistical sense. Instead BEA relies on the concept of
reliability—the repeated estimation of the same event—to assess the quality of its estimates. Reliability is
discussed in more detail below when the revision process is described.

Users of NIPA estimates value the timeliness of the estimates, where timeliness refers to a small difference between
the end of the period for which PCE or GDP estimates are prepared (e.g., a year or quarter) and the time when the
estimate is released. The dimension of timeliness is treated as an aspect of relevance in some BEA documentation,
which states that, in part, “relevance refers to the length of time before the estimates become available. Estimates
that are not available soon enough for the intended use are not relevant” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017b, 18, emphasis added). To address timeliness, BEA documentation notes that estimates are available for PCE and by
major type of product (durable goods, nondurable goods, and services) each month (Bureau of Economic Analysis,
2017b, p. 5-6). Thus, by supplementing its annual and quarterly estimates with monthly statistics, BEA provides a
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very high level of detail in the temporal dimension. The advance quarterly estimates are available about one month
after a quarter ends (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017c, p. 1).

BEA states that “there is an implicit tradeoff between timeliness and accuracy, so BEA has developed a release
cycle for the estimates that addresses this tradeoff” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017a, p. 1-8). The “release
cycle” refers to how there is a sequence of estimates of GDP that cover the same time period. BEA produces
successive vintages of so-called “current” estimates for quarter that are known as “advance,” “second,” and “third”
estimates, which are available, respectively, about one, two, and three months after the end of the quarter (Fixler, et
al., 2018). Following the set of current estimates, subsequent revisions are made that constitute successive “annual
update” estimates and one or more “comprehensive update” estimates.

Current quarterly estimates of PCE and the other NIPA estimates are available most quickly. However, they use
partial and preliminary data that are not as comprehensive as the annual source data, which impinges on accuracy.
Some detailed components of the current estimates of PCE are prepared through extrapolation or interpolation
using data that are relatively frequent and timely to serve as indicators of the co-movements of the series over time.
Documentation describes how the accuracy of extrapolators are improved through weighting, filling in gaps in
coverage, bias adjustments, averaging with other extrapolators, and benchmarking and balancing.

Annual updates also include indicators, but they are less important than for current quarterly estimates. At fiveyear intervals the Census Bureau conducts an economic census and BEA constructs its NIPA estimates for what
BEA calls a “benchmark” year—a year that provides the most comprehensive source data for NIPA. Table 2.2
illustrates the shares of the major types of source data used in estimating PCE for the first annual update and for the
benchmark year.

Table 2.2. Expenditure shares within Personal Consumption Expenditures (2016)
Type of data

U.S. Census Bureau data
Government and administrative
sources
Private and trade data
Multiple data sources

Expenditure shares
in first annual update
(percent)
78
11

Expenditure shares
in benchmark year
(percent)
85
8

8
3

4
3

Note: Expenditure shares exclude non-profit institutions serving households.
Source: author’s calculation based on the tables in Bureau of Economic Analysis (2017b) and Table 2.4.5U in the Underlying
Detail section of the GDP Interactive tables.
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The share of data acquired from the U.S. Census Bureau increases from 78 percent for the first annual update to 85
percent for the benchmark year. This increase mainly reflects the incorporation of the economic census data for
some estimates which become available every 5 years.

In addition, the NIPAs are regularly updated to reflect changes in economic concepts and methods necessary for the
accounts to provide a relevant and accurate picture of the evolving U.S. economy. These updates range from
expanding the definition of investment to include research and development activity to updating seasonal
adjustment factors to reflect the most recent seasonal patterns.

As revisions occur, BEA provides descriptions of planned update procedures in publications that examine
methodology and source data. Updated estimates are released in Survey of Current Business articles and on the
BEA website. BEA news releases routinely place a revision in the context of recent revisions and compare the
revision with overall average revisions. In news releases and in annual and comprehensive update articles, a
section of technical notes section discusses the assumptions and methods.

The release cycle and its periodic revisions to GDP estimates (for a given time period) lead to concept of reliability.
In statistical terms, reliability concerns the repeated estimation of an event. At BEA, “Reliability refers to the size
and frequency of revision to the NIPA estimates. An important indicator of reliability is the effectiveness of the
initial estimates of GDP in providing a useful picture of U.S. economic activity” (Bureau of Economic Analysis,
2017a, p. 1-8, emphasis added). The reliability of the estimates is assessed by examining the performance of the
successive vintage estimates; for example, an examination of the closeness of estimates as they are revised when
more complete data become available.

There are periodic studies of GDP revisions that study the reliability of the estimates over the release cycle and
examine evidence for any systematic overstatement or understatement. BEA’s principal standard of reliability is to
examine the revisions from its early estimates to its “latest” estimates, most of which have been through at least one
comprehensive update; the “latest” estimates are deemed to be the most reliable because the comprehensive update
incorporates all the available source data that are believed to be the most reliable. The periodic studies have
“confirmed that the initial estimates provide a reliable indication of whether economic growth is positive or
negative, whether growth is accelerating or decelerating, whether growth is high or low relative to trend, and where
the economy is in relation to the business cycle” (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2017a, p. 1-8). Such studies are
an important vehicle for BEA to ensure the quality of the estimates. Users of BEA data can use the findings of
these studies to better understand the nature of the BEA estimates.
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The most current of these periodic studies that examine the reliability of GDP estimates is Fixler, et al. (2018).
According to the study’s results, both the pattern and magnitude of the revisions indicate that the early estimates are
reliable. Figure 2.1 illustrates this finding using 1993-2015 data for two vintages of estimates of real (inflationadjusted) PCE—the advance estimates and the latest estimates.

Figure 2.1 Real personal consumption expenditures, for two vintages of estimates, 1993 – 2015
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Source: authors’ calculation using the database that underlies tables in Fixler, et al. (2018)

The chart shows that, with few exceptions (such as the sharp divergence in the growth rate in 2009 Q1 during the
depths of the financial crisis), the overall pattern of movement in PCE is little changed by revisions. Similarly, for
GDP in general, the early estimates provide an accurate general picture of economic activity. That is, revisions to
GDP estimates do not substantially change BEA’s measures of long-term growth, the picture of business cycles,
and the trends in major components. Policymakers can use these GDP estimates as reliable measures of economic
activity.
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Costs of Documentation. BEA spends about $2 million annually to prepare documentation for all BEA programs,
inclusive of the PCE component of GDP.

Responses to the Customer Survey. The agencies in the Transparent Reporting Project solicited participation in
the customer survey from two groups—informed consumers and researchers. BEA used the project as an
opportunity to focus exclusively on informed consumers, inviting 6 to participate in the survey of whom 1
responded. Despite the low response for PCE documentation, there are still benefits in considering the user
assessment both for PCE and in combination with the other products selected for this report. The detailed
responses to the Likert items and other structured items for the PCE are provided in Appendix 5. An item on the
survey may not have been applicable for assessment of BEA documentation if, for example, the item referred to
linking surveys to administrative data. The free responses for assessment of PCE documentation are highlighted
here.

One item posed by the customer survey asked, “How did you use the data documentation or other information
provided by the agency to inform or address your information needs?” (#19 in Appendices 4 or 5; A19 on the
informed consumer instrument in Appendix 2). The response mentioned methodology papers and the “truly
outstanding” section of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) on the BEA website. Other agencies that do not have a
FAQ section on the website could consider developing such a resource. A FAQ section can enable users to access
information that may not be contained in the details of documentation or that might be difficult to locate.

Another item was “What information on data sources used in {Product} did you find useful?” (#26; B4) The
response was that it was helpful to know which components are based on unpublished data.

While most of the customer survey involved assessment of current documentation, one of the items asked users
about improvements: “What suggestions do you have for improving documentation about source selections made
for {Product}?” (#27; B5). The suggestion was to provide an online data dictionary and links to websites that
provide some of the raw data when data sources are not statistical agencies such as BLS or the Census Bureau.
Other agencies could also consider developing an online glossary for key terms.
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3. Integration of Administrative Data and Survey Data
— National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS) —
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)

— Linkage between the National Hospital Care Survey (NHCS)
and the National Death Index (NDI) —
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS)

— The Veteran Population Projection Model 2016 (VetPop2016) —
National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics (NCVAS)

In the Transparency Reporting Project, three statistical products make use of both administrative data and survey
data: the National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS); the linkage between the National Hospital Care
Survey (NHCS) data and the National Death Index (NDI), and the Veteran Population Projection Model 2016
(VetPop2016). A common practice used to produce all three products is linking survey and administrative record
data through matching at the individual person or institutional respondent level. For all three products, such linking
is conducted for statistical purposes only.

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) collects data for NPSAS, which provides information on how
students pay for postsecondary education. The most recent NPSAS estimates, for 2015-16, find that nearly threequarters (about 72 percent) of undergraduates received some type of financial aid (grants, loans, work-study, and
other) which averaged $12,300 among those receiving aid (Radwin et al., 2018).

The National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) designed the NHCS to “provide accurate and reliable health care
statistics that answer key questions of interest to health care and public health professionals, researchers, and health
care policy makers” (National Center for Health Statistics, 2019). The linkage of the NHCS data to the NDI
expands the analytic utility of the NHCS because the NDI provides information on factand cause of death; a
limitation of the NHCS and the linked data is that they are not nationally representative. One example using the
linked data noted that among patients who had an inpatient or emergency department encounter in 2014 and were
diagnosed with Alzheimer Disease (the most common form of dementia), 44 percent died in 2014 or 2015, with
causes of death that included diseases of the circulatory system, nervous system, and mental, behavioral, and
neurodevelopmental disorders (Bercovitz et al., 2018, p. 4).
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The National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics (NCVAS) developed the Veteran Population Project
Model 2016 (VetPop2016). Using VetPop2016, NCVAS prepares an official veteran population projection for VA.
VA also uses results from the model to project medical and financial resource needs down to county-level VA
service areas. Based on the model, the total veteran population is projected to decline over the next twenty years
from about 20.0 million in 2017 to 13.6 million (National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, no date).
Beginning in 2016, veterans of the Gulf War Era became the largest cohort of veterans, outnumbering those of the
Vietnam Era.

This chapter highlights data documentation and quality issues for each of these three products, including users’
assessments of that quality. While the three case studies all use survey and administrative data, the reviews below
emphasize different aspects of the issues for the three statistical products under study. The NPSAS case study
provides more discussion than the other two issues concerning coherence and comparability. The case study on
linkage between NHCS data and NDI provides relatively more details about linking issues and the possible types of
errors that emerge from the linkage process itself—errors that are not attributable to either data source
independently. The case study on the VetPop2016 model gives more details on how data quality is defined and
described in a setting that relies heavily on administrative data. As a set, these three case studies provide an
overview on transparent reporting for statistical products that combine survey and administrative data.

3(a). NPSAS
The Statistical Product and its Data Sources. NCES, within the U.S. Department of Education’s Institute of
Education Sciences, is the primary federal entity for collecting and analyzing data about education in the United
States and other countries. Part of the agency’s mission is to provide information about how students and their
families pay for postsecondary education. NPSAS was developed by NCES to meet this information need. NPSAS
is a nationally representative study of students attending postsecondary institutions in the United States and is
traditionally conducted every three or four years. The studies draw on data from student interviews, data provided
directly from postsecondary institutions, and six distinct administrative sources.

NPSAS provides detailed measures on student financial aid and borrowing as well as other key indicators of
postsecondary education (e.g., enrollment) and demographics. While the student interview has traditionally played
a significant role in creating the study’s measures, the increasing quality and availability of administrative data has
facilitated a shift over time. Now, many constructs rely less on self-reported information and more exclusively on
administrative records. In fact, improvement in source data made possible an NPSAS collection in 2018 that relied
exclusively on administrative data.
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As an integrated data product, NPSAS draws upon multiple data sources, some of which are described in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Student-level administrative Sources in NPSAS
Source

Description and Use

The Central Processing System
(CPS)

To be eligible for federal financial aid, students must file the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). These data contain
financial and demographic information on students and their families but
is limited to those who apply for federal financial aid.
This federal database tracks Pell grant and federal student loan award
amounts and disbursements. NPSAS also uses information housed in
NSLDS related to postsecondary enrollment, loan repayment, income, and
demographic information. Data are only available for federal student loan
and Pell grant recipients.
These data contain information related to Veterans and Active Duty
service members of the US Military. Used primarily to identify military
sample members and to aggregate federal veterans’ education benefit
payments made during the study time-frame, data are only available for
VA beneficiaries.
These data primarily measure students’ enrollment at all postsecondary
institutions that participate in or use NSC’s services. NPSAS matches
sample members to this database and use the data to derive enrollment,
degree, and major/field of study information.
NPSAS matches to both College Board and ACT to obtain standardized
test scores. These data also include information on high school coursetaking and are available for students who took either exam.

The National Student Loan Data
System (NSLDS)

The Veterans Benefits
Administration (VBA)

The National Student Clearing
House (NSC)

Testing Agencies: The College
Board (SAT) and ACT

This list represents the data that are collected at the student level. NPSAS draws on other data sources as well,
notably NCES’ Integrated Postsecondary Data System (IPEDS) which is used to create variables that describe the
characteristics of institutions that students attend and occasionally used for logical imputation in NPSAS. In
addition to these administrative data, NPSAS also collects data directly from postsecondary institutions (henceforth
Student Records).

Documentation that Communicates Data Quality to Users. For the Transparent Reporting Project, selected
users of NPSAS were sent the customer survey along with five pieces of NPSAS documentation. One was the most
current detailed report, the NPSAS Data File Documentation for 2015-16 (Wine et al., 2018). A second was the
Full-scale Methodology Report (Cominole et al., 2010), a background document containing a major review of
methodology. Users were also sent three documents derived from the NCES website: “About NPSAS,” “State
Oversamples,” and “Data Information for Postsecondary Sample Surveys” (National Center for Education
Statistics, no date a, b, c)

Assessing and Describing Quality. Multiple sources of data are often blended together to form “derived” or
“composite” variables. For example, the months during which students were enrolled in college incorporate self36

reported interview responses, Student Records, NSC, and NSLDS data. Each of these data sources, on its own,
contains missing enrollment information, which generates challenges for data quality when combining information
on enrollment from multiple sources. Some variables draw on only one source of data because of the completeness
and accuracy of the source. For example, federal student loan amounts are drawn only from NSLDS. NSLDS is
heavily audited to ensure it is properly tracking loans and their repayment through time. Other sources of
information about student loans exist including records held by universities and the students themselves. Using
information from these sources would not improve the accuracy of the data (and reduce it in terms of student selfreports in the short NPSAS interviews) and increase the overall response burden of NPSAS.

The process of developing derived variables results, in the first instance, in missing values for many students.. The
derived variables often draw information from multiple sources of data for the student and these sources are not
consistently complete across all students sampled for NPSAS. To improve the accuracy and reliability of
information generated from NPSAS, missing values within derived variables are stochastically imputed with the
goal of achieving nationally representative estimates from the resulting data.

Work undertaken to improve accuracy and reliability creates trade-offs between those dimensions and timeliness.
The sheer volume of derived variables and the need to ensure that all imputations produce internally consistent
information requires an extensive set of logic and range checks against other information available for each student
in NPSAS. This work prolongs the time it takes from the end of data collection to the release of the final data to the
public.

To maximize accessibility, the finished data are released in two forms. The first form is a public version of the data
that can be accessed at the NCES-sponsored website, DataLab (National Center for Education Statistics, no date d).
DataLab includes three interfaces that can be used to create and view estimates of NPSAS variables: QuickStats
generates simple summary statistics; PowerStats enables users to create more advanced cross-tabulations and linear
and logistic regressions; and TrendStats enables users to compare variables across multiple administrations of
NPSAS, as far back as 1996. Embedded in these systems is a tool by which the agency tracks the usage of
individual variables on PowerStats, both at the univariate and bivariate (combinations of variables) level. NCES
uses information from the tool to gauge variable relevance to users, which informs future NPSAS data collections.
For example, variables that are seldom or never used are evaluated for potential removal from the next NPSAS in
combination with information on item quality and the need for the item to address a specific critical question. Data
are safeguarded through several DataLab features, including prohibiting estimates from being generated for
relatively small subpopulations, preventing direct access to the data that underlie DataLab processing, and
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perturbing the data before they are entered into DataLab. While these features maintain the confidentiality of the
data, they can impinge on data quality, such as the granularity of the available estimates.

The second form of data released is a restricted-use file (RUF), which requires users to apply for a license through
NCES. Applications must include a plan to maintain data security per NCES standards. These data are far more
extensive than the public-facing versions in DataLab. They give advanced researchers with approval the added
flexibility to analyze sophisticated statistical models and procedures to generate their own estimates. Data are
safeguarded through a number of protections, including audits that ensure adherence to security protections, output
review by NCES, and data perturbations before researchers access the files.

Due to the complexity of NPSAS, providing information on how its data are created is essential to end users of all
skill and interest levels. To promote access and clarity, an array of six distinct products that describe the data are
provided, each with a specific type of user in mind. These multiple vehicles for documentation also ensure rules are
followed on disclosure of information. Three documentation products are accessible to all NPSAS users: a formal
and extensive Data File Documentation (DFD) report; codebooks for DataLab variables that provide detailed
information about characteristics of the variables; and a “Data Info/Issues” page on the NPSAS website. Users
with RUF access receive three additional pieces of documentation: a README file explaining how to correctly
read the data; codebooks for all derived and source file datasets; and SAS code that created the derived variables.

The DFD for a typical administration of NPSAS is over 200 pages long and includes another 1,000 pages of
appendices (Wine et al., 2018). This document describes all phases of the data collection process to inform those
accessing the data about its accuracy. The DFD also serves to quantify the burden the study imposes on the
students and institutions who provide data; the burden is measured in the aggregate and for survey items. Chapter 5
of the DFD describes “Administrative Records Matching Overview and Outcomes.” The chapter includes details on
the matching procedures and rates, disaggregated by selected sampling-frame characteristics, such as institution and
student type. The DFD also provides details on sampling and weighting which are designed to produce high quality
estimates.

Codebooks are also provided to the public as part of PowerStats. Figure 3.1 illustrates the codebook documentation
associated with the variable, TITIVAMT (Total amount of federal Title IV financial aid received by a student)
during the 2015-16 academic year.

[Table follows on next page]
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Figure 3.1. Public Codebook entry for the NPSAS:16 variable TITIVAMT
Subject: Financial aid: Federal
Label: Total federal Title IV aid
Name: TITIVAMT
Description: Total amount of federal Title IV financial aid received during the 2015-16 academic year.
Source: NSLDS:16, NPSAS:16 Student Records, NPSAS:16 Interview
Descriptive Statistics:
Value
Percentage
Label
Continuous
54.42
Positive values, see statistics below
0
45.58
{Zero}
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
77403.00

Average
8572.27

Standard Deviation
6865.12

Weight used in frequency: (WTA000)
Notes: Equal to the sum of Title IV loans (including Parent PLUS loans) (T4LNAMT2), Pell grants (PELLAMT),
Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants (SEOGAMT), TEACH Grants (TEACHGRT), and federal college
work-study (TFEDWRK). Unlike total federal aid (TFEDAID), this variable excludes non-Title IV programs like
federal health professions loans and other federal grant programs (OTHFDGRT). TEACH grants (TEACHGRT)
are included in TITIVAMT since they are also disbursed under Title IV. NPSAS:12 included TEACH grants as
other federal grants (OTHFDGRT) and did not report them separately. Also see TFEDAID2, which includes federal
Veterans’ benefits and Department of Defense grants (VADODAMT).
Code: TITIVAMT = SUM(OF T4NAMT2 PALLAMT SEOGAMT TEACHGRT TFEDWRK);
Applies to: All respondents.
In addition to basic fields (such as variable name (Name), variable label (Label), and variable description
(Description)), the codebooks include other key pieces of metadata for public users. First, the Source field lists all
the data sources that were used to create the variable, listed in terms of importance to thatvariable. The Notes field
is used to expand upon the description and source prioritization, particularly when variables are complex and use
more than one source of data. Finally, the Code field expresses pseudo-SAS code that can be used to re-create the
variable and to state programmatically how the variable was created using other variables available on the dataset.
In the case of TITIVAMT, users can read of its summative nature in the Notes field and know precisely which other
variables are contained within it based on the Code field.

A separate codebook is provided to RUF users. This codebook includes the fields provided on the public
PowerStats, but also provides unweighted counts and percentages. In addition to the variables available on
PowerStats, the RUF datasets and codebooks also provide what are known as “z-variables” – variables that indicate
the number and percentages of individuals in the sample that receive each source, inclusive of logical imputation
(e.g., zero amounts for non-borrowers) and those who had the corresponding variable stochastically imputed.
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The README file is another product only available to RUF users and is included with the data files. The
NPSAS:16 RUF contains two derived variable files (one for undergraduate students and another for graduate
students), a weight file, and 11 source files. Additionally, it contains 92 SAS programs that create the dataset and
prepare the imputations; a handful of reports; copies of forms (e.g., the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA)); programs to unpack the data in SAS, Stata, and SPSS formats; and other items that NCES provides for
users (e.g., updates to previous NPSAS administrations). While it contains information that is also provided on the
Data Info/Issues page and DFD, the unique feature of the README is that it aids users in navigating the
voluminous information provided, thereby improving the clarity of the data themselves and the processes to follow
to use the data properly

Since its inception, NPSAS has been conducted nine times. Over time, the study has expanded to include new
administrative sources, which influences both the data themselves and how they are documented. The addition of
administrative sources is generally thought to increase accuracy. At the same time, though, for mature studies such
as NPSAS, such a change can disrupt the coherence and comparability of the same construct over time. For
example, NPSAS:16 was the first NPSAS administration to use data from the Veterans Benefits Administration
(VBA). Inclusion of the VBA data increased the accuracy of the amounts of veterans’ education benefit in the
data. However, this change resulted in a significant positive deviation from the trend line for these benefits;
NPSAS studies prior to NPSAS:16 had used student self-reported amounts from the interview and Student Records,
where possible. The effect on the data was so dramatic—the average benefit amount doubled between 2012 and
2016—that it required the creation of specialized variables to sustain retrospective comparison of veterans’
education benefits. It also required communicating to end users the shift in data sources and its effects in the
codebook’s Notes field. Users were also notified through the NPSAS Data Info/Issues web page and the README
file.

While efforts are made to document the data creation process and use of administrative sources, there are
constraints on the level of detail that can be provided. First, as indicated above in Table 3.1, NPSAS uses
proprietary data from NSC, ACT, and the College Board. These private organizations require data use agreements
that prohibit releasing the source files and detailed documentation. A similar arrangement with VBA exists that
precludes the release and documentation of the source data. Users are unable to completely recreate variables that
incorporate these sources, so the documentation does not include complete replicability. A second limitation on the
detail of documentation involves the underlying structure of federal databases such as NSLDS, which could pose
security risks for these databases that primarily serve to manage student loans. However, despite these limitations,
documentation does provide users with details about data sources and the logic used to construct the variables. In
so doing, the documentation enables end users to evaluate fitness for their own uses to the greatest extent possible.
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Costs of Documentation. The cost of documenting the integration processes and documenting how to use the
integrated data are relatively inexpensive in relation to the cost of the actual integration processes themselves.
Overall, the most detailed source on data integration in NPSAS is the “National Postsecondary Student Aid Study
(NPSAS) Data File Documentation.” A new report is produced with each collection. The most recently released
report in the series is Wine et al. (2018). The full report cost $300,000. Approximately 20 percent of the report
considered issues of data integration, including chapters on how the institutional and student collections were
designed, how administrative data were matched to survey information, and related appendixes. Thus, the costs of
documentation specifically tied to NPSAS as an integrated data product is about $60,000.

Responses from the Customer Survey. Overall, evaluations of the NPSAS documentation were provided by 13
users of the data. Generally, researchers who evaluated the documentation for NPSAS thought the documentation
was informative, clear, and useful. Most of the questions had 5-category response scales with 1 meaning Very
Dissatisfied and 5 meaning Very Satisfied. Of the 42 items on this scale, 5 had average scores below 4 (ranging
from 3.2 to 3.9) and the rest were at 4 or above (up to 4.9). Researchers like the clarity and detail of the
documentation overall, and the descriptions of how data integration was undertaken from selection of source
information to integration procedures themselves (scores ranged from 4.5 to 4.7 across these topics). Researchers
were less satisfied with timeliness and punctuality of data release overall, how disclosure prevention and new data
sources might affect estimates in general, and detailed results of integration procedure evaluation (scores ranged
from 3.2 to 3.9 on these topics).

The items that allowed users to provide unstructured, free responses provided additional information. The item
“How did you use the data documentation or other information provided by the agency to inform or address your
information needs?” (#19 in Appendices 4 or 5; A19 on the researcher instrument in Appendix 3) elicited a variety
of responses. Based on the documentation, users were able to review data reliability, sampling procedures,
methods for calculating variables and which students were included, and correct interpretation of the data. One
user identified a need that researchers have for agency-produced tables to accompany a micro-level dataset: “I
typically try and run tables that match with a published table to make sure I am doing it the same way.
Documentation helps me with this.” Another user noted how helpful the staff were in explaining variable
definitions, data sources, and how to generalize from the sample.

In response to the item “What information on data sources used in {Product} did you find useful?” (#26; B7), users
wrote about the importance of knowing where the data came from, such as institutional records, federal databases,
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or student interviews. A comparison of the 2016 version of NPSAS to previous studies was helpful. The
usefulness of quality measures was also mentioned.

It can be useful to distinguish between the availability of information and the ease with which the information is
located. Some suggestions for improvements addressed the latter. A suggestion for improving documentation
about source selection (#27; B8) noted that it was difficult for the user to navigate the website to obtain the needed
information, which is a different concern than the absence of the needed information. Similarly, when asked for
suggestions on how to improve documentation about procedures used to integrate information from different
sources (#32; C11), a user reported that locating suitable data took only a short amount of time but locating the
needed methodological notes took much longer; the user suggested additions to the documentation on
methodological steps.

To improve documentation on how to properly use the product (#46; D12), one user suggested simplifying some of
the information on sampling weights provided in the PowerStats section of DataLab. This suggestion points to the
challenge of writing materials that are both brief and clear and the challenge of serving a wide variety of users,
some of whom may prefer only the fundamental information and others of whom want more detail.

The customer survey included an item on improving data quality: “In contrast to improving documentation, do you
have suggestions for improving the statistical product itself or its quality?” (#65; F1). Some users provided
suggestions, while others expressed appreciation for the current form of NPSAS. One user suggested additional
items on working while in school, and on student financial wellness and basic needs. After stating that the addition
of the administrative data to the product enabled it to be timelier and representative at the state level, one user
suggested including additional administrative data. One user gave no suggestions for improvements, offering that
“NPSAS is superbly conducted.”

3(b). NHCS-NDI Linkage
The Statistical Product and its Data Sources. The methodological documentation for the linkage between the
National Hospital Care Survey (NHCS) data and the National Death Index (NDI) begins with a broad overview of
the agency and the data sources: “As the nation’s principal health statistics agency, the mission of the National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) is to provide statistical information that can be used to guide actions and policy
to improve the health of the American people. In addition to collecting and disseminating the Nation’s official vital
statistics, NCHS conducts several population-based surveys and health care facility establishment surveys,
including the National Hospital Care Survey (NHCS)” (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a, p. 3)
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Historically, NCHS has conducted three national surveys annually across five ambulatory and hospital-based
settings: physician offices, inpatient settings, emergency departments (EDs), outpatient departments (OPDs), and
hospital ambulatory surgery locations. In an effort to streamline data collection across health care settings and move
toward collecting health care utilization data by electronic means, NCHS launched the NHCS, which integrates the
National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS), the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Survey (NHAMCS)
and the collection of substance-use related ED visits.
Before NHCS’ implementation, the NHDS, conducted by NCHS during 1965–2010, provided critical information
on the utilization of the nation’s nonfederal short-stay hospitals and on the nature and treatment of illness among
the hospitalized population. NHAMCS, also conducted by NCHS, has provided data annually since 1992 about the
nation’s use of EDs and OPD visits, and since 2009, on the use of hospital ambulatory surgery locations. These data
have been extensively used for monitoring changes and analyzing the types of ambulatory care provided in the
nation’s hospitals.
The goal of NHCS is to provide timely and reliable health care data for hospital-based utilization. To accomplish
this goal, NHCS has five objectives. First, NHCS is moving toward all electronic data collection, particularly using
electronic health record data as it becomes more widely available. Second, when the survey is fully implemented,
NHCS will provide nationally representative utilization statistics for hospital inpatient care, ambulatory medical
care, and ambulatory surgery from a national probability sample of hospitals. Third, NHCS data will permit special
studies to be conducted for both inpatient and ambulatory care as policy and research needs arise. Fourth, with the
collection of personally identifiable information (PII) (e.g., name, address, and social security number), NHCS data
can be linked across hospital settings within a sampled hospital and to outside data sources, such as the NDI or data
from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Finally, when fully implemented, NHCS will
produce nonidentifiable microdata public-use files of inpatient discharges and ED and OPD visits, including
ambulatory surgery, and will disseminate timely data that can be used by health policy researchers, the public, and
the research community. Using these data files, researchers will be able to study trends and changes in health care
practices and changes in patterns of health care-seeking behavior.
The target universe of NHCS is inpatient discharges, also called inpatient hospitalizations, and in-person visits
made to EDs and OPDs, including ambulatory surgery, in noninstitutional nonfederal hospitals in the 50 states and
the District of Columbia that have six or more staffed inpatient beds. No geographic primary sampling units are
used in this design, and there are no certainty hospitals (hospitals with a 100 percent selection probability). The
2014 NHCS sample was developed from the 2010 spring release of “Healthcare Market Index” and “Hospital
Market Profiling Solution, Second Quarter, 2010,” both by Verispan and will be updated periodically for future
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surveys. The 2014 NHCS sample consists of 581 hospitals: 506 acute care hospitals and 75 other specialty
hospitals, including children’s, psychiatric, long-term acute care, and rehabilitation hospitals.

For the 2014 data collection, 94 hospitals out of the 581-hospital sample provided inpatient claims data, and 88 of
the 94 hospitals that provided inpatient data also provided ambulatory claims data (a response rate of 16.2 percent
and 15.1 percent, respectively). Participating hospitals were asked to provide all encounters in inpatient and
ambulatory settings in the 2014 calendar year. The unweighted total number of encounters was approximately 1.7
million inpatient discharges, or inpatient hospitalizations, (1.5 million non-newborn inpatient discharges), and 4.5
million ED visits.

The NDI is a centralized database of United States death record information on file in state vital statistics offices.
Working with these state offices, NCHS established the NDI as a resource to aid epidemiologists and other health
and medical investigators with their mortality ascertainment activities. (National Center for Health Statistics, 2017).
The NDI contains person-level information on date and causes of death collected from state death records.

Through its data linkage program, NCHS has expanded the analytic utility of the NHCS by augmenting it with
mortality data from the NDI. The resulting linked 2014 NHCS- 2014/2015 NDI linked data file provides the
opportunity to examine the incidence and cause of death among participating hospitals’ inpatient and emergency
department patients. The linked NHCS-NDI data support analysis of health outcomes that are not attainable using the
survey data alone.

Documentation that Communicates Data Quality to Users. The users who received the Transparent Reporting
Project’s customer survey also received three documents on the 2014 NHCS- 2014/2015 linked NDI data: the
methodology report (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a) and two codebooks (National Center for Health
Statistics, 2018b and 2018c). It should be noted that the linked NHCS-NDI data are only available as restricted-use
files accessible through the NCHS Research Data Center (National Center for Health Statistics, 2019a).

Information regarding the NHCS data is provided in data file dictionaries published on the NHCS website (National
Center for Health Statistics, 2019).

Assessing and Describing Quality. The matching methodology and analytic considerations linkage report
communicates the relevance of the NHCS-NDI linkage by explaining the purposes of the NHCS and of its linkage
to the NDI in the report’s introductory and background sections (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a, pp. 34).
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For integrated data, issues of accuracy involve, in part, the representativeness of both sources of data. As indicated
in the methodology report, the NDI data originate as state-level administrative data. Such data are deemed to be
highly accurate in the sense of being a comprehensive set of all death certificates recorded by state vital statistics
offices. The NDI contains death certificate information for death records on file in state vital statistics offices for
all 50 states, the District of Columbia, New York City, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands. Deaths that occur
outside of these U.S. registration areas are not included in the NDI. The methodology report also noted that the
2014 NHCS was not nationally representative (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a, p. 3), which affects the
quality of results based either on the 2014 NHCS or the linked 2014 NHCS-2014/2015 NDI data file. At the same
time, the methodology report for the linked 2014 NHCS-2014/2015 NDI data file provides researchers with
important information on the potential bias when using non-nationally representative survey data. NCHS offers
guidance on how to mitigate this potential bias, by suggesting researchers consider controlling for hospital
characteristics when conducting statistical analyses. (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a, p. 7).

For a linked data file, the linkage process itself has implications for accuracy. Even though NHCS is an
establishment survey for which hospitals are the sampling unit, it collects PII from patient encounter records, such
as name and date of birth, which are used only for statistical purposes. The PII makes possible the linkage between
the NHCS and the NDI as well as linkages of episodes of care across hospital units. (National Center for Health
Statistics, 2018a, p. 4). However, some of the participating hospitals did not include the PII data required for
linkages for most or all of their records and so therefore their patient populations were considered ineligible for
linkage. (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a, p. 6). NCHS is also only able to conduct linkage activities
for NHCS patient records that meet the minimum threshold for completeness of PII. Patient records that do not
meet these criteria are excluded from linkage and are flagged with a variable to indicate that record is linkage
ineligible. Analysts are provided with guidance on how to exclude these records when conducting mortality
analysis and how to review the linkage eligibility status within NHCS participating hospitals.

A section on linkage methodology and a five-page appendix provides detail on the linkage process, which has
implications for the accuracy of the linked file. In any linkage or matching methodology, it is possible to generate
false positive and false negative results. A false positive (a false match) occurs when the matching process
mistakenly concludes that a record in the NHCS and a record in the NDI belong to the same person when, in fact,
the patient in the NHCS and the deceased person in the NDI are different people. A false negative (a miss) occurs
when no match is found for a given NHCS record even though that person’s death information is included in the
NDI. Standard linkage processes attempt to keep both false positives and false negatives to a minimum. NCHS
provides users with detailed information on the linkage process, including variables used for linking, matching
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algorithms, probabilistic matching thresholds, and criteria for assigning vital status. (National Center for Health
Statistics, 2018a, p. 11) As noted in the report the thresholds for the linked 2014 NHCS-2014/2015 NDI were set at
the level that produced the lowest estimated total error (Type I and Type II). (National Center for Health Statistics,
2018a, p. 15)

The linkages between the NHCS records and NDI records were based on both deterministic and probabilistic
approaches. The probabilistic approach performs weighting and link adjudication following the Fellegi-Sunter
method, which is the foundational methodology used for record linkage. This linkage methodology estimates the
likeliness that each pair of records is a match before selecting the most probable match above a defined threshold.
The linkage process generates a “probability of match validity” for each candidate pair of potential matches.
(National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a, p. 8). Researchers may request to access this variable and
probabilistic weight values in order to modify the existing NHCS match criteria to adjust linkage certainty values or
to conduct sensitivity analyses of assigned vital status.

To ensure confidentiality of data, NCHS provides safeguards including the removal of all personal identifiers from
analytic files. Additionally, the files containing the linked 2014 NHCS-2014/2015 NDI data are only made
available for research use at one of the NCHS Research Data Centers (RDCs) or one of the Federal Statistics
Research Data Centers (FSRDCs) located across the country. (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018a, p. 6).
A researcher who wishes to gain access must submit a proposed research project, which NCHS evaluates for
feasibility and disclosure risk.

To aid researchers in evaluating whether the linked 2014 NHCS-2014/2015 NDI data will meet their analytic needs
and for developing RDC proposals, data dictionaries are made available online; these documents were sent to users
as part of the Transparency Reporting Project. Figure 3.2 replicates a portion of the documentation. In addition to
basic fields such as Name, Label, and Description, the documentation includes other key pieces of information
captured in the Notes field.
Figure 3.2 Extract from Mortality Variables Data Dictionary, 2014 NHCS-2014/15 NDI Data File
NHCS Linked to NDIMortality Variables
Date Created: 18JAN 2019
Number of Variables; 65
Variable Variable (VAR) VAR Range of
Name
Label
Type
Values
ELIGSTAT

Linkage
Eligibility Status

Num

0

1

Value
Description
0: Ineligible
1: Eligible

Source: (National Center for Health Statistics, 2018b, p. 1)
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Notes
Survey participants are defined as ineligible for linkage if they had
insufficient identifying data to create a NHCS submission record. Please
note that all survey participants are included on the linked NHCS files
regardless of linkage eligibility.

Cost of Documentation. The estimated cost for the documentation supporting the linkage between NHCS and
NDI was about $250,000, inclusive of labor hours and overhead. The labor hours included work by on-site
contractors, NCHS staff, branch chief review and division clearance review. For this project, NCHS created
automated codebooks in SAS which required time to format properly and to make compliant with Section 508 of
the Rehabilitation Act. The project used a new linkage methodology that had to be explained for the first time in
the methods and analytic guidelines that accompanied the file. The documentation text was original text that had
extensive initial writing and review costs.

Responses from the Customer Survey. Overall, users indicated that they were highly confident in the linked
NHCS-NDI data, with a rating of 4.8 on a 5-point scale, and that documentation effectively addressed questions.
Users had positive assessments, for example, of the documentation’s explanations of how sources were integrated
(item #35 in Appendices 4 or 5; C3 on the researcher instrument in Appendix 3) and how data were adjusted to
prevent disclosure (#55; D7), with ratings of 4.7 or higher on a 5-point scale. At the same time, free-response
comments from some users pointed to ways that the documentation could potentially be improved.

In answer to the item “How did you use the data documentation or other information provided by the agency to
inform or address your information needs?” (#19; A19), two users reported learning that sampling weights were not
assigned to the observations. Another reported using the documentation to become familiar with how the linked
data were created, which enabled the user to navigate the codebooks and understand their information.

The item “What information on data sources used in {Product} did you find useful?” (#26; B7) elicited the
response that “The descriptions at the beginning of the white paper of each data source were useful for identifying
the content of each dataset and why the linkage of these data sources would provide important and useful new
insights.” Another commented that it could be difficult to garner information on details about data collection
practices.

The item “What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about source selections made for
{Product}?” (#27; B8) generated two suggestions by respondents to the survey concerning the agency website. The
methodology report could include links to the website for a researcher to learn more about the NHCS, which was
described as a relatively new survey data collection and therefore potentially less familiar to researchers. Another
suggestion was to expand the NHCS website to include more information about the survey data and how
researchers can use them. A comment about a single variable, but an important one, concerned date of death,
noting that the date of death can be collected from more than one source (linked NDI records or hospital claims
records). If dates of death from the mortality and hospital record differ the data quality dimension of coherence
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would be affected. However, while similar information could be collected from different sources, NCHS provides
users with descriptions for the methodology used to obtain date of death, indicating that the more accurate date of
death is from the linked NDI record (if a linked NDI record is available) and secondarily from the hospital record if
no NDI record was linked to the hospital record.

When asked for suggestions on how to improve documentation about procedures used to integrate information from
different sources (#24; C11), one user asked for more information on how two years of NDI data were integrated
with a single year of survey data from the NHCS. Another suggestion was to expand discussion on how national
data (NDI) were integrated with data that were not nationally representative (NHCS). Another user provided the
comment that this section of documentation is relatively less important.

In answer to the item on improving documentation on how to properly use the product (#46; D12), the suggestion
arose that the documentation should be clearer that the data are not nationally representative.

For suggestions on improving the statistical product itself or its quality, (#65; F1), a suggestion was offered to add a
flag in the survey dataset that could be used to filter duplicates of encounter-level records.

3(c). VetPop2016
The Statistical Product and its Data Sources. VetPop2016 is an actuarial projection model for the veteran
population from Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 to FY2045. Using veteran data at the end of FY2015 as the base
population, VetPop2016 projects the numbers of living and deceased veterans in total and by key demographic
characteristics such as age, gender, period of service, and race/ethnicity. (Ahn, p. 1). The model also has the
capability of making projections for the next 30 years at various geographic levels.

VetPop2016 is the eighth generation of the projection models that incorporates improvements in data,
methodology, and modeling processes (Ahn, pp. 1-2). Like the previous Veteran Population Projection Model
2014 (VetPop2014), it is a geographically bottom‐up model that projects future veteran populations starting at the
county level. The county-level projections are then aggregated to provide veteran information at larger geographic
units such as congressional districts, Veterans Integrated Service Networks (VISN), states, and at the national level.

VetPop2016 relies on information drawn from existing sources, including veteran record-level administrative data
and nationally representative survey data. It does not have a unique data collection operation but instead re-uses
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and integrates data originally collected for other purposes. The model has four main components: the baseline
data, a separation module, a mortality module, and a migration module, each of which draw upon different data
sources. Table 3.2 summarizes data sources for the modules:

Table 3.2. Sources of Data used in VetPop2016, by Module
Module
Separation
Mortality

Purpose

Data Sources

Project new entrants to the Veteran
population
Project mortality rate

Dept. of Defense, Office of the Actuary

Dept. of Veterans Affairs
Social Security Administration
Migration
Determine county to county migration
American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau
Internal Revenue Service
commercial databases
Source: Ahn (2017, pp. 1-2), Predictive Analytics and Actuary (2017, p. 7)

The data sources for VetPop2016 include U.S. Census Bureau survey data and a database known as the United
States Veterans Eligibility Trends and Statistics (USVETS) 2015. USVETS contains data acquired from over 35
sources, including the Decennial Censuses of the U.S. Census Bureau, the Department of Defence (DoD), Veterans
Health Administration (VHA), National Cemetery Administration (NCA), Veterans Benefits Administration
(VBA), and Social Security Administration (SSA). Some data are extracted from operational and transactional
systems such as the Defence Manpower Data Center (DMDC) and the Veterans Assistance Discharge System
(VADS). The VA/DoD Identity Repository (VADIR) data base was established to support the One VA/DoD datasharing initiative to consolidate data transfers between DoD and VA. These systems directly capture real-world
events and interactions with service members, veterans, and their beneficiaries.

Documentation that Communicates Data Quality to Users. The VetPop2016 users who received the
Transparent Reporting Project’s customer survey also received two documents—an Executive Summary (Ahn,
2017) for the model and an Overview (Predictive Analytics and Actuary, 2017) that describes data sources, model
processes, and model output.

A report at NCVAS evaluates the data quality of the baseline data in USVETS. While the report was under review
as of mid-2019 and not available for the public, its use within NCVAS demonstrates the recognition that assessing
data quality issues is important to maintain and improve USVETS and the associated VetPop models. It is
anticipated that release of the report should improve user experience with the data.
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Assessing and Describing Quality. Data quality at NCVAS, as at most federal agencies, is designed to increase
the reliability, accuracy, and timeliness of data to address information needs of users. Data quality is necessary to
support the decision-making process and improve service outcomes. Formal rules and evaluation procedures are
essential to integrate data from many sources for USVETS and VetPop2016. Evaluation of data quality is an
ongoing process because it is necessary to do more than address a sudden, serious data failure. To preclude such
failures, there is a need to baseline the current state of data quality and to determine improvement targets and
strategies in an environment of ever-changing data.

The VA Data Governance Council has adopted seven data quality dimensions—accuracy, completeness,
consistency, traceability, uniqueness, validity, and timeliness. At VA, the term “data quality dimension” means
something relating to a data item, record, data set, or database that can either be measured or assessed to understand
the quality of data. NCVAS used these data quality dimensions to evaluate the USVETS data quality and to
determine improvement goals based on the impact of poor data quality in terms of cost, reputation, and regulatory
compliance to VA. The improvement goals within these dimensions need to be balanced with the importance and
intended use of the data concerned. Data may be considered ‘fit for purpose’ even if one or more of the above
characteristics are not fully met.

A notable feature of the VA quality dimensions is their close alignment with dimensions that have been sprung
from analysis of survey data. To establish the correspondence, Table 3.3 provides the definition and assessment
criteria for the seven dimensions, which ranks the dimensions roughly from most important to less important.

[Table follows on next page]
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Table 3.3 Data quality dimensions evaluated when constructing USVETS, VetPop and other NCVAS data
Data quality dimension
1. Accuracy a. Definition - The degree to which a data value, or set of values, correctly represents the attributes of
the real-world object or event.
b. Assessment criteria - When data measures what they are intended to measure. Accurate data
minimize errors (e.g., recording or interviewer bias, transcription error, sampling error) to a point of
being negligible.
2. Completeness a. Definition - The degree to which all required data are known. This includes having all required data
elements, having all required records, and having all required values.
b. Assessment criteria - Completeness is the extent to which all need data are available. It is usually
described as a measure of the amount of available data from a statistical system compared to the
amount that was expected to be obtained. At the subject area or information class, completeness
refers to the specific data elements and the metadata contained within the subject area or
information class assets. Within the VA, the Data Governance Analytics (DGA) unit sets
acceptable levels of completeness for components of USVETS and VetPop2016 (and other data
products) and documents these levels in completeness reports.
3. Consistency a. Definition - The degree to which a set of data is equivalent in redundant or distributed databases and
data elements align with documented data types and acceptable values.
b. Assessment criteria - The degree to which a set of data is equivalent in redundant or distributed
databases and data element values are in line with the acceptable values defined in the USVETS
data dictionary.
4. Traceability a. Definition - The extent to which data are well documented, verifiable, and easily attributed to a
source.
b. Assessment criteria - Clarity of the description of the source of a data element in documentation
including metadata information.
5. Uniqueness a. Definition - The degree to which no entity exists more than once within a data set.
b. Assessment criteria - Data set check for case duplication.
6. Validity a. Definition - The degree to which the data conform to defined business rules.
b. Assessment criteria - Data are valid if they conform to their definition rules as to the allowable types
(string, integer, floating point, etc.), formats (length, number of digits, etc.) and ranges (minimum,
maximum, etc.).
7. Timeliness a. Definition - The degree to which data are available when internal/external customers or processes
require them.
b. Assessment criteria - Are data released when customers require them and when forecast for release
(punctuality).
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The VA data quality dimensions of accuracyand timeliness are dimensions also used in the Transparent Reporting
Project. In Table 3.3, consistency can be seen to be like coherence. Though not explicitly noted in the VA
dimensions, relevance and comparability can also be important dimensions for VetPop2016 and USVETS.

The relevance of the VetPop2016 model is explained in the Overview, which describes the model as the source for
the “latest official Veteran population projection” and how the model is used for “strategic, policy planning, and
budgeting within VA and by external organizations such as other federal agencies, Congress, state governments and
other organizations.” (Predictive Analytics and Actuary, 2017, p. 1).

The accuracy of the model’s projections is enhanced by its use of administrative data sources compiled for
USVETS. Data from operational and transactional systems such as DMDC and VADS are used for auditing
purposes. The system are themselves regularly audited, helping to ensure their accuracy for evaluating
characteristics of the veteran population for most purposes. While no data lack errors, USVETS may be considered
the gold standard for veteran data.

DoD administrative data for older veterans who served prior to the mid-1970s are incomplete due to a fire that
destroyed records. These missing data have effects on accuracy. The Overview explains that to supplement VA
and DoD data for older veterans, American Community Survey (ACS) data were used (Predictive Analytics and
Accuracy, 2017, p. 3).

While making use of ACS data is intended to reduce errors due to missingness, the ACS data raise data quality
challenges of their own, as does the use of the 2000 and 2010 Decennial Census data. The issue can be described in
terms of reduced coherence: internal differences in the NCVAS data emerge due to differences in definitions and
methodologies between DoD data and the Census Bureau data. In contrast to the DoD, which provides
administrative data, the Census Bureau uses self-reports of veteran status on its surveys and censuses. Self-reports
introduce possibilities of misreporting, which can be taken as a form of measurement error that reduces accuracy.

Steps taken in the process of streamlining data and modeling can affect the accuracy of the final projections by
introducing modeling errors. For example, the VetPop2016 mortality projections were based on credibility
blending of the mortality rates between VA and the Social Security Administration (SSA) and then the blended
rates were smoothed (Predictive Analytics and Accuracy, 2017, p. 1). Some errors are introduced deliberately to
reduce the possibility of disclosure. For example, the Census Bureau rounds highly granular data on the numbers
of veterans before forwarding the file to VA in order to limit the risk of re-identifying individuals (Predictive
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Analytics and Accuracy, 2017, p. 6) A form of error that is specific to linked data is a match error, by which a
person identified as a veteran in one data file is mistakenly thought to be the same person in another file when the
two files are matched. NCVAS matched veteran data from VA to the annual IRS tax filing data in order estimate
the number of living veterans at the beginning of each FY and to estimate county-level migration patterns.

The value of the VetPop models is enhanced when they are kept up-to-date, improving their timeliness. The first
generation, VetPop2000, was succeeded by newer models in 2001, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2012, 2014, and 2017
(Predictive Analytics and Actuary, p. 1). The VetPop2016 model was available in June 2017.

Users have easy accessibility to the output generated by VetPop2016, which is available along with the Overview
on the NCVAS website (National Center for Veterans Analysis and Statistics, 2019). As explained in the
Overview, the output is available as both SAS files and Microsoft Excel PivotTables (Predictive Analytics and
Actuary, 2017, p. 6). The output files contain the projections at national, state, congressional district, VISN, and
county levels. This form of output provides flexibility to users in the choice of how to display the data to suit their
purpose.

NCVAS does not independently validate the source information. For example, NCVAS relies on DoD and the
Census Bureau to perform quality assessments of their data before forwarding to NCVAS.

Costs of Documentation. A rough estimate for the cost of documentation of the VetPop2016 model is about
$87,000 as measured by staff time devoted to materials that are primarily internal for VA officials and customers.
There were separate additional costs for the report, currently in review, that evaluated data quality of USVETS.

Responses to the Customer Survey. Both informed consumers and researchers participated in the customer
survey for the VetPop16 model. The highlights of responses below contain item codes that refer to each of the
instruments in Appendices 2 and 3.
In response to the item, “How did you use the data documentation or other information provided by the agency to
inform or address your information needs?” (#19 in Appendices 4 or 5; A19 on the informed consumer instrument
in Appendix 2; A19 on the researcher instrument in Appendix 3), users relied on the documentation to understand
the projections, including their strengths and weaknesses. Some users were themselves expected to explain the
veteran projections and how they were created, including responses to media inquiries. The documentation aided
that effort, as intended. For example, one response about the use of the documentation was: “Typically I use it [the
documentation] to explain how Veteran projects are created and how they relate to enrollment projects.”
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The item “What information on data sources used in {Product} did you find useful?” (#26; B4; B7) elicited that
users found it helpful to know the name and year of data sources, a general description of the data, and how the
source was used, for example, which variables were drawn from the source.

When asked, “What suggestions do you have for improving documentation about source selections made for
{Product}?” (#27; B5; B8) one response was a suggestion for a research initiative that would compare veteran
statistics based on three sources—Decennial Census, sample survey (ACS) and administrative records. The goal
would be to have a better understanding of the extent to which differences are due to sampling, definitions of
veteran status, and self-reporting. Another suggestion was to include an appendix that gives definitions for
variables. Some users would benefit from more precise identification of data sources, for example, whether data
from the ACS is from a publicly available source or from a special tabulation. When data are published and posted,
providing citations and links is helpful. Additional information would be welcomed on reliability, or which aspects
of the information might be relatively less reliable. A request was made for a data-use guide.

When asked, “What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about procedures used to integrate
information from different sources into {Product}?” (#32; C5; C11), one user requested more information on how
the data are matched. In addition, it was suggested that documentation explain how many records were unmatched
from each data source, why they were unmatched, and the effects on final estimates. Some information could be
difficult for any statistical agency to provide, perhaps especially on how final estimates are affected by the
matching process. Even so, a fuller description of the matching process could be considered. Another suggestion
was to provide greater details on underlying assumptions, for example, whether certain rates are assumed to be
constant over a 30-year period. There was a request for measures of variance, although it was recognized that such
measures might not be feasible for all outputs. The desirability of sensitivity analysis was raised with a suggestion
that simulations and robustness checks be conducted based on different models of the rates of migration, mortality,
and separation.
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4. Proprietary Data
— Telecommunications services in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) —
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

— National Household Food Acquisition and Purchase Survey (FoodAPS) —
Economic Research Service (ERS)

Private firms have a long history of collecting proprietary data that describe commercial transactions between
consumers and retailers; while there are always two parties to a transaction, such data are sometimes described as
either “consumer data” or “retailer data” depending on who is contacted for the data. Transactions data are
typically used for commercial market research purposes, providing marketing insights to retailers and
manufacturers. However, these transactions data, like proprietary more generally, also confer unique benefits when
re-used by statistical agencies. These data sources have become more elaborate and detailed, providing critical
information that statistical agencies may use to address a wide range of topics.

This chapter examines how the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the National Household Food Acquisition and
Purchase Survey (FoodAPS) each use proprietary data that capture retail prices and other transactions information.
The CPI acquired proprietary data on telecommunications services to conduct research on its data quality and
assess its potential use in the CPI. FoodAPS uses proprietary data for food prices. Examining documentation about
proprietary data for the CPI and FoodAPS can have lessons for other statistical agencies because other types of
proprietary data can have similar issues of data quality and documentation. For example, proprietary data in
general may have incomplete coverage of the population of interest, which affects the accuracy of the data, or be
limited in the scope of data elements available, such as information on product characteristics, which can affect the
relevance of the data. At the same time, each source proprietary data can be expected to have some quality issues
that are unique.

This chapter differs from the other chapters in this report because the discussion of data quality issues for the
telecommunications relies heavily on internal BLS documentation; in contrast, other chapters, and the FoodAPS
component of this chapter, are based only on publicly available documents. The BLS internal documents, which
discuss private-sector data providers by name, were not designed for general release but instead were written for
BLS research and decision-making purposes. By broadly describing the BLS internal assessment of data quality of
proprietary data, the chapter provides an example of how other statistical agencies may approach making their own
assessments.
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4(a). The CPI and Telecommunications Services
The statistical product and its data sources. One of the principal responsibilities of the BLS is to measure price
changes in the economy. The CPI is a measure of the cost of a “typical” market basket of goods and services that is
bought by urban consumers. Changes over time in the CPI measure inflation, that is, average change in prices. The
CPI provides information on a key aspect of economic conditions for private-sector decisions and for Congress, the
Administration, and the Federal Reserve to develop fiscal and monetary policy.

The CPI combines economic theory with sampling and other statistical techniques and utilizes data from several
voluntary surveys (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018a, pp. 1-15) Currently, CPI sample selection originates with the
Telephone Point of Purchase Survey (TPOPS) which collects data on where consumers purchase services and
goods and amounts of expenditures. The TPOPS data are subsequently used to construct a sample of retail outlets.
Then a BLS economic assistant visits a selected outlet in person, or a website, to collect a price for one of the goods
or services that BLS monitors each month.

Portions of the CPI use prices for telecommunications services—a multi-billion dollar industry characterized by
technological changes and expansion. The BLS defines telecommunications services to include wireless telephone
services, landline telephone services, Internet services (access to the Internet), and cable and satellite television
services; the BLS monthly U.S. indexes combine wireless and landline into a single index for telephone services.
As of December 2018, telecommunications services’ relative importance in the CPI (that is, its share of a “typical”
consumer’s monthly expenditures) is about 4.53 percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019a). Of this, telephone
services accounts for about 2.23 percent, with wireless telephone a much larger percentage than landline services
(1.66 compared to 0.57 percent, respectively). Cable and satellite television account for 1.51 percent and Internet
services 0.79 percent of telecommunication.

Documentation that Communicates Data Quality to Users. The mission statement of the BLS is that the agency
“serves its diverse user communities by providing products and services that are accurate, objective, relevant,
timely, and accessible” (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018b). These products may make use of alternative (nonsurvey) data sources, including corporate data, secondary source data (third party data), and web scraping data
(Konny et al., 2019). BLS lacks direct control over alternative data sources. When considering whether an
alternative data source is fit to use in the CPI, BLS staff carefully assess data quality. Staff conduct an extensive
internal research process to critically evaluate whether an alternative data source is suitable on several dimensions
including accuracy and reliability, timeliness, coherence and comparability, and accessibility. Cost implications are
considered as well. BLS analysts and decision makers are the target users of the BLS internal documents that
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summarize the research. Information for the public on telecommunications in the CPI is available in Murphy and
Konny (2018), Konny et al. (2019) and Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019a).

Currently, the CPI does not have many alternative data sources used to supplement or replace price collection in
production. When an alternative source is used for most or all of an item, the public is informed for transparency.
For example, the price information for used cars and trucks comes from an alternative data source and is
documented using a fact sheet on the BLS website (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019b). For telecommunications
services in the CPI, survey data on prices are obtained from sampled outlets or websites (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2019a). BLS staff are conducting research using telecommunications prices obtained from alternative data sources.
Once research has been completed, if alternative data sources are used to supplement or replace survey-based
telecommunications prices in the CPI, BLS will add information describing the change to its telecommunication
fact sheet.

Assessing and Describing Data Quality. A key tool that BLS uses to assess the quality of alternative data is
known as the “Alternative Data Qualitative Assessment Scorecard.” Appendix 7 provides a blank template of the
scorecard and a complementary “Alternative Data Quantitative Assessment Guide” is provided in Appendix 8. The
scorecard gathers information on characteristics and features the data such as granularity, scope/coverage,
sampling, data usability, and opportunities for improving data quality or reducing data collection cost or burden, as
well as challenges relating to the level of detail, timeliness, acquisition cost, and necessary resources and skills.
Using the scorecard, BLS staff completed separate assessments of alternative data from three data providers. All
three data sources were private, third-party providers and two of them involved web scraping. The material below
reviews the types of questions that the scorecard poses about such data, while omitting findings BLS developed for
the data under study.

The quality dimension of relevance (of the source data for BLS purposes) is embedded throughout the scorecard.
One question that is a concrete example is Question 27, which asks, “Does the alternative data provide a sufficient
level of detail/description for your purposes? Is it possible to define a unique item?”

Murphy and Konny (2018) state that accuracy is the most important—and the most challenging—dimension to
assess when determining whether an alternative data source is fit for use at BLS. The coverage of the alternative
data—the geographic areas, outlets, and time periods from which they are drawn—can affect the accuracy of the
CPI. Question 12 asks, “Are data available for the current PSUs [Primary Sampling Units]? What about new PSUs
coming on as a result of a geographic revision?” Question 13 asks “Are data available for the types of outlets the
CPI would typically sample from?” In addition to involving accuracy, Question 13 relates to coherence. The
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questions show that BLS is interested in how well the alternative data would mesh with the survey data that BLS
obtains by sampling prices at retail outlets—“the types of outlets the CPI would typically sample from.”

Other questions have implications for accuracy too. For example, Question 10 asks, “What level is the data
presented to the user? (Ex. Individual transactions or average price per unit sold? How is a unique row of data
defined? How is a unique item defined?” Question 11 asks, “Data may be aggregated by geographic, item, or time
dimensions, or possibly all three. For example, quarterly sales of men’s apparel by geographic region. If applicable,
what level(s) is the data aggregated to?” These questions about granularity—level of detail—relate to accuracy
because BLS seeks to price a particular item (such as a wireless telephone service plan with 10 gigabytes of
included data and unlimited calling and text messaging). A supplier of proprietary data may have a price for an
item of interest to BLS that is combined with the prices of other similar items. An example is stand-alone and
bundled services for wireless carriers. Combined prices can be problematic. So too can the absence of an item.
Question 14 asks whether “data are available for the complete range of items included in the ELI?”

Some questions relate to accuracy and how well the data are understood. Question 16 asks, “If the dataset is a
sample (rather than the universe of sales), is the sampling method used well understood?” Question 17 asks, “If the
dataset is a subset or if filters/thresholds have been placed on the data, do we understand the methods of
disaggregation?”

Given that the CPI is produced each month, use of alternative data in production would require that the data be
timely (available shortly after the monthly time period covered by the CPI) and punctual (delivered by the date
contracted between BLS and the data supplier). The scorecard shows that the BLS carefully considers issues of
timing of source data availability because that in turn has implications for the timeliness and punctuality of the
release of the CPI. Question 15 asks “Are the data available on a monthly basis?” Question 19 addresses “any
possible issues with the timing of delivery and incorporating the data into monthly production (if that is one of the
proposed uses of the data).” Question 28 asks if the alternative data would be “delivered in a reliable and timely
fashion.”

The dimension of accessibility refers to how easily a user can obtain and use data. Several BLS questions recognize
that accessibility involves more than simple receipt of the data—the data must be manipulated, processed, and
integrated into production. Question 21 asks “Does the data need to be cleaned and/or validated before it can be
used? Are additional resources needed to accomplish this?” Question 30 asks “What resources and/or skills are
needed to work with the data? Do you have access to these resources/skills?”
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The dimension of comparability (over time) is especially important for the CPI because it is a change in the CPI
over time that is used to measure price inflation. When proprietary data is introduced into the CPI instead of survey
data, then the process for measuring the CPI has changed, raising the issue of comparability, which is sometimes
described as “break-in-series.” A method for examining what difference is made by substituting a new data source
begins by asking the potential supplier of alternative data to provide historical data. These data are substituted in
lieu of the survey data the BLS has already collected to calculate an experimental CPI based on (old) alternative
data. If the historical CPI results and the experimental CPI results are similar, then confidence is enhanced that the
alternative data source may be usable in lieu of survey data in the future. Question 15 asks the pointed question,
“Can historical data be accessed if needed?”

Other questions on the scorecard ask about issues besides data quality (although these other factors can potentially
affect data quality). For example, Question 24 asks, “Is respondent burden reduced through the use of the
alternative data?” Question 29 asks “What are the financial costs to acquiring the data?”

BLS research has compared the CPI and an experimental index for wireless telephone services using data from one
of the alternative data sources. BLS staff reached the preliminary conclusion that “this data source can replicate
data collected by BLS at reduced cost, with at least the same level of accuracy” (Konny et al., 2019, p. 15). Further
research is being conducted, including examination of another data source.

Telecommunication service providers are difficult to contact. For both wireless and landline (residential) services,
a majority of the CPI sample has prices obtained from websites of the service-providing firms, at their request
(Konny et al., 2019, pp. 15-16). This method of data collection provides more limited information than obtaining
prices through contact and discussion with knowledgeable respondents at service-providing firms. At the same
time, alternative data from a third-party data provider may also provide limited information, which raises several
data quality issues. Internal BLS documentation reported to its users on various data quality challenges, including
issues involving:
•

List prices versus transactions prices. A website can provide a list price, which may exclude fees, taxes
and discounts. Such factors can make the list price differ from the transactions price that the consumer
pays. The CPI and research on consumer demand for telecommunications services each benefit from
having transactions prices available.

•

Prices paid by new versus on-going customers. Another challenge of using prices from a website is that
such prices may be quoted today for a new customer or a customer who switches from an existing plan. At
the same time, many of a company’s customers are on-going customers. The prices paid today by on-going
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customers were established in contracts made in earlier months and those prices can differ from the prices
quoted today for a new customer.
•

Fixed versus dynamic pricing. A further complication is that a previous contract can have built-in changes
in prices and promotions rather than a fixed price over the life of the contract. If so, then an on-going
customer’s contract exhibits price changes over time. As a result, even knowing the price in the month the
contract was made does not capture the price the on-going customer pays today.

Ideally, the BLS would have a detailed information on prices each month for both new and on-going customers,
characteristics (services) of the plans purchased by the various customers, and information on the mix or
proportions of customers who pay which prices for which plans.

The BLS seeks to obtain high-quality data in an environment of rising collection costs for survey-based data. Data
acquisition from an external supplier may improve quality or achieve the same level of quality at a lower cost.
However, relying on an external data provider creates new challenges: potential threats to timeliness and
punctuality and potential cost increases in the future. Further research will inform BLS decisions on whether and
how to incorporate various alternative data sources into the process of constructing the CPI.

Costs of documentation. A rough estimate for the cost of the documentation itself was between about 125 hours
or approximately $6250 and a staff cost on the order of $50 per hour.

Responses from the customer survey. As noted above, the documentation of data quality for proprietary data on
telecommunications services was internal to BLS; there were no non-BLS users to contact for administering the
Transparent Reporting Project’s customer survey on evaluating documentation.

4(b). FoodAPS
The statistical product and its data sources. Serious public health concerns include high rates of obesity and
diet-related illnesses (Mancino et al., 2018, p. 1). Identifying which food and nutrition policies can best improve
diet quality can be informed by statistical estimates about the food environment and the foods that households
acquire. Information on food sources, food items acquired, prices of items, and nutritional quality of items is
provided by FoodAPS—the first nationally representative survey of American households to collect unique and
comprehensive data about household food purchases and acquisitions and the factors that influence food choices.
FoodAPS was co-sponsored by ERS and USDA’S Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), the agency responsible for
administering the Department’s food and nutrition assistance programs of which the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly the Food Stamp Program) is the largest. Findings from FoodAPS include:
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•

In a typical week in 2012, food was acquired from a diversity of sources: large grocery stores and
supermarkets (by an estimated 87 percent of U.S. households); restaurants and other eating places (85
percent); family, friends, parties, or a place of worship (37 percent); and food pantries or Meals on Wheels
(1 percent) (Todd and Scharadin, 2016, p. 12);

•

On average, weekly food spending by SNAP households was $52 per person, while non-SNAP households
with income less than 185 percent of poverty spent $59 per person per week, and higher-income
households spent $88 per person per week (Todd and Scharadin, 2016, p. 24);

•

The nutritional quality of foods differs across establishments (Mancino et al., 2018, pp. 25-27);

This chapter focuses on FoodAPS and its use of proprietary data on food prices. In addition to FoodAPS, ERS uses
the data for its own policy-relevant research and makes them available to USDA’s Center for Nutrition and Policy
Promotion (CNPP). In turn, CNPP has combined the proprietary data on food prices with other datasets to estimate
the cost of a nutritious diet at various expenditure levels (Carlson et al., 2008, p. 2). One level is the Thrifty Food
Plan, which is the basis for determining the dollar values of SNAP benefits. Another level is the Liberal Plan,
which the U.S. Department of Defense uses to set the Basic Allowance Subsistence rate for servicemembers.
Extramural researchers also use proprietary data in a program of research to better understand food purchases, food
consumption, nutrition, diet-related health conditions and costs, and various economic, social, and policy factors
that influence these outcomes. In recognition that proprietary food price data are used by both FoodAPS and nonFoodAPS users, ERS invited users from both groups to participate in the customer survey of the Transparent
Reporting Project.

FoodAPS integrates survey data, proprietary data, and administrative records from government agencies, including
State SNAP agencies. Table 4.1 provides brief descriptions of proprietary sources used in FoodAPS, which had a
Geography Component designed for researchers to examine how the local food environment affects food spending
patterns.

[Table follows on next page]
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Table 4.1. Proprietary Data Sources in FoodAPS
Source
InfoScan

TDLinx

InfoUSA restaurant
database
Emergency Food
System Data
State Sales Tax on
Soda and Snack
Foods

Description
InfoScan data are available from Information Resources, Inc. (IRI). The data are initially
collected by food retailers at the point-of-sale (or “check-out”) using electronic terminals.
Infoscan data cover a large portion of retail food sales.
TDLinx is a database of food retailers available from Nielsen. TDLinx provides names
and characteristics of food retailers across the United States. The database is designed to
provide universal coverage of grocery, club, convenience, and small-format food-selling
stores, although in practice not every unit in the universe may be included.
The InfoUSA restaurant database from Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) includes street
addresses for eating places.
The Emergency Food System Data were acquired from Feeding America, which conducts
a study every few years on charitable food distribution. The data include the locations of
food banks, food pantries, and soup kitchens.
The Robert Wood John Foundation funds the research program Bridging the Gap, which
examines policies and environmental factors affecting diet, physical activity and obesity
among youth.

A key advantage of these databases is their comprehensiveness. For example, TDLinx captures much of the
universe of restaurants. The InfoScan data from Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) include item-level revenues and
quantities for a million food products with Universal Product Codes (UPCs) sold at participating food retailers.
Infoscan records can be linked with product dictionaries, data on nutrition, and manufacturer’s claims regarding
food healthfulness or other attributes such as an “organic” label. The product dictionaries provide descriptions that
include flavor, brand, style, and type.

Documentation that communicates data quality to users. Several ERS reports explain features and quality of
FoodAPS data and proprietary data. Two key examples are the FoodAPS User’s Guide (Economic Research
Service, 2016) and the ERS report Understanding IRI Household-Based and Store-Based Scanner Data by Muth, et
al. (2016). These two reports were circulated in the Transparent Reporting Project to selected users and are the
focus here.

Assessing and Describing Data Quality. When considering whether FoodAPS data are relevant for the user’s
application, the user may want to begin with two key types of information: What is the purpose of the data
collection, that is, what types of questions or topic can be studied using the data? Second, what variables are
contained in the dataset?

The User’s Guide begins by stating that FoodAPS “collected information food purchased or otherwise acquired,
and the prices of and nutrient characteristics of those foods, for a nationally representative sample of U.S.
households. Data on factors expected to affect food acquisition decision, such as the household size and
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composition, demographic characteristics, income, participation in Federal food assistance programs, and dietary
restrictions, were also collected” (Economic Research Service, 2016, p. 1). An ERS webpage on FoodAPS gives
examples of broad research topics that can be examined using the data: “The interrelationships between American
households’ food acquisitions, factors influencing food demand, and household well-being,” and “How access to
various types of food stores is related to food choices, food security, health, and obesity” (Economic Research
Service, 2019a). FoodAPS codebooks list specific variables for researchers to examine.

The relevance of the proprietary data for their use in FoodAPS and for other food-related research is explained in
Muth, et al. (2016). The authors review the ERS acquisition data from IRI, a market research company, and the
intended purposes of the data for food policy research (Muth et al., 2016, pp. 1-3).

FoodAPS is released as a set of public-use files (PUFs) and a set of restricted-use files (RUFs). The RUFs are
available for approved researchers who sign a pledge in accordance with the Confidential Information Protection
and Statistical Efficiency Act of 2002 (CIPSEA) and are subject to penalties for non-compliance. (Economic
Research Service, 2016, p. 2). In addition, approved researchers agree to have ERS review results for risk of
disclosure prior to public dissemination. To reduce the risk of disclosure of personal identities data in the PUFs,
some variables are subject to coarsening and data swapping. (Economic Research Service, 2016, pp. 15-19). As a
result, statistical estimates from the PUFs and RUFs can differ slightly. Making PUFs available increases
accessibility of the data while protecting confidentiality and public trust. At the same time, statistical techniques
that reduce disclosure risk can have implications on the accuracy of the data and statistical results. For example,
data swapping can affect the weighted distributions and multivariate relationships, as noted in the User’s Guide
which also points out that the challenge of promoting use while protecting confidentiality is faced by all surveys.

Accuracy can be considered in terms of sampling and non-sampling errors. Estimated variances are a measure of
sampling error. As a survey based on a complex sample design, FoodAPS provides weights and variables for
estimating variances using either Taylor series or jackknife repeated replication (Economic Research Service, 2016,
p. 13). The User’s Guide provides an appendix with code (in SAS, Stata, and R) for implementing variance
estimation. Non-sampling errors may be more challenging to measure than sampling error. The User’s Guide
considers three sources of non-sampling errors—survey non-response, underreporting of food acquisitions, and
observational effects by which households change their food purchase behaviors due to participating in the survey,
and (Economic Research Service, 2016, pp. 24-29). The User’s Guide reports two types of response rates for
FoodAPS (Economic Research Service, 2016, p. 11) and the results of a non-response bias analysis. Item
nonresponse in FoodAPS is reported to be “generally low” (Economic Research Service, 2016, p. 24); FoodAPS
provides information on item nonresponse for every variable in data file.
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The proprietary data used in FoodAPS also have data issues concerning accuracy. Perhaps most importantly, the
data in InfoScan are collected from stores that choose to have agreements with IRI. The types of stores include
grocery, drug, convenience, mass merchandiser, club, dollar, and defense commissary stores (Muth et al., 2016 p.
19). In 2012, over 41,000 stores were covered, as were billions of transactions. However, sales from smaller,
independent stores may not be well represented. Muth et al., (2016, p. 41) note that this feature of the data can
make the data problematic for some types of analyses, giving WIC purchases as an example. Muth et al. (2016,
page) also note that data for private-label (store-brand) products are not as complete as for branded products,
reflecting that food retailers must approve whatever information is released by IRI. Muth et al. (2016, p. 42) report
that InfoScan data are not weighted, which precludes calculation of a nationally representative price; the data are
representative of those stores that self-select to be included.

Similarly, a limitation of the TDLinx store database is its defined universe of stores. The TDLinx database, by
design, does not cover grocery stores having under $1 million in sales. This omits a distinct segment of the food
retail landscape and, therefore, the dataset does not include the total universe of food retailers.

Like other micro-level datasets released by federal statistics agencies, FoodAPS contains imputed data for such
items as income. Besides the accuracy of imputed data, the accuracy of self-reported biological data for height,
weight and the resulting BMI can be questioned; FoodAPS contained flags for biologically implausible values
(Economic Research Service, 2016, p. 39).

Timeliness and punctuality have been considered especially important to users inasmuch as data cannot be used
until they are released (Biemer and Lyberg, 2003, p. 17) The timeliness of the FoodAPS data may be measured as
the lag between the time when data were collected and the time when data were available for research. FoodAPS
was fielded from April 2012 to mid-January 2013. RUFs became available in 2014, while PUFs were available
later, in 2016, due to the time necessary to implement disclosure protections.

To promote accessibility and clarity (interpretability), ERS has a portfolio of reports that document the collection,
use and quality of FoodAPS data. The ERS webpage on FoodAPS Data Quality and Accuracy contains links to six
data quality reports on: lessons learned from designing and conducting FoodAPS; instrument design, response
burden, use of incentives, and response rates; sample design; completeness and accuracy; potential for nonresponse
bias; imputation approaches for income and price data; and a review of FoodAPS from a data user’s perspective
(Economic Research Service, 2019c). While FoodAPS was designed and conducted by Mathematic Policy
Research under contract to ERS, ERS contracted with Westat, Inc. to conduct an independent review and prepare
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most of the reports listed above. The report by Wilde and Ismail (2018) that considered a data user’s perspective is
notable in that, like the Transparent Reporting Project, it conducted a survey of users—in this case, a survey of
research teams that had used FoodAPS. An ERS webpage on Documentation contains links to interviewing
documentation, respondent confidentiality forms, household screening tools, food books, and the User’s Guide and
a dozen codebooks (Economic Research Service, 2019b).

Because FoodAPS has been administered once, the issue of comparability of data across survey administrations
does not arise. However, it is worth noting that just prior to conducting FoodAPS, ERS transitioned from using
retail food price data provided by Nielsen to data provided by IRI. This switch between the two data suppliers was
prompted by re-competing the contract by which retail food price data are secured. Statistical agencies that use
proprietary data face a potential break-in-series when the agency shifts between data suppliers or when a data
supplier discontinues a series.

FoodAPS used a variation on the definition of a “household” that the U.S. Census Bureau (Census) and other
agencies use for household surveys. A “Census household” is an address-based concept: those people who reside
at a given address, regardless of whether there are family connections among them all (Census Bureau, undated) In
contrast, a “FoodAPS household” is “all persons who live together and share food and who expect to be present at
the sampled address during at least part of the data collection week.” (Economic Research Service, 2016, pp. 2-3)
This definition was adopted to reflect the definition of a SNAP unit (“SNAP household”) and to “match food
acquisitions as closely as possible with the people at the sampled residence during the week.” Because this
definition does not match the Census definition, coherence between FoodAPS results and results of Census surveys
is impinged.

A general drawback of obtaining data from commercial vendors concerns the completeness of the documentation
because of the proprietary nature of the data. Documentation can be limited relative to the documentation available
for public data from federal statistical agencies. Two other limitations can have effects on relevance, due to limited
granularity. First, some retailers release data for aggregated market areas (rather than for each individual store) for
data privacy. Because these geography-based aggregations vary by retailer, it can be difficult to examine
geographic variation or conduct analyses by State or other detailed geographic areas for certain retailers (Muth et
al., 2016, p. 19) Second, some retailers do not release private label (store brand) data or release it at an aggregate
product level.

As part of its research on data quality, ERS has examined comparability of statistical results obtained from
FoodAPS with results from the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CE), which BLS conducts to collect information on
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expenditures across consumer products including foods, and from the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey, which is conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics (Clay, et al., 2016). To understand the
coverage, representativeness, and limitations of proprietary data on food retail prices, ERS commissioned a set of
studies on the characteristics and statistical properties of the scanner data available from Nielsen and IRI. Studies
by Einav, et al. (2008a), Einav, et al. (2008b), Einav, et al. (2010) and Muth, et al. (2016) examined the coverage
and accuracy of scanner data. Zhen, et al. (2009) and Sweitzer, et al. (2017) compared household scanner data,
obtained from a large panel of participating households, with data from the CE. These studies found that scanner
data and associated files can be an extensive resource for consumer food and health research, but researchers must
understand the complexity, properties, and limitations of the datasets. Statistical agencies and data users
considering the quality of proprietary data for prices of non-food products may wish to review some of the food
price literature and either locate or develop comparable analyses of proprietary data on non-food items.

Costs of documentation. The report by Muth, et al. (2016) is estimated to have cost about $140,000 based on
contributions to the report by both extramural and ERS researchers. An ERS extramural agreement supported a
portfolio of external work that included the report. A rough ex post allocation of the agreement’s total cost results
in an estimate of about $65,000 as the report’s extramural cost component. In addition, about $75,000 of staff time
internal to ERS was devoted to the report, for a total of $140,000. The cost of the User’s Guide was estimated to be
about $30,000 of ERS staff time.

Responses from the Customer Survey. For proprietary data from IRI, the Transparent Reporting Project invited
two subgroups of users: FoodAPS users (FoodAPS included IRI data) and those who used IRI data without
FoodAPS. Respondents to the survey were researchers from both subgroups, which are identified as “FoodAPS”
and “IRI Data” in Appendix 5. The FoodAPS users received two documents to evaluate—the User’s Guide and
Muth, et al (2016), while the IRI Data users received only Muth, et al. (2016) because the User’s Guide for
FoodAPS was not relevant for them. Several highlights of their responses are noted below.

Like other respondents to the customer survey, the FoodAPS and IRI users considered the data quality to be
relatively strong for relevance and accuracy, less strong for timeliness and access. FoodAPS users had relatively
high ratings for quality of documentation.

The users’ responses to the free-response items, which are reviewed below, were quite informative. In one sense,
the user responses are specific to FoodAPS and IRI data. However, in another sense the responses are more
universal, reflecting the kinds of issues that users have when accessing many products and understanding
documentation when proprietary data are involved.
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When asked, “How did you use the data documentation or other information provided by the agency to inform or
address your information needs?” (#19 in Appendices 4 or 5; A19 on the informed consumer instrument in
Appendix 2; A19 on the researcher instrument in Appendix 3), the responses indicate that the documentation was
serving the purposes that were intended. Users referred to the documentation to determine: whether to use, for
their purposes, the scanner data from retailers or from the panel of consumers; variable names; how best to analyze
the data; and how to explain the data to others. One respondent noted that the documentation was helpful for
writing grant proposals. While another respondent wrote that the documentation is “well-crafted and fairly easy to
follow,” the user also noted that it was challenging to identify which documentation file had which information. A
user noted that a difficulty of using restricted-use data is that some of its documentation is not available outside of
the secure data environment.

For the item “What information on data sources used in {Product} did you find useful?” (#26; B7), responses
referred to how FoodAPS was linked to SNAP administrative records and that documentation on those linkages
was useful. So too was documentation on store locations and food prices.

A key purpose of the Transparent Reporting Project was to identify ways to improve documentation. A benefit of
the customer survey is that it posed that very question in general terms to the users: “What suggestions do you have
for how to improve documentation about source selections made for {Product}?” (#27; B8). One user noted that it
was challenging to understanding the linkages between FoodAPS and SNAP administrative records, which is the
same topic that was reported above that was found to be “useful.” These user responses may not be contradictory:
users can benefit from information on a topic and still seek additional detail because they find the information
useful—not despite it. A user requested fuller documentation on the construction of food price data; at the same
time, the user did deduce the needed information from coding, which points to how it can be useful for a statistical
agency to make such computer code public when possible. Another user suggested that food products be flagged if
they are under USDA labeling jurisdiction which, together with other suggestions, would support research on
determining costs and benefits for new labeling regulations.

Another free-response item asked, “What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about
procedures used to integrate information from different sources into {Product}?” (#32; C11) A user responded that
while “the FoodAPS team did great work,” it was difficult to match stores between FoodAPS and proprietary data
sources.
Another documentation question was: “What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about
how to properly use the product?” (#46; D12) Users suggested that the agency: provide code to impute missing
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information and to merge datasets; add an appendix explaining variables; explain upfront specific changes to data
that were done to ensure confidentiality; and adding more data, e.g., vehicular ownership by households and certain
characteristics about food retailers.
ERS users were asked a question designed specifically for them about possible gaps in documentation: “What
issues or questions related to the quality or statistical properties of the IRI Data or the appropriateness of using them
for specific areas of research are not currently addressed in the enclosed documentation that would be useful to
potential IRI users?” (#67; G2) Users sought more information on the meaning of some variable names,
information on imputation, and differences in certain product codes.

There was another key question that asked about improving data quality rather than documentation: “In contrast to
improving documentation, do you have suggestions for improving the statistical product itself or its quality?” (#65;
F1) Concern was expressed about the quality of the data on SNAP participation. It was urged that FoodAPS verify
participation in WIC and other food programs. Another suggestion was to make available practice datasets for
students and sample code from published studies. One user offered suggestions for obtaining more information
about veterans’ status, disabilities, and employment, and then wrote, “Overall though, this is an amazing resource!”
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5. Integration of Data from Multiple Surveys
— Scientists and Engineers Statistical Data System (SESTAT) —
National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (NCSES)

Previous chapters analyzed how agencies have communicated data quality about statistical products that are
constructed from administrative and commercial sources, often in combination with survey data. The case studies
examined the Personal Consumption Expenditures component of Gross Domestic Product, combinations of survey
and administrative data (chapter 3), and the use of proprietary data (chapter 4). The final case study in this chapter
examines a statistical product constructed from multiple sample surveys—the Scientists and Engineers Statistical
Data System (SESTAT).

SESTAT is developed and disseminated through the National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics
(NCSES) of the National Science Foundation (NSF). An expert panel convened by the Committee on National
Statistics of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine considered the NCSES surveys to be
an international “gold standard” on the science and engineering workforce “as the result of an active program of
evaluation and improvement” (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018, p. 1).

Recent findings from SESTAT include:
•

“From 2003 to 2013, the number of scientists and engineers residing in the United States grew from 21.6
million to 29.0 million” (Lan et al., 2015, p. 1).

•

“An important factor in this growth has been immigration: In 2013, 18% (5.2 million) of the scientists and
engineers residing in the United States were immigrants, whereas in 2003, 16% (3.4 million) were immigrants.
In 2013, the majority of U.S. immigrant scientists and engineers were naturalized U.S. citizens (63%), whereas
22% were permanent residents and 15% were temporary visa holders (Lan et al., 2015, p. 1).

The statistical product and its data sources. Beginning in the 1950s, the federal government prioritized
production and dissemination of information about the science and engineering workforce in the United States
largely for military preparedness purposes (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018, pp.
9-10). Responsibility for collecting and disseminating information on this population was embedded in the NSF
upon its formation in 1950 (National Research Council, 1989, pp. 21, 59, 62). Initially, NSF met this mandate in
two ways. During the 1950s, NSF assumed collection of the National Register of Scientific and Technical
Personnel which had been started by the Federal Security Agency in 1952. The agency also provided the National
Research Council with funding to support the Survey of Earned Doctorates (SED), which had started in 1946 to
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obtain data the number of new doctoral-level research scientists entering the workforce on a regular basis. Interest
in the science and engineering population has remained high as scientists and engineers have a disproportionate
effect on the U.S. economy and its rate of technological change (National Research Council, 2003, p. 5).

Since the 1950s, NSF has periodically reviewed and revamped how it collects and disseminates information on the
science and engineering workforce. NSF has a continuing mandate most recently expressed in the America
COMPETES Reauthorization Act of 2010, which made amendments to the National Science Foundation Act of
1950 (U.S. Government Printing Office, 2010). NSF is meeting its responsibility in this research area through the
SESTAT system developed by NCSES, which describes SESTAT as “a comprehensive and integrated system of
information about the employment, educational and demographic characteristics of scientists and engineers in the
United States” (National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics. 2017a).

The SESTAT system was first constructed in 1993, replacing the Scientific and Technical Personnel Data System,
with data originally drawn from the National Survey of College Graduates (NSCG), the National Survey of Recent
College Graduates (NSRCG), and the Survey of Doctoral Recipients (SDR) (National Research Council, pp. 6-7;
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018, pp. 37-38). Long-form data from the
Decennial Census formed the sampling frame of the NSCG, which interviews college graduates about work
activities, salary, and demographic characteristics. Respondents were reinterviewed on a 2-year cycle during the
1990s. A new NSCG was initiated in 2003 with the 2000 Decennial Census longform data. Data from NSCG were
augmented with information about new college graduates in science, engineering, and health fields who earned
their degrees after the Decennial Census through the biennial NSRCG. Respondents for NSRCG were sampled
from rosters for college graduates in a given year provided by sampled postsecondary institutions. Finally, to make
the data representative of Ph.D. recipients, data were drawn from the biennial SDR collections. Data in SDR are
representative of those holding research Ph.D.s in science, engineering, and health fields with samples drawn from
the Survey of Earned Doctorates (SED). The SED is a census of all new Ph.D. earners each year.

With the advent of the American Community Survey (ACS), the Decennial longform data that had formed the
sampling frame for NSCG was discontinued (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018,
pp. 67-68). NCSES began using ACS data to construct the NSCG sampling frames. Because new ACS data are
available annually, the NSCG sampling approach was modified to rotate in new sample members from ACS data
every other year. This allowed for recent college graduates not available for the initial data collection period of
NSCG to be integrated directly into the NSCG data collections. As a result, NSRCG data were not needed for
information about college graduates who earned their degrees after NSCG sample draws and the NSRCG was
discontinued in 2010.
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SESTAT currently integrates data from the NSCG and the SDR, as summarized in table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Survey Data Sources in SESTAT
Source
National Survey of College Graduates
(NSCG)

Survey of Doctorate Recipients
(SDR)

Description
The NSCG is a biennial panel survey of college graduates that focuses
on the science and engineering workforce, collecting information on
degree field, occupation, work activities, salary, and demographic
information.
The SDR is a biennial panel survey of research Ph.D. earners in the
science, engineering, and health fields that collects data on respondent
demographics, educational history, work status and occupation.

Source: National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics (2019b, 2019c)
Two widely used statistical products that are produced biennially using SESTAT data (or a component) are Science
and Engineering Indicators and Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and Engineering,
both of which are mandated by the U.S. Congress (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine,
2018, p. 40).

Documentation that communicates data quality to users. Potential and current users of SESTAT are provided
with information about the statistical product in several different sources. The Transparent Reporting Project
provided 9 sources for users to consider when evaluating the documentation. Of these, 4 sources were publications:
a Committee on National Statistics review of SESTAT in Improving the Design of Scientists and Engineers
Statistical Data Systems (National Research Council, 2003); technical notes for the product provided in Scientists
and Engineers Statistical Data System (SESTAT), 2013, Technical Notes (Lan, 2015); and sections on the data
sources and their limitations in two NCSES publications, Immigrants’ Growing Presence in the U.S. Science and
Engineering Workforce: Education and Employment Characteristics in 2013 (Lan, et al., 2015), and Prevalence of
Certifications and Licenses among the College-Educated Population in the United States; (Finamore and Foley,
2017). In addition, links for 5 webpages were provided to users as part of the customer survey: two webpages that
describe SESTAT’s 2010 and 2013 data (National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, 2015a, 2015b);
webpages that describe the NSCG provides its past questionnaires (National Center for Science and Engineering
Statistics, 2019a, 2019b); and a webpage on Frequently Asked Questions (National Center for Science and
Engineering Statistics, 2017a).
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Assessing and Describing Data Quality. Publicly available information on SESTAT is spread across several
documents, reflecting how SESTAT is an integrated data product. When considered in total, the information from
these different sources provide considerable detail about SESTAT and the quality of its data.

The relevance of SESTAT and its component parts, the NSCG and the SDR, is made clear in NCSES publications,
as well as a series of independent reports from panels convened by the Committee on National Statistics. For
example, technical notes for SESTAT 2013 explain that SESTAT “provides a comprehensive picture of the number
and characteristics of individuals in the United States with a bachelor's or higher-level degree, with a focus on those
having science and engineering (S&E) degrees or working in S&E occupations” (Lan, 2015, p. 1). The 2003 panel
report explains why that the population is important to understand and study because the work of scientists and
engineers affects technological and economic progress (National Research Council, 2003, p. 5). Similar
information is provided about the NSCG and SDR in study-specific webpages that cross-link with the main
SESTAT web page.

Much of the information about the accuracy of SESTAT statistics is provided on the webpages dedicated to NSCG
(National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics. 2019a) and SDR (National Center for Science and
Engineering Statistics, 2019c) and in publications accessible through those webpages. This way of organizing
documentation on SESTAT is a product of how SESTAT itself is produced. Data from SESTAT’s underlying data
sources provide unique and non-overlapping information about populations covered by NSCG and SDR. As a
result, the accuracy of the component data sets is central to the accuracy of the SESTAT estimates. Documentation
for the NSCG and SDR communicates how these statistical products, in turn, are founded on their own well
understood and well evaluated sources. The SDR sample is drawn from a universe of newly awarded Ph.D.
recipients who are included in the NCSES Survey of Earned Doctorates (SED) and the NSCG starts with the
American Community Survey (ACS) as its base sampling frame. Information from the SED and ACS is brought
forward into SDR and NSCG to reduce respondent burden.

The method of integrating into SESTAT data from NSCG and SDR builds a high degree of coherence into the
integrated data product because possible inconsistencies on common constructs are effectively ruled out. The
integration uses a unique linkage rule making each data source the sole source of information on specific SESTAT
subpopulations. By design, “[R]espondents with doctorates in science, engineering, or health (SEH) fields from
U.S. academic institutions who are identified through SED are SDR sample cases” (Lan, 2015, p. 2). For this type
of researcher, SDR is the only data source incorporated into SESTAT. NSCG sample cases cover “those with
research doctorates in other fields [but who work in science and engineering occupations] or those with research
doctorates awarded by foreign institutions.” Data about such researchers in SESTAT are drawn solely from NSCG.
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Following a recommendation from the Committee on National Statistics (CNSTAT), a redesign of the SESTAT
was initiated in 2013 by shifting to ACS to replace the NSRCG component. NCSES reports that the agency
“evaluated the redesign of SESTAT in regard to improving timeliness, quality, efficiency, and reducing overall
survey costs” (National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, 2014). At the same time, though, the
comparability over time of SESTAT estimates may be affected when a new methodology is introduced. Details on
current procedures for data collection and processing are in the most recent CNSTAT review of SESTAT (National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Mathematics, 2018, pp. 91-108).

A priority for NCSES is promoting access to the SESTAT data, which complements the completion of its own
SESTAT-based research reports. NCSES provides multiple public-facing data access tools tailored to the needs of
its different users. Some users may prefer prepopulated tables while others prefer to generate their own data tables.
Both options are available on the NCSES website (National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, 2017b)
In addition, public-use micro-level data can be downloaded directly from the NCSES website, which also provides
instructions for how to access restricted-use data.

An interesting feature of the SESTAT documentation makes SESTAT information more accessible: the SESTAT
Metadata Explorer, which enables users to browse for variables within a specific user-chosen survey or across the
seat of NCSES surveys (National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, undated). This feature makes the
information more transparent for SESTAT and other related NCSES data products.

Costs of documentation. The cost associated with the report on SESTAT provided by the National Research
Council (2003) is $70,000. The SESTAT’s Technical Notes for 2013 (Lan, 2015) were estimated to have cost
$15,000. The costs of the NCSES publications by Finamore and Foley (2017) and by Lan, et al. (2015) are each
estimated at $12,000, although only some fraction of that cost constitutes the specific cost of producing the
documentation sections that explain the data sources and limitations.

Responses from the Customer Survey. As with the other products considered for this report, the respondents to
the customer survey about SESTAT found the data product to be relevant to their research needs, reliable,
consistent in terms of aligning with other sources of information on the topic and were confident in the information
they received from SESTAT. One respondent made a fundamental point that applies broadly to integrated data
products: “SESTAT is great because it has a larger sample size than SDR and NSCG. For issues related to college
graduates and their career trajectories, SESTAT is better than [either] NSCG or SDR [alone].”
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Respondents also thought the product was relatively easy to access (respondents provided average scores of 4.5 or
higher on these dimensions on a 5-point scale). As with other products in the report, respondents wanted the data
more quickly and more predictably (average rates were between 3.0 and 3.3 on these dimensions). Some were not
aware of plans to continue the product asking, “Can you continue to pool SDR and NSCG into SESTAT? Right
now, the most recent data are for 2013.”

In terms of the documentation, respondents thought what was provided was relevant, well written, and clear with
scores at or near 5 for quality of the writing. However, they also indicated that more detail about how the SESTAT
product is developed and evaluated would be helpful. Overall ratings for the amount of detail provided about the
product in the written documentation was 3.3 This may be in part because some users of the product found it
difficult to navigate to more technical information about SESTAT on the NCSES web site. One respondent
indicated that, “The SESTAT page is hard to find from the NCSES home page, unless you know to look for it.
More visibility of that page might be helpful.”

The concerns with the level of detail available in the written documentation may be offset by details available for
those using SESTAT through personal communications with the NCSES SESTAT team. Across items about
information provided through direct agency, respondents provided ratings ranging from 4.3 to 5. Satisfaction with
information provided through agency contacts was also reflected in an average rating of 4.7 given to a unique
NCSES-specific survey item on satisfaction with the usefulness of the secure data facility available for SESTAT
analyses.
In answer to the free-response question “How did you use the data documentation or other information provided by
the agency to inform or address your information needs?” (#19 in Appendices 4 or 5; A19 on the informed
consumer instrument in Appendix 2; A19 on the researcher instrument in Appendix 3) users responded that
documentation helped them use data correctly and report data limitations. The questionnaire and variable list were
used to identify if the data included variables of interest. The question “What information on data sources used in
{Product} did you find useful?” (#26; B4; B7) elicited the responses that information on SESTAT components
surveys was useful, as was the codebook. To improve documentation about source selections (#27; B5; B8), one
user suggested a technical report that reviewed the redesigns of the SESTAT surveys.

In response to the item “What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about procedures used to
integrate information from different sources into {Product}?” (#32; C5; C11), one user expressed a desire for statelevel data. Suggestions on “how to improve documentation about how to properly use the product” (#46; D4; D12)
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included more information on standard errors of the estimates from SESTAT. Another felt that the usefulness of
the data was diminished by steps taken to preserve confidentiality.

One suggestion for improving the statistical product itself or its data quality (#65; F1) urged NCSES to work
closely with researchers when surveys are redesigned or changed. Another suggestion was for naming conventions
to be the same over time; while most variables retain the same name in different years, others have slightly different
names.
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6. User Assessments of Transparent Reporting
This chapter examines user assessments on documentation based on responses to 35 Lickert items on the customer
survey on documentation. While the reviews of the case studies reported on the user responses to items soliciting
unstructured, free-text responses, this chapter provides quantitative measures.

General Results. The indicator on which this section focuses is the percentage of users who have a positive rating
of Satisfied or Very Satisfied (4 or 5 on a 5-point Lickert scale). Another indicator, the mean of user responses for
an item, can be calculated once the Lickert scale is interpreted numerically. Both the percentages and the means are
reported in Appendices 4 and 5. For the 35 items on documentation, the correlation between the two indicators—
the percentages of positive ratings and the means—is 0.93. This high degree of correlation means that the
information provided by either indicator is largely, albeit not completely, mirrored in the other.

To provide organization, the 35 Lickert item on documentation were grouped into six clusters of related items:
Agency Contacts (7 items); Quality of Documentation (3 items); Agency Evaluation of Quality (2 items); Source
Data (4 items); Data Integration (8 items); and How to Use the Product (11 items). By estimating intra-cluster
means of the percentage of positive ratings, we can examine which clusters tend to have items that users consider to
be relatively strong and which clusters users would value additional detail for transparent reporting.
[Figure follows on next page]
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Figure 6.1. User Assessments of Agency Documentation, by Cluster of Related Items
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Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale. A mean
percentage of positive ratings for a cluster of related items is displayed above each box. The mean percentages of “Somewhat
satisfied” and “Very satisfied” may not sum exactly to the mean percentage of positive ratings for a cluster.
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From a user’s perspective, areas of relative strength in the transparent reporting on data quality were Agency
Contacts (obtaining information from agency staff) and general-level Quality of Documentation, each of which had
means of 85 percent (rounded). The means for Agency Evaluation of Quality and for Source Data were 84 and 79
percent, respectively. Two clusters for which the percentages of users with positive ratings were relatively low
were Data Integration and How to Use the Product, with means of 77 and 76 percent. Averaging across all 35
Licker items on transparent reporting, the overall mean was 80. That value happens to equal the mean for the 9
items on data quality and overall confidence in the data discussed elsewhere in the report.

Detailed Results for 35 Items on Documentation. In the report’s introductory section, the user responses to 9
items on data quality overall confidence in the data were gathered from both subgroups of informed consumers and
researchers. In contrast, not all 35 items on documentation were posed to both subgroups. Instead, 20 items were
posed to both subgroups (46 users), 11 targeted items were posed only to researchers (38 users), and 4 targeted
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items were posed only to informed consumers (8 users). Strengths of the project’s customer survey are that it was
highly detailed and it allowed for specialized items to be asked separately of the two subgroups. At the same time,
this detail and flexibility resulted in some items having a relatively small number of respondents—there were 8
informed consumers who could respond to that subgroup’s targeted items. In addition, item non-response could
lower the number of respondents on a given item. The number of respondents for the items are provided in
Appendices 4 and 5, along with responses estimated by type of user (informed consumer versus researchers) and
by type of user and statistical product. The full wording of the items themselves appear in the two instruments,
Appendix 2 and 3. The discussion below focuses on the percentages of positive responses as the indicator of
customer satisfaction.

It is a general statistical phenomenon that the variability of an indicator (for a given an item) is reduced as the
number of respondents increases. That is, an indicator for an item is less subject to extreme values (of either very
high or very low percentages of users expressing positive ratings) when there are more users whose responses are
averaged together for the indicator. As noted above, same of the items reviewed below had few respondents,
especially those posed to informed consumers. Analysis below will take that into account by distinguishing items
that were posed to the subgroups from items that were posed to all users.

There were large variations around the mean in the item-by-item percentages. The quartiles were roughly 10-point
spreads: the first quartile was for 89-100 percent of users with a positive rating; the second quartile was for 80-88
percent; the third quartile was for 71-79 percent; and the fourth quartile was for 58-70 percent. There were 9 items
in each quartile except the fourth, which had only 8 items.
We review the items grouped by cluster, in order of reverse ranking from the cluster with the lowest cluster mean to
the highest.

The cluster of items related to How to Use the Product had the lowest cluster mean of 76; see figure 6.2.
[Figure follows on next page]
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Figure 6.2. Items on How to Use the Product, Percentages of Positive User Ratings
Cluster mean = 76
Item posed to both informed consumers and researchers
Item posed to researchers only
Item posed to informed consumers only

Fourth Quartile
= 70 and below
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Note: Item numbers correspond to the sequence in Appendices 4 and 5.
Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale.
Source: Transparency Reporting Project Customer Survey

This cluster had more items than other clusters. It also exhibited the lowest mean, of 76, and the largest range of
responses, from only 58 percent of users with a positive rating to 100 percent. In the cluster on How to Use the
Product, users had especially high evaluations for two items on how representative the product’s information is (of
the population or concept being measured) and how errors in data sources might affect interpretation of the
product’s information. Given that those two items were posed only to informed consumers, there happened to be
few respondents for them.

Other items in the cluster had lower percentages of users with positive ratings, with 5 items falling in the fourth
quartile (58 to 70 percent) of all 35 items. Two of these items involved how changes in either integration
procedures or data sources might affect interpretation of information derived from the product, with percentages of
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68 and 63. Only 59 percent of users had a positive rating on how well documentation explains the effects that
disclosure prevention methods have on the interpretation of results from the product. That finding is of concern
considering how disclosure prevention methods are essential to maintaining data confidentiality. The lowest rating
of all 35 items on documentation, at 58 percent, was for how errors in data sources affect the overall error for the
product.

The cluster of 8 items on Data Integration had a cluster mean of 77; see figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3. Items on Data Integration
Cluster mean = 77
Item posed to both informed consumers and researchers
Item posed to researchers only
Item posed to informed consumers only

Fourth Quartile
= 70 and below
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Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale.
Source: Transparency Reporting Project Customer Survey

For the Data Integration cluster, the items with the highest percentages of positive ratings are in the 80s, in the
second quartile. These include how well the agency explains it choice of source data and how missing data were
treated during integration. The four items in the 70s, in the third quartile, included how well the agency explained
integrating data from different time frames or different geographies.

The cluster of 4 items on Sources of Data had a cluster mean of 79; see figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4. Items on Sources of Data
Cluster mean = 79
Item posed to both informed consumers and researchers
Item posed to researchers only
Item posed to informed consumers only

Fourth Quartile
= 70 and below
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Note: Item numbers correspond to the sequence in Appendices 4 and 5.
Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale.
Source: Transparency Reporting Project Customer Survey

A relatively low percentage of users, 67 percent, had positive ratings on how much detail the agency

provided for references on source data. In contrast, at the top of the figure, 89 percent of users had a
positive rating on how well the agency described the initial purposes for which source data were
collected. With integrated data, some re-used data were initially collected for purposes other than
creating the statistical product. Users generally found information on those purposes. Nearly as high of a
percentage of users had positive ratings for descriptions of source data, at 84 percent. In the third quartile,
only 76 percent of users had a positive rating on the agency’s evaluation of the quality of information
used for integrating into the agency’s product. That result does not mean that agencies do not carefully
evaluate source data. The result does mean that some users think that agencies do not describe the
evaluation very well.

In the next cluster, on Agency Evaluation of Quality, there were only two items and each stands out; see
figure 6.5.
[Figure follows on next page]
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Figure 6.5. Items on Agency Evaluation of Quality
Cluster mean = 83
Item posed to both informed consumers and researchers
Item posed to researchers only
Item posed to informed consumers only

Fourth Quartile
= 70 and below
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Note: Item numbers correspond to the sequence in Appendices 4 and 5.
Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale.
Source: Transparency Reporting Project Customer Survey

One item was on the detail that the agency provides on the quality of the product, with 100 percent of
users giving a positive rating. In contrast, the item on how much detail the agency provided on how the
agency evaluated the integration of data evoked a percentage of 67, which is in the fourth quartile.

This section began with the observation that some of the items had few respondents—a condition that
makes the percentage of users with positive ratings more subject to variability. An intuitive sense of what
greater variability means, and the enhanced credibility that more respondents provide, is gained by
comparing three items each of which had 67 percent of users expressing a positive rating. One of the
items, which is in figure 6.4, is on the agency’s evaluation of integration. The item had only 3
respondents, of which 2 had a positive rating. If just one of the respondents had a different rating, the
indicator for the item would have varied widely, to either just 1 user out of 3 or to all 3 users out of 3,
depending on whether a positive or non-positive rating happened to change. This variability around the
measured result of 67 percent—between 33 percent and 100 percent—is an illustrative of what can be
called a “small numbers problem.” The item on references in the Source of Data cluster also had a rating
of 67. However, the data that generated that rating were 22 positive rates among 33 users who responded
to the item. This larger number of responses—33 responses versus only 3—makes the references item’s
percentage less susceptible to the small numbers problem. A switch of one response would have varied
the percentage for the references item across a much smaller range, from 21/33 or 23/33. Lastly, in the
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report’s introductory section on data quality, the item on access had 30 out of 45 users giving a positive
rating, making its measure of 67 percent even less subject to variability given that 45 users responded.

The cluster on overall Quality of Documentation at a very general level contained 3 items; see figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6. Items on Quality of Documentation
Cluster mean = 85
Item posed to both informed consumers and researchers
Item posed to researchers only
Item posed to informed consumers only
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Note: Item numbers correspond to the sequence in Appendices 4 and 5.
Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale.
Source: Transparency Reporting Project Customer Survey

Users typically found writing and tables to be clear. At the bottom of the second quartile, at 80 percent, was the
percentage of users who had positive ratings for the completeness of the documentation. In a direct way, the item
on completeness drove the customer survey, with other items in other clusters identifying and exploring those
aspects of documentation that some users consider to be incomplete or non-transparent.

Finally, the cluster with the highest cluster mean involved a set of items on how users interact with agency staff; see
figure 6.7. This cluster, on Agency Contacts, had a cluster mean slightly over 85, which was one-half percentage
point greater than the cluster mean for Quality of Documentation.

[Figure follows on next page]
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Figure 6.7. Items on Agency Contacts
Cluster mean = 85
Item posed to both informed consumers and researchers
Item posed to researchers only
Item posed to informed consumers only

Fourth Quartile
= 70 and below
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Note: Item numbers correspond to the sequence in Appendices 4 and 5.
Note: A positive rating is a response of “Somewhat satisfied” or “Very Satisfied” on a 5-point Likert scale.
Source: Transparency Reporting Project Customer Survey

The Agency Contacts cluster points to a finding from the project that may be unexpected—the crucial role that
agency staff have in conveying information. The Transparency Reporting Project opted to include the interactions
users have with agency staff in the survey. Even though staff are not documentation per se, they can be an integral
part of transparent reporting, broadly conceived. Some of the items in this cluster are very similar to items already
reviewed above in other clusters, except now these items pose how well users get the information specifically from
agency staff rather than, say, a pdf or a webpage. Staff in turn might consult these other forms of documentation.
Agency staff may be under-recognized as the direct source of information for some users.
Positive ratings for how well staff addressed questions were provided by 97 percent of users. Another item that
resulted in 97 percent was agency staff’s explanation of the initial purpose that prompted the collection of the
source data. At the bottom of the figure, 3 of the items are in the 70s, in the third quartile. At the low end of 74
percent was how effectively staff explain references about the source data.

The results above about the important role of agency staff can be augmented. Prior to asking details on interactions
with staff, the customer survey posed the more general question:
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Have you read documentation for, or contacted the agency to obtain information about, {Product}? Examples
of documentation include a stand-alone technical report describing the data, appendices or technical notes to
other documents that use the data, web-pages about the data, or contacts with agency staff?
The item had options of: Yes, only read documentation; Yes, read documentation and contacted agency staff; Yes,
only contacted agency staff; No (#12; A12 on both the informed consumer and researcher instruments in
Appendices 2 and 3). Responses, by customer type, are given in Table 6.1

Table 6.1. Distributions of modes of user access to information about statistical products, by type of
customer
Customer Type
Total
Read only
Staff only
Both read and staff
Neither
Total

10
1
33
2
46

Informed
Consumer
2
1
5
0
8

Researcher
8
0
28
2
38

Source: Transparent Reporting Project Customer Survey

Results in the table support two findings. First, as expected, documentation is key for communicating information
to users—out of 46 users, 43 reported reading documentation (the sum of 10 “Read only” and 33 “Both read and
staff”). Second, the proportion of users who contact agency staff for information is also high—34 out of 46
(summing 1 “Staff only” and 33 “Both read and staff”). This second result may be unexpected if it was thought
that most users rely on documentation (only).

The project’s results point to the importance of agency staff for sharing their expertise with users directly, not just
through preparation of reports. In numerical terms, about 74 percent (34 out of 46) of users contact agency staff.
In terms of user satisfaction, the 7 items on Agency Staff had the highest mean of the various topical clusters on
documentation. These results can be useful for agencies as they plan how to allocate budget to different activities.
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7. Challenges for Improving Transparent Reporting

There are many challenges to making reporting more transparent. This section reviews some of them using three
perspectives on challenges for specific individual items of the customer survey, broader cross-item challenges that
are encountered when using and integrating non-survey data, and a bottom-line big-picture challenge faced by the
statistical agency.

Challenges at the item-specific level. The challenges of improving documentation varies across items, and even
across statistical products for a given item. Five items are selected for consideration; discussion about them may be
applicable more broadly across other items.

The item on the purpose for which the source information was initially collected (fig. 6.4) had 89 percent of users
giving a positive rating. A pair of points and rejoinders may be helpful. First, it might seem this item does not
need much improvement because it is already relatively high. However, improvements in the quality of data and of
documentation are to be found in many incremental steps at many margins. Second, it might seem that this item
would be more difficult to improve than others. After all, it is already near the upper limit of 100 percent.
Therefore, intuition might suggest that it can be harder to get the percentage even higher (in comparison with an
item that starts out with a lower percentage). However, that intuition may not be right—improving this item could
be relatively easy for many agencies. Agencies know, or should be able to discover, the original purpose for
collecting the source data even if the data are acquired from an external organization. Agencies can articulate that
organization’s data-collection purpose clearly in the documentation for the integrated product, just as agencies
explain the purpose of the survey data they collect.

Another item involves the detail on how sources are integrated into the product, for which 83 percent of users
provided a positive rating (fig. 6.3). That item could be harder to improve than the item considered above even
though it has a lower percentage (83 versus 89). This item invites additional questions. For example, are users
looking for more details on, say, how data linkage occurred? Can more details be provided? Or are details already
available, but it is not clear to a user where to find them? Documentation needs to have the details, of course, and it
needs to be navigable so that users can find those details. Improving this item could take some work.

Perhaps more detail can be added so that more users have higher satisfaction with the item on preventing disclosure
of confidential information, which was at 75 percent (fig. 6.2). However, public explanation of such methods can
be—and should be—incomplete because revealing too much information defeats the purpose of the methods.
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Perhaps a fuller explanation on what can be shared about methods, together with an acknowledgement that more
detail would threaten confidentiality, may provide a bit more transparency to users.

A relatively low percentage of users, 67 percent, had positive ratings on how much detail the agency provided for
references on source data (fig. 6.4). This item might seem easy to improve, under the supposition that it is
straightforward to add references about source data if users want more references. However, in some instances
such references may not be available, perhaps especially when data are proprietary. Here, the best the agency may
be able to do is explicitly make this point in the documentation. The lack of information from data providers is a
downside of using external data sources rather than internal data production by the agency. Even if such references
exist, and they might not, commercial firms can be reluctant to publish much detail out of concern of giving
competitors their private information. As a result, the statistical agency may have few if any references to share
with the users.

Finally, 58 percent of users had a positive rating for how well the agencies identify how errors in data sources affect
the overall error for the product. That percentage is the lowest of the 35 items. It is known, by agencies and users,
that in principle errors in source data contribute to error in the final product. What may not be known, even by the
agency, is quantitative information on the interconnections and the relevant magnitudes. Moreover, error in
multiple-source data needs to be evaluated in relation to the use of the data. This inherently difficult topic is on the
frontier of research in integrated data, representing an extension of classic questions concerning Total Survey Error
and how various types of sampling and non-sampling errors affect overall error in data or statistical products. Even
before additional research is completed, though, agencies can strive to be thorough in discussing source data, errors
in the source data, and methods by which data were integrated for the statistical product.

Broad Challenges when Using Non-survey Data. From the perspective of a statistical agency, acquiring and
integrating non-survey data for statistical purposes has four general challenges for measuring and reporting on data
quality that contrast sharply with reporting on stand-alone survey data. The statistical agency:

(1) lacks direct control of non-survey data quality. The design and collection of non-survey data is done by a
program agency or a private-sector organization. The statistical agency typically acquires non-survey data
in an “as-is” condition; in some instances, though, the statistical agency potentially has a degree of indirect
influence over non-survey data quality through specifying its use requirements and communicating with a
data supplier. In contrast, the statistical agency has fuller control over its own data collection when
designing and conducting a survey itself.
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(2) assesses non-survey data quality. To ascertain the suitability of non-survey data for its application, the
statistical agency obtains information on data quality either from the data supplier or its own examination
of the external data. In contrast, information on various aspects of survey data quality are generated
internally, by the statistical agency itself, when designing and conducting its own survey.

(3) integrates multiple sources of data. The data quality of an integrated data product depends on the quality of
each data source. In addition, integration of the sources can have additional effects on data quality. For
example, when linking micro-level records between two data sources, the linking procedure can generate a
type “processing error” that is not present in either data source separately.

(4) describes non-survey and integrated data quality to the agency’s users. Because the data originate outside
of the statistical agency, the agency may have less information to provide to users about non-survey and
integrated data quality than it reports on survey data quality.

These challenges stem from how the non-survey data were originally developed for non-statistical purposes by an
organization other than the statistical agency. These challenges can affect one or more dimensions of data quality
and one or another of the items on documentation. Nevertheless, the advantages of using administrative and
proprietary data can be so great that it is worthwhile for the statistical agency to integrate multiple data sources as
needed and to assess and explain data quality to their users.
A Bottom-line Challenge. An inherent tension exhibits in transparent reporting because improving documentation
involves both a benefits-side and a cost-side. As useful as the customer survey proved to be, it only provides oneside of the information—the benefits side, which is measured when users express high or low satisfaction for
various items. When a low percentage of users have a positive rating of satisfaction, the users are telling an agency
that they especially want to learn more about that item.

In addition to information from users, though, agencies also need some information on the cost side. Such
information would be internal to the agency. In terms of resources and staff, would it be difficult
to add a sentence or two, a paragraph or two, perhaps a page or two, of more information in agency documentation?
For which items? A key point here is that items that have a lower percentage, on the customer survey, are not
necessarily the easiest or least costly to improve. So, an agency considering which items to improve could consider
all of its items—there may be an opportunity to improve an item that is already highly rated.
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Because improving documentation entails resources and staff, agencies weigh that against how users
value other applications of an agency budget, such as improving the data rather than improving the
documentation. Those are difficult decisions.
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8. Conclusions

The Transparent Reporting Project used case studies and a customer survey to examine reporting practices
of the agencies participating in the project. Using integrated data, these agencies provide a diversity of
statistical products including the national accounts, linkages between survey and administrative data,
integrating proprietary data with survey data, and integrating multiple surveys. Reflecting the diversity of
these products, the agencies are providing transparent reporting using different approaches that are
thought to be suited for the specific end users of these products. The format of documentation ranges
from a report dedicated exclusively to the product, to targeted webpages, to a compendium of sources and
methods. It can be helpful to distinguish documentation for an estimate from documentation for a microlevel dataset that researchers access directly.

The challenges of collecting and integrating data can be met. In terms of data quality, as opposed to
documentation, the Transparent Reporting Project found that user evaluations are high for relevance,
accuracy, reliability and coherence. Users are also confident in the data and statistics. At the same time,
though, there is room for improvement. Users were less satisfied with data quality in terms of
comparability, access, timeliness, and punctuality.

Like the challenges of data quality, the challenges of transparent reporting can be met. Importantly, the
Transparent Reporting Project found that agency staff are a valued source of information for users. Other
clusters of items that with relatively high percentages of positive ratings were general-level quality of
documentation and agency evaluation of quality. There is room for agencies to improve on the
transparency—that is, the clarity and completeness—of their documentation, by providing more detail on
source data, data integration, and how to use the statistical product.

All in all, results from the Transparent Reporting Project suggest that, however agencies do it, the
agencies in the project are meeting many of the documentation needs of their users with current reporting
approaches. It is hoped that the examples of agency practices and documentation reviewed here can serve
as examples.
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Appendix 1. Definitions of Quality Dimensions
Federal Statistics, Multiple Data Sources, and Privacy
Protection: Next Steps
(CNSTAT)
Relevance. In order to have relevance, statistics must
meet the needs of users. In order to ensure that user
needs are met, it is important to monitor the relevance
of existing statistics while considering emerging needs
and priorities, ensure that priorities are reflected in the
work program and being met, and monitor user
satisfaction on a regular basis.
Accuracy and Reliability. Statistics should
accurately and reliably portray reality. The
combination of source data, intermediary data, and
statistical outputs should be regularly assessed.
Additional, sampling and nonsampling errors need to
be measured and documented and revisions regularly
analyzed in order to improve statistical processes.

Timeliness and Punctuality. Statistics should be
released in a timely and punctual manner. Eurostat
recommends that agencies ensure that they follow
proper release dates and times and make sure to
publish the time that outputs will be published. In
creating the times for public release, it is also
recommended that agencies consider user needs. If
there are any divergences, those should also be
published. Finally, any preliminary estimates created
to help users should be published only after they are
determined to hold information useful to users.
Accessibility and Clarity. Statistics should be
presented in a clear and understandable form, released
in a suitable and convenient manner, and available and
accessible on an impartial basis with supporting
metadata and guidance. It is recommended that
metadata are preserved and properly archived. It is
also recommended that metadata are standardized
according to systems, dissemination services use
proper communication and current technology,
custom-designed analysis is provided when feasible,
and public microdata files are available to researchers
for specific purposes following protocols.
Additionally, the public should be informed as to the
current methodologies for statistical processes.

Handbook on Data Quality Assessment Methods and
Tools
(ESS)
Relevance is the degree to which statistics meet
current and potential user needs. It refers to whether all
statistics that are needed are produced and the extent to
which concepts (definitions, classifications, etc.)
reflect user needs.

Accuracy in the general statistical sense denotes the
closeness of computations or estimates to the
(unknown) exact or true values. Statistics are never
identical with the true values because of variability (the
statistics change from implementation to
implementation of the survey due to random effects)
and bias (the average of the estimates from each
implementation is not equal to the true value due to
systematic effects). A basic distinction is between
sampling and non-sampling errors, which are both
subject to variability as well as bias.
Timeliness of information reflects the length of time
between its availability and the event or phenomenon it
describes.
Punctuality refers to the time lag between the release
date of data and the target date when it should have
been delivered, for instance, with reference to dates
announced in some official release calendar, laid down
by regulations or previously agreed among partners.

Accessibility refers to the physical conditions under
which users can obtain data: where to go, how to order,
delivery time, clear pricing policy, convenient
marketing conditions (copyright, etc.), availability of
micro or macro data, various formats (paper, files, CDROM, Internet, etc.)
Clarity refers to the data’s information environment
whether data are accompanied with appropriate
documentation and metadata, illustrations such as
graphs and maps, whether information on their quality
is also available (including limitation in use, etc.) and
the extent to which additional assistance is provided by
the NSI [National Statistical Institute].
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Coherence and Comparability. Statistics should be
consistent internally and over time and comparable
among regions and countries. It should be possible to
combine and make joint use of related data from
different data sources. In order to ensure coherence
and comparability, it is recommended that standards
are followed with respect to scope, definitions, units,
and classifications. Statistics over time should also be
as comparable as possible. Agencies should do the
best job possible to ensure that statistics from different
sources are compared and reconciled.

Coherence of statistics is their adequacy to be reliably
combined in different ways and for various uses. When
originating from different sources, and in particular
from statistical surveys of different nature and/or
frequencies, statistics may not be completely coherent
in the sense that they may be based on different
approaches, classifications and
methodological standards.
Comparability aims at measuring the impact of
differences in applied statistical concepts and
measurement tools/procedures when statistics are
compared between geographical areas, nongeographical domains, or over time. It is the extent to
which differences between statistics are attributed to
differences between the true values of the statistical
characteristic. There are three main approaches under
which comparability of statistics is normally
addressed: comparability over time, between
geographical areas, and between domains.

Sources: National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (2017b, pp. 114-115); Ehling and Körner (2007, pp. 910).
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Appendix 2. Instrument for Users Identified as Informed Consumers
Introduction
The {Agency} would like your feedback on your experience using {Product}. Your participation is important
because it will help federal statistical agencies better support users like yourself.
While this survey asks questions about your assessment of the statistical product, the majority of questions ask for
your assessment of the product’s documentation. The purpose is to help federal agencies better understand what
consumers need in product documentation.
{Product} was selected as the topic for these questions because it is an “integrated” data product. An integrated
data product is one that merges, mixes, or combines information from different source data to produce a new
product (such as a database or an estimate). Examples of these products include national accounts (statistics
focusing on the structure and evolution of economies), databases that result from linking survey data to
administrative data, or databases created by combining information from multiple surveys.
This survey is administered by General Services Administration (GSA) on behalf of {Agency} and should take
approximately 30 minutes to complete. You have been provided a unique survey link and can re-enter the survey
link as many times as needed until submitted. You have two weeks to fill out this survey before the window closes.
Please respond by {Date}.
Your feedback will only be used to develop recommendations for improving documentation provided for {Product}
and other federal integrated data products. Participation is voluntary and the information you provide will not be
associated with your name in any information released from this survey.
A. General Assessment
A1. Have you used or cited results from {Product}? (No—Go To End/Yes)
A2. Were you aware that {Product} combined information from different sources of information or data?
(No/Yes)
These next questions refer to various dimensions of quality of {Product}. Please rate your satisfaction using a 5point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither dissatisfied
nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer or an item
does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with {Product} in terms of:
A3. Relevance to your research or reporting needs
A4. Accuracy of information. That is, does it effectively measure the issue for which you need data
A5. Whether the information is reliable in terms of being based on scientific criteria used to selected data sources
and statistical methods
A6. Time between when information in {Product} was collected and when it was available to you
A7. Time between when the information was scheduled to be available to you (target date) and the time it actually
became available.
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A8. Consistency with other information that you know about the topic you needed {Product} to study
A9. Comparability, or whether information about a topic from one source of information in {Product} was
comparable to information about that topic from another source of data used in {Product} (e.g., pricing data
from different sources were for comparable units of a product). This includes comparability to previous
releases of {Product}.
A10. Ease of accessing {Product}
A11. Overall, how confident are you in the data or the statistics that you obtain from {Product}? (1=Very
unconfident/2=Somewhat unconfident/3=Neither unconfident nor confident/4=Somewhat
confident/5=Very confident)
These next questions refer to various dimensions of quality of the documentation for {Product}. Most of the rest of
this survey will focus on the documentation.
A12. Have you read documentation for, or contacted the agency to obtain information about {Product}? Examples
of documentation include a stand-alone technical report describing the data, appendices or technical notes
to other documents that use the data, web-pages about the data, or contacts with agency staff? (No—Go To
End/Yes, only read documentation/Yes, read documentation and contacted agency staff/Yes, only
contacted agency staff)
A13. Did you use information in the documentation to determine whether {Product} fits your research or reporting
needs? (No/Yes)
A14. Did you get information about {Product} from more than one source of documentation? (No, there was just
one source of information—Go To A16/Yes)
A15. How many different sources of documentation did you read to evaluate and use {Product}?
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with {Product} on the following characteristics of the data documentation?
A16. Clarity of the writing style
A17. Clarity of tables and graphics, including maps
A18. Completeness in terms of being able to evaluate the product for your needs
A19. How did you use the data documentation or other information provided by the agency to inform or address
your information needs? [space for free response]
B. Questions about Source Information
Integrated data merge, mix or combine data from separate sources. The following questions are about the
documentation about how different sources of data were integrated into {Product}.
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B1. Did the data documentation provide information about the different sources of information that were
integrated into {Product}? (No—Go To C1/Yes)
B2. Did you use the information about the different data sources to evaluate whether {Product} was sufficient to
meet your information needs? (No/Yes)
Thinking about the documentation for {Product}, please evaluate the information provided about the different
sources of data used by the statistical agency for {Product}. If you do not know the answer or an item does not
apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
B3. How satisfied are you with the description of the data sources used in {Product}
B4. What information on data sources used in {Product} did you find useful? [space for free response]
B5. What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about source selections made for {Product}?
[space for free response]
C. Questions about Information Regarding Evaluation of Quality
These next questions ask whether the information provided by {Agency} on the quality of the integrated data used
for {Product} was sufficient for your needs.
C1. Did the data documentation provide information about how {Agency} evaluated the quality of the integrated
data used for {Product}? (No—Go To D1/Yes)
C2. Did you use the information on the quality of {Product} to determine whether it was sufficient to meet your
information needs? (No/Yes)
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with the detail about {Product} documentation?
C3. Detail about the quality of {Product}.
C4. Detail about how the integration was evaluated
C5. What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about procedures used to integrate
information from different sources into {name of product}? [space for free response]
D. Questions about How to Use
These next questions are about how well the available documentation for {Product} discussed how to use and
interpret information from {Product}.
D1. Did the data documentation provide information for how to properly interpret or use {Product}? (No—Go To
E1/Yes)
D2. Did you use the information about proper interpretation or applications of {Product} to determine whether
{Product} met your information needs? (No/Yes)
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D3. How satisfied are you with the amount of detail provided about {Product} (1=Very dissatisfied, 2=Somewhat
dissatisfied, 3=Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied, 4=Somewhat satisfied, 5=Very satisfied, and N/A)
D4. What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about how to properly use the product?
[space for free response]

E. Questions about Agency Contacts
These next questions ask about your experience with contacts you have had with agency or agency-supported
experts about how {Product} was developed and can be interpreted.
E1. Have you contacted the agency or agency-supported experts about how {Product} was developed or how to
interpret information from {Product}? (No—Go To F1/Yes)
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with the detail of information {Agency} contacts provided about how
{Product} was developed or how to interpret {Product}?
E2. The information provided effectively addressed questions about {Product}
E3. Detail about how the {Agency} evaluated the quality (e.g., population coverage, measurement and sampling
error, time period covered, etc.) of information for integration into the product)
E4. Detail with which the {Agency} explained the purpose for which the source information was collected initially
E5. References to find out more about the source data beyond those used in {Product}
E6. Detail about how the sources of information were integrated into {Product}
E7. Detail about the effectiveness of the integration procedures
E8. Detail about how the integration was evaluated
F. Questions on Source Data
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How satisfied were you with the detail of information provided by {Agency} about how different sources of data
were selected by the statistical agency for {Product}?
F1. Detail about how the {Agency} evaluated the quality (.e.g., population coverage, measurement and sampling
error, time period covered, etc.) of information for integration into the product
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F2. Detail with which the {Agency} explained the purpose for which the source information was collected initially
F3. References to find out more about the source data beyond what was included in the {Agency}’s documentation

G. Questions about Data Integration
G1. Did the data documentation provide information about how different sources of data were integrated into
{Product} (No/Yes)
G2. Did you use the information for how data sources were integrated to evaluate whether {Product} was
sufficient to meet your information needs? (No/Yes)
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of the documentation for {Product}?
G3. How the sources of information were integrated into {Product}
G4. The effectiveness of the integration procedures
G5. How the integration was evaluated

H. Questions about How to Use
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with the documentation for {Product} in terms of how to use and interpret
information?
H1. How representative information from {Product} is of the population or concept you are using it to study
H2. How errors from each data source might affect interpretation of information from {Product}
H3. How changes in source data might affect interpretation of information from {Product}
H4. How changes in integration procedures might affect interpretation of information derived from the product

I. Questions Supplied by the Sponsoring Agency Specific to {Product}
For ERS respondents using IRI data:
I1. Using only the public documentation enclosed with this survey (that is, relying on Muth et al. Understanding
IRI Household-Based and Store-Based Scanner Data (2016) alone, and excluding other, non-public
documentation that may be available to you as a user authorized to access confidential IRI data), how
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confident are you that the documentation would be adequate for you to determine the appropriateness of using
the IRI data for a future research project?
Please use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Highly unconfident”, “2” is “Somewhat unconfident”, “3” is
“Neither confident nor unconfident”, “4” is “Somewhat confident” and “5” is “Highly confident.” If you do not
know the answer, please indicate not applicable “NA.”
I2. What issues or questions related to the quality or statistical properties of the IRI data—or the appropriateness of
using them for specific areas of research—are not currently addressed in the enclosed documentation that
would be useful to potential IRI users? [space for free response]
END Thank you for your time and effort in responding to this survey.
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Appendix 3. Instrument for Users Identified as Researchers
Introduction
The {Agency} would like your feedback on your experience using {Product}. Your participation is important
because it will help federal statistical agencies better support users like yourself.
While this survey asks questions about your assessment of the statistical product, the majority of questions ask for
your assessment of the product’s documentation. The purpose is to help federal agencies better understand what
consumers need in product documentation.
{Product} was selected as the topic for these questions because it is an “integrated” data product. An integrated
data product is one that merges, mixes, or combines information from different source data to produce a new
product (such as a database or an estimate). Examples of these products include national accounts (statistics
focusing on the structure and evolution of economies), databases that result from linking survey data to
administrative data, or databases created by combining information from multiple surveys.
This survey is administered by General Services Administration (GSA) on behalf of {Agency} and should take
approximately 30 minutes to complete. You have been provided a unique survey link and can re-enter the survey
link as many times as needed until submitted. You have two weeks to fill out this survey before the window closes.
Please respond by {Date}.
Your feedback will only be used to develop recommendations for improving documentation provided for {Product}
and other federal integrated data products. Participation is voluntary and the information you provide will not be
associated with your name in any information released from this survey.
A. General Assessment
A1. Have you used or cited results from {Product}? (No—Go To End/Yes)
A2. Were you aware that {Product} combined information from different sources of information or data?
(No/Yes)
These next questions refer to various dimensions of quality of {Product}. Please rate your satisfaction using a 5point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither dissatisfied
nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer or an item
does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with {Product} in terms of:
A3. Relevance to your research or reporting needs
A4. Accuracy of information. That is, does it effectively measure the issue for which you need data
A5. Whether the information is reliable in terms of being based on scientific criteria used to selected data sources
and statistical methods
A6. Time between when information in {Product} was collected and when it was available to you
A7. Time between when the information was scheduled to be available to you (target date) and the time it actually
became available
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A8. Consistency with other information that you know about the topic you needed {Product} to study
A9. Comparability, or whether information about a topic from one source of information in {Product} was
comparable to information about that topic from another source of data used in {Product} (e.g., pricing data
from different sources were for comparable units of a product). This includes comparability to previous
releases of {Product}.
A10. Ease of accessing {Product}
A11. Overall, how confident are you in the data or the statistics that you obtain from {Product}? (1=Very
unconfident/2=Somewhat unconfident/3=Neither unconfident nor confident/4=Somewhat
confident/5=Very confident)
These next questions refer to various dimensions of quality of the documentation for {Product}. Most of the rest of
the survey will focus on the documentation.
A12. Have you read documentation for, or contacted the agency to obtain information about, {Product}?
Examples of documentation include a stand-alone technical report describing the data, appendices or
technical notes to other documents that use the data, web-pages about the data, or contacts with agency
staff? (No—Go to End/Yes, only read documentation/Yes, read documentation and contacted agency
staff/Yes, only contacted agency staff)
A13. Did you use information in the documentation to determine whether {name of product} fits your research or
reporting needs? (No/Yes)
A14. Did you get information about {name of product} from more than one source of documentation? (No, there
was just one source of data documentation—Go to A16/Yes)
A15. How many different sources of documentation did you read to evaluate and use {Product}?
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with {Product} on the following characteristics of data documentation?
A16. Clarity of writing style
A17. Clarity of tables and graphics, including maps
A18. Completeness in terms of being able to evaluate the product for your needs
A19. How did you use the data documentation or other information provided by the agency to inform or address
your information needs? [space for free response]

B. Questions about Source Information
Integrated data merge, mix or combine data from separate sources. The following questions are about the
documentation about how different sources of data were integrated into {Product}.
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B1. Did the data documentation provide information about the different sources of information that were
integrated into {Product}? (No/Yes)
B2. Did you use the information about the different data sources to evaluate whether {Product} was sufficient to
meet your information needs? (No/Yes)
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with which {Agency} provided detail for the following aspects of {Product}
documentation.
B3. Detail with which the {Agency} identified available sources of information for integration into the product
B4. Detail with which the {Agency} evaluated the quality (e.g., population coverage, measurement and sampling
error, time period covered, etc.) of information for integration into the product
B5. Detail with which the {Agency} explained the purpose for which the source information was collected initially
B6. References to find out more about the source data beyond what was included in the {Agency}’s documentation
B7. What information on data sources used in {Product} did you find useful? [space for free response]
B8. What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about source selections made for {Product}?
[space for free response]
C. Questions about How Sources were Integrated
Please evaluate documentation for how data or information from different sources were integrated into {Product}.
Integration includes linking procedures and other approaches to linking unit records across sources, modeling
information based on different sources resulting in an estimate or a set of estimates, and other approaches to
combining across information sources to produce a data set or statistical product.
C1. Did the data documentation provide information about how {Agency} evaluated the quality of the integrated
data used for {Product}? (No/Yes)
C2. Did you use the information on the quality of {Product} to determine whether it was sufficient to meet your
information needs? (No/Yes)
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with the detail about {Product} documentation.
C3. How the sources of information were integrated into {Product}
C4. The effectiveness of the integration procedures
C5. How the integration was evaluated
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C6. Procedures used when one approach did not prove successful such as when some cases could not be matched
or linked across sources
C7. How missing data were treated during integration
C8. Decision rules when more than one source had relevant data for a given concept
C9. How data with differing time frames were integrated in {Product}
C10. How data with different geographic specificity were integrated in {Product}
C11. What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about procedures used to integrate
information from different sources into {Product}?
D. Questions about How to Use
These next questions are about how well the available documentation for {Product} discussed how to use and
interpret information from {Product}.
D1. Did the data documentation provide information for how to properly interpret or use {Product}? (No/Yes)
D2. Did you use the information about proper interpretation or applications of {Product} to determine whether
{Product} met your information needs?
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How would you rate your satisfaction with the level of detail about {Product} documentation?
D3. How the product is to be adjusted to be representative of the population or concept of inference
D4. Remaining population coverage limitations
D5. How errors from each data source affect the overall error for the product
D6. How to produce accurate estimates of variance for {Product}
D7. How the product was adjusted to prevent disclosure of respondent or subject identity
D8. How disclosure prevention methods affect the interpretation of results from the product
D9. How changes in source data might affect interpretation of information derived from the product
D10. How changes in integration procedures might affect interpretation of information derived from the product
D11. Overall, how satisfied are you with the amount of detail provided about {Product}
D12. What suggestions do you have for how to improve documentation about how to properly use the product?
[space for free response]
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E. Questions about Agency Contacts
These next questions ask about your experience with contacts you have had with agency or agency-supported
experts about how {Product} was developed and can be interpreted.
E1. Have you contacted the agency or agency-supported experts about how {Product} was developed or how to
interpret information from {Product}? (No—Go to F1/Yes)
Use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Very dissatisfied,” “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied,” “3” is “Neither
dissatisfied nor satisfied,” “4” is “Somewhat satisfied,” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do not know the answer
or an item does not apply to you, please select “N/A” (not applicable).
How satisfied were you with the detail of information {Agency} contacts provided about how the {Product} was
developed or how to interpret {Product}?
E2. The information provided effectively addressed questions about {Product}
E3. Detail about how the {Agency} evaluated the quality (.e.g., population coverage, measurement and sampling
error, time period covered, etc.) of information for integration into the product
E4. Detail with which the {Agency} explained the purpose for which the source information was collected initially
E5. References to find out more about the source data beyond those used in {Product}
E6. Detail about how the sources of information were integrated into {Product}
E7. Detail about the effectiveness of the integration procedures
E8. Detail about how the integration was evaluated
F. Questions Specific to Improving Data Quality
F1. In contrast to improving documentation, do you have suggestions for improving the statistical product itself or
its quality? [space for free response]
G. Questions Supplied by the Sponsoring Agency Specific to {Product}
For ERS respondents using IRI data:
G1. Using only the public documentation enclosed with this survey (that is, relying on Muth et al. Understanding
IRI Household-Based and Store-Based Scanner Data (2016) alone, and excluding other, non-public
documentation that may be available to you as a user authorized to access confidential IRI data), how
confident are you that the documentation would be adequate for you to determine the appropriateness of using
the IRI data for a future research project?
Please use a 5-point scale to respond where “1” is “Highly unconfident”, “2” is “Somewhat unconfident”, “3” is
“Neither confident nor unconfident”, “4” is “Somewhat confident” and “5” is “Highly confident.” If you do not
know the answer, please indicate not applicable “NA.”
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G2. What issues or questions related to the quality or statistical properties of the IRI data—or the appropriateness
of using them for specific areas of research—are not currently addressed in the enclosed documentation that
would be useful to potential IRI users? [space for free response]
For NCSES respondents:
G1. Please evaluate the Secure Data Access Facility in terms of its usefulness in accessing SESTAT data.
Please rate its usefulness using a 5-point scale. A “1” is “Very dissatisfied”, “2” is “Somewhat dissatisfied”,
“3” is “Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied”, “4” is “Somewhat satisfied” and “5” is “Very satisfied.” If you do
not know the answer or an item does not apply to you, please indicate not applicable “NA.”
END Thank you for your time and effort in responding to this survey.
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Appendix 4. Item Responses to Customer Survey, Full Sample and by Type of User
Notes are provided at the end of the table.

Item
#

Item
Codes

Item

IC1

R1

1

A1

A1

(4)
Preliminary Items
used or cite results

2

A2

A2

aware product used
different sources

(1)

(2)

(3)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

11

A11

A11

Full Sample
(n = 46)

Dimensions of Data
Quality
relevance
accuracy
reliability
timeliness
punctuality
consistency
comparability
access
Overall Assessment
confident

Subgroups

Item n2
(5)

Type of
Variable
(6)

Number
4 or 53
(7)

Perc.
4 or 53
(8)

Overall
Mean4
(9)

Std.
Dev.
(10)

IC
Mean
(n = 8)
(11)

R
Mean
(n = 38)
(12)

p–
value5
(k = 2)
(13)

46

Binary

na

na

1.0

0.00

1.0

1.0

na

46

Binary

na

na

1.0

0.00

1.0

1.0

na

44
45
46
42
32
43
40
45

Likert
Likert
Likert
Likert
Likert
Likert
Likert
Likert

41
41
42
27
20
39
30
30

93
91
91
64
63
91
75
67

4.6
4.4
4.7
3.8
3.8
4.5
4.1
3.9

0.69
0.72
0.71
1.14
1.30
0.80
1.05
1.18

4.4
4.4
4.5
4.4
4.2
4.6
4.1
4.0

4.7
4.4
4.7
3.6
3.7
4.5
4.1
3.9

0.592
0.941
0.650
0.045
0.372
0.830
0.872
0.883

46

Likert

41

89

4.5

0.89

4.1

4.6

0.336

Quality of
Documentation
12
13
14

A12
A13
A14

A12
A13
A14

read documents or
contact staff
used documents
more than one

46
44
43

4 modes
Binary
Binary

na
na
na

na
na
na

na
0.9
0.6

na
0.29
0.49

na
0.9
0.6

na
0.9
0.6

0.149
0.711
0.896

15
16
17
18

A15
A16
A17
A18

A15
A16
A17
A18

number of
documents
writing
tables and graphics
completeness

24
44
44
44

Numeric
Likert
Likert
Likert

na
38
39
35

na
86
89
80

3.0
4.5
4.5
4.2

1.81
0.79
0.76
1.02

2.4
4.5
4.5
4.0

3.2
4.4
4.5
4.2

0.198
0.892
na
0.661

19

A19

A19

na

Text

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

20

B1

B1

43

Binary

na

na

1.0

0.21

0.8

1.0

0.002

41

Binary

na

na

0.8

0.40

0.7

0.80

0.355

37

Likert

31

84

4.4

0.77

4.5

4.4

0.768

37
37
33

Likert
Likert
Likert

28
33
22

76
89
67

4.3
4.6
4.2

0.96
0.69
1.07

4.1
4.4
4.2

4.3
4.6
4.2

0.756
0.609
0.979

na

Text

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

Text

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

21

B2

B2

22

B3

B3

23
24
25

F1
F2
F3

B4
B5
B6

26

B4

B7

27

B5

B8

how use data
documentation
Source Data
have information on
different sources
used information on
different sources
description of
sources
evaluation of
sources
purpose of sources
references
what information on
sources useful
improve source
documentation
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Item
#

Item
Codes
IC1

Full Sample
(n = 46)

Item

R1

Subgroups

Item n2

Type of
Variable

Number
4 or 5

Perc.
4 or 5

Overall
Mean3

Std.
Dev.

IC
Mean
(n = 8)

R
Mean
(n = 38)

p–
value4
(k = 2)

Agency Evaluation of
Quality
28
29

C1
C2

C1

have evaluation of
integrated data

40

Binary

na

na

0.7

0.48

0.5

0.7

0.320

C2

use information on
quality of product

37

Binary

na

na

0.6

0.50

0.8

0.6

0.503

4

Likert

4

100

4.8

0.50

4.8

na

na

3

Likert

2

67

4.0

1.73

4.0

na

na

na

Text

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

detail on quality of
product
detail on agency
evaluation of
integration
improve
documentation on
integration
Data Integration

30

C3

na

31

C4

na

32

C5

C11

33

G1

na

have information on
integration

8

Binary

na

na

0.8

0.46

0.8

na

na

6

Binary

na

na

0.8

0.41

0.8

na

na

34

G2

na

use information on
integration

35

G3

C3

how sources
integrated

30

Likert

25

83

4.5

0.78

5.0

4.4

0.002

C4

effectiveness of
integration

28

Likert

23

82

4.5

0.79

5.0

4.4

0.001

25

Likert

18

72

4.3

0.99

5.0

4.3

0.002

23

Likert

16

70

4.2

1.00

na

4.2

na

25

Likert

21

84

4.5

0.77

na

4.5

na

25

Likert

21

84

4.5

0.77

na

4.5

na

25

Likert

18

72

4.2

0.88

na

4.2

na

24

Likert

17

71

4.3

0.90

na

4.3

na

39

Binary

na

na

0.8

0.39

0.5

0.9

0.008

34

Binary

na

na

0.9

0.33

1.0

0.9

0.508

36

G4

37

G5

C5

38

na

C6

agency evaluation of
integration
alternative
procedures
treatment of missing
data
decide which source
to use
integrate different
time frames
integrate different
geographies
How to Use the
Product
have information on
interpret/use
use information on
interpret/use

39

na

C7

40

na

C8

41

na

C9

42

na

C10

43

D1

D1

44

D2

D2

45

D3

D11

overall detail

35

Likert

31

89

4.4

0.69

4.5

4.4

0.668

D12

improve doc on how
to use

na

Text

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

representative of
population

4

Likert

4

100

4.8

0.50

4.8

na

na

3

Likert

3

100

5.0

0.00

5.0

na

na

30

Likert

19

63

4.0

1.13

5.0

3.8

0.000

28

Likert

19

68

4.3

1.00

5.0

4.1

0.000

28

Likert

23

82

4.3

0.85

na

4.3

na

26

Likert

20

77

4.2

0.82

na

4.2

na

46

D4

47

H1

na

48

H2

na

49

H3

D9

50

H4

D10

51

na

D3

errors in sources
change sources
affect information
change procedures
affect information
adjust to be
representative

52

na

D4

coverage limitations
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Item
#

Item
Codes

Full Sample
(n = 46)

Item

Subgroups

Item n2

Type of
Variable

Number
4 or 5

Perc.
4 or 5

Overall
Mean3

Std.
Dev.

IC
Mean
(n = 8)

R
Mean
(n = 38)

p–
value4
(k = 2)

IC1

R1

53

na

D5

source errors affect
error in product

24

Likert

14

58

3.8

1.20

na

3.8

na

54

na

D6

estimate variance

25

Likert

16

64

4.0

1.15

na

4.0

na

D7

adjust to prevent
disclosure

55

na

56

na

D8

how adjustments
affect results
Agency Contacts

57

E1

E1

contact staff

58

E2

E2

59
60
61

E3
E4
E5

E3
E4
E5

62

E6

E6

63

E7

E7

64

E8

E8

65

na

F1

66

I1

G1

67

I2

G2

68

na

G1

staff address
questions
explain evaluation of
quality of
information
explain purpose
explain references
explain how sources
integrated
explain integration
effectiveness
explain evaluation of
integration
Improve Data
Quality
suggestions for
improving statistical
product or its quality
Agency-Specific
can determine if IRI
data appropriate
issues not currently
addressed in IRI data
documentation
usefulness of Secure
Data Facility to
access SESTAT

28

Likert

21

75

4.1

1.21

na

4.1

na

27

Likert

16

59

3.9

1.22

na

3.9

na

41

Binary

na

na

0.8

0.42

0.8

0.8

0.816

32

Likert

31

97

4.8

0.61

4.5

4.8

0.523

26
29
27

Likert
Likert
Likert

23
28
20

88
97
74

4.5
4.7
4.3

0.91
0.53
1.10

4.4
4.8
4.3

4.5
4.7
4.3

0.851
0.702
0.933

29

Likert

25

86

4.4

0.91

4.2

4.5

0.555

25

Likert

19

76

4.4

0.96

4.5

4.4

0.902

24

Likert

19

79

4.5

0.93

4.5

4.5

na

na

text

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

5

Likert

4

80

3.8

1.10

na

3.8

na

na

text

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

3

Likert

3

100

4.7

0.58

na

4.7

na

Key: IC = Informed Consumer; R = Researcher. The columns of Item Codes (col. (2) and (3)) provide the alpha-numeric code
of each specific item in the instruments given to Informed Consumers and Researchers, respectively. For example, an Item
Code of “A1” for IC means that the full wording of the item “used or cite results” is provided by question A1 on the
instrument given to Informed Consumers (Appendix 2; items for Researchers are in Appendix 3). An Item Code of “na”
indicates an item that was included in only one instrument.
2
Item n refers to the number of responses (in total from both Informed Consumers and Researchers) available in the Full
Sample
3
For those items measured on a Likert scale (of 1 to 5), Number of 4 or 5 and Percent of 4 or 5 (col. (7) and (8)) refer to the
number (and percentage) of respondents who answered either a 4 or 5 to the item.
4
The Overall Mean (col. (9)) refers to the item’s mean based on data in the Full Sample. Depending whether the item was
administered to both Informed Consumers and Researchers or to only one subgroup, the Overall Mean reflects data from
both subgroups or only one.
5
The p-value refers to refers to a test of whether the difference in means between Informed Consumers and Researchers is
statistically significant. A Pearson chi-square test was used for binary variables and for the item on multiple modes of gaining
1

114

information (#12). Such a test was not done (as indicated by “na”) for items that were included on only one of the two
instruments; for items with identically equal means between the two subgroups; or items with text-based (free) responses.
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Appendix 5. Means of Item Responses to Customer Survey, Full Sample and by Type of User and Statistical Product

Item
#

Full Sample
(n = 46)

Item Codes

Informed Consumer
(n = 8)

Item
IC1

R1

1

A1

A1

Preliminary Items
used or cite results

2

A2

A2

aware product used
different sources

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10

11

A11

A11

Dimensions of Data
Quality
relevance
accuracy
reliability
timeliness
punctuality
consistency
comparability
access
Overall Assessment
confident

Researcher
(n = 38)

Mean

PCE
(n = 1)

SESTAT
(n = 1)

VetPop
2016
(n = 6)

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

46

1.0

1.0

1.0

44
45
46
42
32
43
40
45

4.6
4.4
4.7
3.8
3.8
4.5
4.1
3.9

4.4
4.4
4.5
4.4
4.2
4.6
4.1
4.0

46

4.5

Item
n2

Overall
Mean3

46

Mean

FoodAPS
(n=5)

IRI
Data
(n = 5)

NHCS
(n = 7)

NPSAS
(n = 14)

SESTAT
(n = 3)

VetPop
2016
(n = 4)

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
4.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

4.2
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.0
4.4
4.0
3.8

4.7
4.4
4.7
3.6
3.7
4.5
4.1
3.9

4.4
4.2
5.0
4.4
4.5
4.8
4.0
3.4

4.6
4.4
4.2
3.8
3.8
4.6
4.3
2.2

4.8
4.7
4.7
4.0
5.0
4.3
3.6
4.0

4.8
4.5
4.9
3.2
3.2
4.4
4.7
4.4

4.7
4.0
5.0
2.7
3.0
4.3
3.3
4.7

4.5
4.0
3.8
4.3
3.7
4.7
3.3
4.5

4.1

4.0

5.0

4.0

4.6

4.8

4.4

4.7

4.9

4.7

3.0

Quality of
Documentation
12
13
14

A12
A13
A14

A12
A13
A14

read documents or
contact staff
used documents
more than one

46
44
43

na
0.9
0.6

na
0.9
0.6

na
0.0
1.0

na
1.0
1.0

na
1.0
0.5

na
0.9
0.6

na
1.0
1.0

na
1.0
0.4

na
0.7
0.6

na
0.9
0.7

na
1.0
0.5

na
1.0
0.3

15
16
17
18

A15
A16
A17
A18

A15
A16
A17
A18

number of
documents
writing
tables and graphics
completeness

24
44
44
44

3.0
4.5
4.5
4.2

2.4
4.5
4.5
4.0

3.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

3.0
5.0
5.0
4.0

2.0
4.5
4.5
4.0

3.2
4.4
4.5
4.2

4.2
4.6
4.8
4.6

3.5
3.8
3.8
3.6

3.8
4.7
4.7
4.6

2.3
4.5
4.5
4.2

2.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

2.0
4.3
4.5
3.8

19

A19

A19

how use data
documentation

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na
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Item
#

Item Codes
I

Item

R

20

B1

B1

21

B2

B2

22

B3

B3

23
24
25

F1
F2
F3

B4
B5
B6

26

B4

B7

27

B5

B8

Source Data
have information on
different sources
used information on
different sources
description of
sources
evaluation of
sources
purpose of sources
references
what information on
sources useful
improve source
documentation

Full Sample
(n = 46)

Informed Consumer
(n = 8)

Researcher
(n = 38)

Mean

PCE
(n = 1)

SESTAT
(n = 1)

VetPop
2016
(n = 6)

Mean

FoodAPS
(n=5)

IRI
Data
(n = 5)

NHCS
(n = 7)

NPSAS
(n = 14)

SESTAT
(n = 3)

VetPop
2016
(n = 4)

1.0

0.8

1.0

1.0

0.7

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

41

0.8

0.7

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.80

1.0

0.8

0.9

0.8

0.5

0.8

37

4.4

4.5

4.0

5.0

4.5

4.4

4.8

3.8

4.5

4.5

5.0

4.0

37
37
33

4.3
4.6
4.2

4.1
4.4
4.2

na
na
na

5.0
5.0
5.0

4.0
4.3
4.0

4.3
4.6
4.2

4.6
4.8
4.0

3.8
4.0
3.5

4.2
4.7
4.3

4.6
4.7
4.6

3.0
5.0
3.0

4.0
4.3
4.3

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

Item
n

Overall
Mean

43

Agency Evaluation
of Quality
28

C1

C1

have evaluation of
integrated data

40

0.7

0.5

0.0

1.0

0.5

0.7

0.6

1.0

0.7

0.6

0.0

0.7

29

C2

C2

use information on
quality of product

37

0.6

0.8

na

1.0

0.7

0.6

1.0

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.0

0.7

4

4.8

4.8

na

5.0

4.7

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

3

4.0

4.0

na

na

4.0

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

detail on quality of
product
detail on agency
evaluation of
integration
improve
documentation on
integration
Data Integration

30

C3

na

31

C4

na

32

C5

C11

33

G1

na

have information on
integration

8

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.0

0.7

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

use information on
integration

6

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.0

0.8

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

C3

how sources
integrated

30

4.5

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.4

4.6

4.0

4.7

4.1

5.0

4.7

34
35

G2
G3
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Item
#

Item Codes
I

R

36

G4

C4

37

G5

C5

38

na

C6

Item
Data Integration
(continued)
effectiveness of
integration
agency evaluation of
integration
alternative
procedures
treatment of missing
data
decide which source
to use
integrate different
time frames
integrate different
geographies
How to Use the
Product
have information on
interpret/use
use information on
interpret/use

Full Sample
(n = 46)

Informed Consumer
(n = 8)

Researcher
(n = 38)

Mean

PCE
(n = 1)

SESTAT
(n = 1)

VetPop
2016
(n = 6)

Mean

FoodAPS
(n=5)

IRI
Data
(n = 5)

NHCS
(n = 7)

NPSAS
(n = 14)

SESTAT
(n = 3)

VetPop
2016
(n = 4)

4.5

5.0

5.0

na

5.0

4.4

4.6

4.0

4.5

4.3

5.0

4.3

25

4.3

5.0

na

na

5.0

4.3

4.3

4.0

4.5

4.1

3.0

4.7

23

4.2

na

na

na

na

4.2

4.8

4.0

4.6

4.1

2.0

4.0

25

4.5

na

na

na

na

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.7

4.4

4.0

4.7

25

4.5

na

na

na

na

4.5

4.8

4.5

4.5

4.3

5.0

4.3

25

4.2

na

na

na

na

4.2

4.4

4.0

4.5

4.1

5.0

4.0

24

4.3

na

na

na

na

4.3

4.8

4.0

4.4

4.0

3.0

4.3

39

0.8

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.3

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.5

1.0

Item
n

Overall
Mean

28

39

na

C7

40

na

C8

41

na

C9

42

na

C10

43

D1

D1

44

D2

D2

34

0.9

1.0

na

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.5

1.0

45

D3

D11

overall detail

35

4.4

4.5

4.0

4.0

5.0

4.4

4.5

4.0

4.7

4.5

3.0

4.7

46

D4

D12

improve doc on how
to use

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

representative of
population

4

4.8

4.8

5.0

4.0

5.0

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

3

5.0

5.0

na

5.0

5.0

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

30

4.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

3.8

4.0

3.7

4.0

3.8

3.0

4.0

28

4.3

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

4.1

3.7

3.7

4.4

4.1

3.0

4.7

28

4.3

na

na

na

na

4.3

4.5

4.2

4.2

4.5

3.0

4.0

26

4.2

na

na

na

na

4.2

4.5

4.7

4.3

4.1

3.0

4.0

24
25

3.8
4.0

na
na

na
na

na
na

na
na

3.8
4.0

3.7
4.0

4.3
4.0

3.7
4.25

4.0
4.2

2.0
3.0

4.0
3.3

47

H1

na

48

H2

na

49

H3

D9

50

H4

D10

51

na

D3

52

na

D4

53
54

na
na

D5
D6

errors in sources
change sources
affect information
change procedures
affect information
adjust to be
representative
coverage limitations
source errors affect
error in product
estimate variance
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Item
#

Item Codes
I

R

55

na

D7

56

na

D8

57

E1

E1

58

E2

E2

59
60
61

E3
E4
E5

E3
E4
E5

62

E6

E6

63

E7

E7

64

E8

E8

Item

How to Use the
Product (continued)
adjust to prevent
disclosure
how adjustments
affect results
Agency Contacts
contact staff
staff address
questions
explain evaluation
of quality of
information
explain purpose
explain references
explain how sources
integrated
explain integration
effectiveness
explain evaluation
of integration
Improve Data
Quality
suggestions for
improving statistical
product or its
quality
Agency-Specific

Full Sample
(n = 46)

Informed Consumer
(n = 8)

Researcher
(n = 38)

Mean

PCE
(n = 1)

SESTAT
(n = 1)

VetPop
2016
(n = 6)

Mean

FoodAPS
(n=5)

IRI
Data
(n = 5)

NHCS
(n = 7)

NPSAS
(n = 14)

SESTAT
(n = 3)

VetPop
2016
(n = 4)

4.1

na

na

na

na

4.1

3.7

3.8

4.8

4.0

1.0

4.7

27

3.9

na

na

na

na

3.9

4.0

3.5

4.6

3.9

1.0

4.0

41

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.0

0.7

0.8

0.8

1.0

0.9

0.6

1.0

1.0

32

4.8

4.5

5.0

5.0

4.3

4.8

5.0

4.8

5.0

4.7

4.5

5.0

26
29
27

4.5
4.7
4.3

4.4
4.8
4.3

na
na
4.0

5.0
5.0
5.0

4.3
4.8
4.3

4.5
4.7
4.3

4.7
4.7
4.3

5.0
4.8
5.0

4.0
5.0
4.5

4.8
4.5
4.0

4.0
5.0
2.0

4.7
4.3
4.3

29

4.4

4.2

3.0

5.0

4.3

4.5

4.7

4.8

4.5

4.2

5.0

4.7

25

4.4

4.5

na

na

4.5

4.4

4.3

5.0

5.0

3.8

3.0

4.7

24

4.5

4.5

na

na

4.5

4.5

4.3

5.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

4.7

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

Item
n

Overall
Mean

28

65

na

F1

66

I1

G1

can determine if IRI
data appropriate

5

3.8

na

na

na

na

na

na

3.8

na

na

na

na

67

I2

G2

use information on
integration

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

G1

how sources
integrated

3

4.7

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

na

4.7

na

68

na
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Key: IC = Informed Consumer; R = Researcher. The Item Codes in the columns (2) and (3) refer to the numerical code of each specific item in the instruments
given to Informed Consumers and Researchers, respectively. For example, an Item Code of “A1” for IC means that the full wording of the item “used or cite
results” is provided by question A1 on the instrument given to Informed Consumers (Appendix 2; items for Researchers are in Appendix 3). An Item Code of
“na” indicates an item that was included in only one instrument.
2
The Item n refers to the number of responses (in total from both Informed Consumers and Researchers) available in the Full Sample
3
The Overall Mean refers to the mean based on data in the Full Sample. Depending on the item, the Overall Mean reflects data from both Informed
Consumers and Researchers or, alternatively, is based on data from only one subgroup or the other (for items that were posed to just one subgroup).
1
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Appendix 6. Detailed Statistical Results of the Customer Survey

The Introductory section of the report emphasized that the Transparent Reporting Project’s customer survey was
meant to be exploratory and illustrative. The survey represents a first attempt at soliciting user responses in a crossagency context on complicated topics of data quality and documentation. For that purpose, the design of the survey
served well, response rates were sufficient, and the content of responses was informative.

As noted in the Introduction, the customer survey was a purposive survey rather than a probability sample. There
are several types of purposive samples, which are often associated with qualitative research. Examples include
basing a study on choosing typical cases, extreme cases, or paradigmatic cases (that serve as exemplars of the group
under study), as well as choosing a wide variety of cases or cases that meet a criterion (Palys, 2008, pp. 697). The
method used by the Transparent Reporting Project is an example of “stakeholder sampling,” which is “useful in the
context of evaluation research and policy analysis.” This type of purposive sampling identifies “major stakeholders
… who are involved in designing, giving, receiving, or administering the program or service being evaluated, and
who might otherwise be affected by it.” Stakeholder sampling can be used by statistical agencies when soliciting
expert opinion to evaluate a statistical program. For the Transparent Reporting Project, the informed consumers
and researchers selected for the customer survey are themselves stakeholders (users of the data and documentation)
and their views may well be shared by other, non-selected stakeholders.

The results from the customer survey constitute useful descriptive statistics for the sample. For example,
descriptive statistics tell us that the response rate for the researchers was about double the rate of the informed
consumers—51.3 percent (38 researchers out of 74 contacted) versus 25.8 percent (8 participating out of 31
contacted). However, a test of whether that difference of 25 percentage points is statistically significant cannot be
conducted to make rigorous inferences about the population (in the absence of modeling). That is, a limitation of a
purposive survey—rather than a probability-based survey—is that generalizations from the sample to the
populations of users, informed consumers, and researchers are not well grounded (in the absence of modeling). For
that reason, the conventional purpose of a significance test cannot be achieved. A strict methodologist would leave
matters at that.

Some of the report’s readers, however, may still be interested in results from a test on the difference in response
rates and on differences in responses, by item. To them, it would be helpful to make some type of a statistical
statement about subgroup differences even if that statement does not represent a statement about differences at the
population level between informed consumers and researchers. Perhaps for this purposive sample they interpret
statistical tests of differences between the two subgroups (based on conventional formulae) in an unconventional
way: the test is simply providing an “internal” metric for the users in the sample. Such a metric serves as a
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yardstick by which to gauge whether the observed differences between the two subgroups are “large” or “small”
relative to the overall variation in the data at hand. That intra-sample purpose for a statistical test differs from the
conventional purpose of using the same statistical formulae for inferential purposes. To proceed, this report’s use
of the conventional formulae and language of “statistically significant” differences lies much more in the realm of
descriptive statistics that inferential statistics. Even so, between-subgroup differences will be discussed in terms of
“statistical significance” because no other terminology seems available.

The difference in the response rates between the two subgroups were found to be statistically significantly different
from zero at the 5 percent level, with a p-value of 0.016 (using a chi-squared test for homogeneity in a 2 x 2
contingency table of responses and non-responses for the two subgroups).

Appendix 4 reports the means of user satisfaction for the informed consumers (col. 11) and the means for
researchers (col. 12). The p-values are reported (col. 13) for the test of whether the two means differ by a
statistically significant amount. For convenience, Appendix 4 shows items for which the two subgroups had
statistically significantly different responses (at the 0.95 confidence level) by shading the p-value cells for items
with p ≤ 0.05. For the eight items on data quality, the only dimension for p-value was below 0.05 was timeliness (p
= 0.045). Using the p-value as a continuous metric, rather than focusing on a bifurcated interpretation of a p-value
as significant versus insignificant, the p-values of the other dimensions are well above 0.05. Half of them are above
0.80. Tests of statistical significance on documentation found differences to be statistically significant for 1 item on
source data (#20), 3 items related to data integration (#35, #36, #37) and 3 items on how to use the product (#43,
#49, #50). For Likert variables, the two-sample t-test was used under the assumption that the subgroup variances
could be unequal using Satterthwaite’s approximation for the test’s degrees of freedom. A chi-squared test was
used for binary variables and for the item on multiple modes of gaining information (#12).

The chi-squared test is conventionally considered to be a test designed for large samples, with the test statistic
having an approximation to the chi-squared distribution that improves as sample size increases (Angresti, 2007, p.
35). A conventional threshold for samples that are sufficiently large is that the expected frequency in each cell be
at least 5. For the project’s responses, some cells had expected frequencies less than 5. An alternative to the chisquared test and other large-sample tests is Fisher’s exact test (Agresti, 2007, p. 46). However, Fisher’s test was
designed for a specific method of collecting data that fixes the column totals and the row totals (the “marginals”)
under hypothetical repetitions of the experiment; that is, over the trials, all that varies are the possible allocations
among the 4 cells within the 2x2 table. Fixing the column and row totals is a method of data collection that is
rarely met in practice and was not met by the project’s customer survey. When data are not collected according to
Fisher’s assumptions in cross-sectional studies or comparative trials, the chi-squared test may be preferable even in
small samples according to recent simulation-based work that compared alternative methodologies (Campbell,
2007, pp. 3672-4). Appendix 4 reports p-values from the familiar Pearson chi-squared test (although Campbell
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(2007) recommends replacing N by (N-1)); it so happens that none of the test conclusions shift between
significance and non-significance (at the 5 percent level) when Fisher’s exact test is used instead of Person’s chisquared test (p-values from Fisher’s exact test are not reported in the appendix).

Appendix 5 reports results at level of statistical products within customer types. At this highly granular level, the
number of responses is very small. No statistical test was conducted for this appendix.

References for Appendix 6 (Detailed Statistical Results of the Customer Survey)
Agresti, Alan. 2007. An Introduction to Categorical Data Analysis, 2nd ed. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley &
Sons.
Campbell, Ian. 2007. “Chi-squared and Fisher Irwin tests of two-by-two tables with small sample
recommendations,” Statistics in Medicine, Vol. 26, No. 19. August 2007.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/sim.2832
Palys, Ted. 2008. “Purposive Sampling,” in Lisa Given, ed. The Sage Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research
Methods, Vol. 2. Sage: Los Angeles.
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Appendix 7. Alternative Data Qualitative Assessment Scorecard (Bureau of Labor Statistics)
Note: The version of the scorecard below nearly matches the one BLS uses to assess the quality of alternative
(non-survey) data. The version here omits examples of sources of alternative data in item (3) and omits line
spacing that allows BLS staff to enter information directly into the scorecard.
TITLE [of agency project]:
SCORECARD COMPLETION INSTRUCTIONS
Complete an assessment scorecard for each unique alternative dataset. Examples of unique
alternative datasets would be third-party data purchased from JD Power for new cars and trucks, or
data on the sales of women's dresses provided by a national department store.
GENERAL INFORMATION:
1. ELIS [ENTRY-LEVEL
ITEMS] AND/OR
OUTLETS FOR WHICH

2.
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

TYPE OF ALTERNATIVE DATA SOURCE:
3. SOURCE OF ALTERNATIVE
DATA:
COMPANY PROVIDED
PUBLICALLY AVAILABLE
ALTERNATIVE DATA IS
WEB-SCRAPE
BEING ASSESSED:
API GATHERED
THIRD-PARTY PURCHASED
OTHER, BRIEFLY DESCRIBE:
4. PROPOSED USE OF ALTERNATIVE DATA (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY):
5. PROVIDE SOME MEASURE OF
SIZE/IMPACT – NUMBER OF
☐ SAMPLE COMPARISON
QUOTES, WEIGHT, AND/OR
☐ SUPPLEMENT COLLECTED DATA TO SUPPORT HEDONIC MODELING
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE - OF ELIS
(OR OTHER QUALITY ADJUSTMENT METHOD)
FOR WHICH ALTERNATIVE DATA IS
☐ REPLACE/SUPPLEMENT CURRENT DATA COLLECTION
BEING ASSESSED:
☐ SAMPLING
☐ OTHER, BRIEFLY DESCRIBE:
6. IF "REPLACE/SUPPLEMENT CURRENT DATA COLLECTION" WAS CHOSEN IN BOX 4, WILL THE ALTERNATIVE
DATA REPLACE ALL DATA COLLECTION FOR A PARTICULAR ELI OR ITEM STRATUM, OR WILL IT ONLY
REPLACE/SUPPLEMENT DATA COLLECTION FOR A PARTICULAR OUTLET OR TYPE OF ITEM WITHIN AN ELI OR
ITEM STRATUM?
7. DESCRIBE THE SPECIFIC ISSUE(S)/PROBLEM(S) THE ALTERNATIVE DATA WILL ADDRESS:
8. LIST ANY KNOWN ALTERNATE APPROACHES TO RESOLVING THE ISSUES DESCRIBED IN BOX 7:
9. LIST ANY KNOWN ALTERNATIVE DATA PROJECTS THAT ARE SIMILAR TO WHAT IS PROPOSED HERE:
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ALTERNATIVE DATASET
The following section reviews the characteristics of the alternative dataset by posing questions
about the composition and features of the dataset. The questions are meant to assess the
appropriateness of the alternative data and whether the data provides value to your work.
Answer all that are applicable to your dataset. Answer the questions as thoroughly as possible. You
will need to have access to a sample dataset to complete this portion of the scorecard.
GRANULARITY (THE LEVEL OF DEPTH REPRESENTED BY THE DATA)
10. WHAT LEVEL IS THE DATA PRESENTED TO THE USER? (EX. INDIVIDUAL TRANSACTIONS OR AVERAGE
PRICE PER UNIT SOLD) HOW IS A UNIQUE ROW OF DATA DEFINED? HOW IS A UNIQUE ITEM DEFINED?
11. DATA MAY BE AGGREGATED BY GEOGRAPHIC, ITEM, OR TIME DIMENSIONS, OR POSSIBLY ALL THREE.
FOR EXAMPLE, QUARTERLY SALES OF MEN'S APPAREL BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION. IF APPLICABLE, WHAT
LEVEL(S) IS THE DATA AGGREGATED TO?
SCOPE (THE LEVEL OF BREADTH REPRESENTED IN THE DATA)
12. ARE DATA AVAILABLE FOR THE CURRENT PSUS [PRIMARY SAMPLING UNITS]? WHAT ABOUT NEW
PSUS COMING ON AS A RESULT OF A GEOGRAPHIC REVISION?
13. ARE DATA AVAILABLE FOR THE TYPES OF OUTLETS THE CPI WOULD TYPICALLY SAMPLE FROM?
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14. ARE DATA AVAILABLE FOR THE COMPLETE RANGE OF ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE ELI(S) LISTED IN BOX 1?
15. ARE DATA AVAILABLE ON A MONTHLY BASIS? CAN HISTORICAL DATA BE ACCESSED IF NEEDED?
SAMPLING (HOW THE DATASET IS COMPILED BY THE SOURCE)
16. IF THE DATASET IS A SAMPLE (RATHER THAN THE UNIVERSE OF SALES), IS THE SAMPLING METHOD USED
WELL UNDERSTOOD? PROVIDE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLING METHOD.
17. IF THE DATASET IS A SUBSET OR IF FILTERS/THRESHOLDS HAVE BEEN PLACED ON THE DATA, DO WE
UNDERSTAND THE METHODS OF DISAGGREGATION? PROVIDE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE
DISAGGREGATION METHOD.
USABILITY (HOW THE DATA IS RECEIVED BY THE CPI)
18. HOW (METHOD AND FILE FORMAT) ARE THE DATA DELIVERED? ARE THERE ANY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
TO ACCOUNT FOR ON OUR SIDE IN ORDER TO SUCCESSFULLY RECEIVE THE DATA?
19. WHEN ARE THE DATA DELIVERED? CONSIDER AND LIST ANY POSSIBLE ISSUES WITH THE TIMING OF
DELIVERY AND INCORPORATING THE DATA INTO MONTHLY PRODUCTION (IF THAT IS ONE OF THE PROPOSED
USES OF THIS DATA).
20. WHAT IS THE STRUCTURE OF THE DATA PROVIDED (EX. AS FLAT FILES OR AS A RELATIONAL DATABASE)
AND WILL IT REQUIRE PROCESSING/TRANSFORMATION BEFORE IT CAN BE USED? ARE ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES NEEDED TO ACCOMPLISH THIS?
21. DOES THE DATA NEED TO BE CLEANED AND/OR VALIDATED BEFORE IT CAN BE USED? ARE ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES NEEDED TO ACCOMPLISH THIS?
REVIEW OF OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
The following section addresses the opportunities and challenges of the alternative dataset. Answer
the questions as thoroughly as possible. Avoid answering yes/no by expanding on your responses
through detailed answers that illustrate you have a deep knowledge of the subject area and the
dataset, or by providing examples. Provide specific measures of savings and/or costs if known. If
specific measures are not available, attempt to estimate a basic measure.
OPPORTUNITIES:
22. WHAT PROCESSES/METHODOLOGIES CAN BE EVALUATED AND/OR IMPROVED THROUGH THE USE OF THE
ALTERNATIVE DATA?
23. ARE DATA COLLECTION COSTS REDUCED BY THE USE OF THE ALTERNATIVE DATA? IF SO, PROVIDE A
MEASURE OF SAVINGS.
24. IS RESPONDENT BURDEN REDUCED THROUGH THE USE OF THE ALTERNATIVE DATA? PROVIDE SPECIFIC
EXAMPLES IF POSSIBLE.
25. DOES USING THE ALTERNATIVE DATA INCREASE THE SAMPLE SIZE? IF SO, PROVIDE A MEASURE OF THE
INCREASE.
26. IS OVERALL DATA QUALITY IMPROVED BY THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE DATA? PROVIDE SPECIFIC
EXAMPLES IF POSSIBLE.
CHALLENGES:
27. DOES THE ALTERNATIVE DATA PROVIDE A SUFFICIENT LEVEL OF DETAIL/DESCRIPTION FOR YOUR
PURPOSES? IS IT POSSIBLE TO DEFINE A UNIQUE ITEM?
28. WOULD THE ALTERNATIVE DATA BE DELIVERED IN A RELIABLE AND TIMELY FASHION TO SUPPORT
PRODUCTION USAGE?
29. WHAT ARE THE FINANCIAL COSTS TO ACQUIRING THE DATA?
30. WHAT RESOURCES AND/OR SKILLS ARE NEEDED TO WORK WITH THE DATA? DO YOU HAVE ACCESS TO
THESE RESOURCES/SKILLS?
31. IF KNOWN (AND APPLICABLE), LIST ANY EXISTING CPI SYSTEMS THAT THE ALTERNATIVE DATA WOULD
NEED TO BE INCORPORATED INTO FOR USE IN PRODUCTION:
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
In the space below, attempt to summarize the assessed alternative dataset, highlighting the most
important answers you provided above. The goal is to be able to create a short list of the relative
merits and flaws of the dataset. Give a positive (+) or negative (-) rating to each element and the
overall assessment in the far right column.
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ELEMENT:

SUMMARY:

+/-

GRANULARITY
SCOPE
SAMPLING
USABILITY
OPPORTUNITIES
CHALLENGES
OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF THE DATASET:
ASSESSMENT COMPLETED BY:
DATE OF COMPLETION:
Source: BLS internal document Appendix X. Alternative Data Qualitative Assessment Guide.docx (Winter, 2018 version)
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Appendix 8. Alternative Data Quantitative Assessment Guide (Bureau of Labor Statistics)

The purpose of this guide is to provide a framework for validating alternative data through quantitative data
analysis. The document provides suggestions for a minimum level of data analysis that should be conducted, but is
by no means exhaustive or completely applicable to all types/sources of alternative data.
Data Structure Description
Units. Data are representative of a unit. A unit can be defined in any number of ways. In the CPI, common data
units are PSUs, outlets, and quotes.
 Define the unit by determining the granularity of the data, or what makes a row unique
 Note how a unit or unique row in the alternative data will translate into a quote or other common CPI unit.
Categorical Variables. Categorical variables are made up of groups of categories. Geographic locations are
categorical variables, as are product descriptions or codes and measures of time. Categorical variables are often
referred to as “dimensions.”
 Describe the categorical variables present in the data, listing any notable exclusions
o

Location (geographic area, store specific, etc.)

o

Item (product or category codes and descriptions, unique item identifiers, etc.)

o

Time (dates, months, years, etc.)

 Note categorical variables with hierarchical relationships.
Numerical Variables. Numerical variables are numbers. They can be counts (e.g., the number of items sold), totals
(e.g., the sum of expenditures for an item in a month), or measures (e.g., the price of an item). Numerical variables
are sometimes referred to as “facts.”
 Describe the numerical variables present in the data, listing any notable exclusions
 Note and explain any calculations that may have been done to the data to derive a numerical variable.
Variable Analysis
Categorical Variables. Categorical data groups all units into distinct categories which can be summarized by
determining how many times a category occurs, or the frequency of a category in the group. Frequency information
is usually presented in a table that shows how many units fall into each category of a group. The frequency can also
be represented as a percentage or proportion of the total. The information in a frequency table can be converted into
a graph if data visualization aids in the analysis.

Analyze the frequency distributions of key dimensions:
 Determine if the alternative data is over-/under-representing data along any particular dimensions by
comparing them to similar distributions from the CPI sample or other data sources.
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 Determine if there are fluctuations in monthly frequencies that should be further investigated.
 Determine if there are notable missing values, either in error or otherwise.
Numerical Variables. Analysis of numerical variables usually includes the calculation of descriptive statistics that
describe a typical value of a variable and the distance or spread of the data from the typical value. The most
common statistics to describe the typical value are the mean and median. The spread of the data is usually described
using the range of the data, or the difference between the minimum and maximum values. The mean, median and
range (min and max) should be determined where/when appropriate, and should be compared to similar statistics
calculated using CPI sample data or other data sources. Other descriptions of spread include standard deviation and
the calculation of interquartile ranges. Plotting numerical variables can also be helpful to analyzing means and
spread.

Use the analysis of numerical variables to identify and analyze outliers:
 Aids in determining if the item grouping being used is a unique item and homogeneous.
 Determine the underlying causes of the outliers, noting those that should be mitigated or further
investigated.
 When analyzing averages, pay close attention to the number of units used in calculating the average as this
is a potential source of volatility over time and will lead to determining if there a minimum number of
observations that should be required before being used in the calculation of an index.
 Compare descriptive statistics from alternative data to similar statistics calculated using CPI sample data or
other data sources.
Source: BLS internal document Appendix XX. Alternative Data Quantitative Assessment Guide.docx (Winter, 2018 version)
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